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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction

Since the invention of the laser, the temporal duration of pulses has been significantly reduced [1, 2]. The advances in reducing the pulse duration while maintaining high laser pulse power has driven many areas of physics over the past several decades. The high intensity beams that lasers could provide were always beneficial to atomic, molecular, and optical physicists but once the pulse duration was reduced to picosecond (1 ps = 10^{-12} s) timescales and below, fast dynamic processes could be imaged. In order to image any dynamic process, a light pulse faster than the process itself is required to prevent blurring of the image. This is true for photography as well as electron dynamics in atoms. Once picosecond pulses were created, processes such as molecular rotation were available for full dynamic study. Femtosecond pulses (1 fs = 10^{-15} s) are still being used for the study of processes associated with femtosecond time scales, for example molecular vibration [3, 4].

The fastest events of interest in atomic physics are electron dynamics in atoms. These occur on the attosecond time scale (1 as = 10^{-18} s). For example, the atomic unit of time, or the time it takes for an electron in the first Bohr orbit to travel a Bohr radius, is ~27.2 as. This timescale is beyond the reach of even the shortest laser pulses ever produced directly by any laser amplifier in the world. In order to reach even sub-femtosecond pulses, transform limited spectra with full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of greater than 2 eV are required. As a comparison, some of the shortest femtosecond laser pulses ever produced (~2.8 fs) only required ~1.5 eV of spectral bandwidth [5]. This however is nearly a single cycle of the driving laser period. Obviously another method is required to reach sub-femtosecond pulse durations.

1.1 Attosecond Pulse Trains

About the time that sub 5 fs laser pulses were first being produced, the process of high-order harmonic generation was discovered [6]. When a ND:Yag laser at 1064 nm center wavelength was focused to an intensity of ~10^{13} - 10^{14} W/cm^2 in a rare gas, a series of odd-order harmonics of the fundamental laser was produced. It was expected that intensities of this magnitude would fully ionize a rare gas through multiphoton ionization [7] so the result was unexpected.
Some interesting characteristics of the spectrum were quickly noticed as well. For instance, only odd-orders were generated. This was explained by the isotropic nature of the target as well as its inversion symmetry [8]. If the symmetry of the target was broken in some way, even orders might also be present as with second harmonic generation in a non-centrosymmetric barium-borate (BBO) crystal. Another feature that was noticed was that the spectrum quickly decayed for the lowest orders but then remained relatively flat for the next several orders beyond this. The extent of the flat region, referred to as the plateau, was scalable with the intensity of the generating laser. This implied that extremely broad spectra could be generated with this method. Finally, the HHG radiation was found to have excellent temporal coherence [9] meaning it would be an attractive way to generate a broad spectrum, short wavelength source in a laboratory table top setup.

1.1.1 The Principle of High-order Harmonic Generation

In 1994, the so-called three step model was put forth to explain, in a semi-classical way, the process of high-order harmonic generation [10]. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of the model.

![Figure 1.1 The 3 Step Model for HHG (adapted from [1]).](image)

First, a ground-state bound electron in an atomic potential can tunnel through the atomic potential when a strong, oscillating electric field from a laser is applied. After the electron is liberated from the atom, it can be treated classically when two conditions, first introduced by Keldysh, are met [11]. First, the electron in the continuum states is no longer affected by the coulomb interaction of the atom. Second, only the ground state of the atom is considered in the
evolution of the system. All other states are ignored. This is true in the non-perturbative regime where the Keldysh parameter, $\gamma$, is less than 1. The equation for $\gamma$ is:

$$\gamma = \frac{2I_p m \omega^2}{e^2 E_0^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

where $I_p$ is the ionization potential of the atom, $m$ and $e$ are the electron mass and charge, respectively, $\omega$ is the laser frequency, and $E_0$ is the laser field amplitude [12].

After tunneling, the electron’s equations of motion can be solved analytically and the equation can be treated classically. An electron born at time $t_0$ will have acceleration in an oscillating laser field, $E = E_0 \cos(\omega t + \phi_{CE})$ given by:

$$a(t) = \frac{eE_0}{m} \cos(\omega t + \phi_{CE})$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

where $\phi_{CE}$ is the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) of the laser. The electron will travel some distance from the parent ion and when the electric field of the laser switches sign, the electron will reverse direction and return. Integrating the acceleration from the born time to the final recombination time, $t_f$, and calculating the resulting kinetic energy of the electron yields:

$$KE = 2U_p(t)(\sin(\omega t + \phi) - \sin(\omega t_0 + \phi))^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

where $U_p(t)$ is the cycle-averaged kinetic energy, or ponderomotive energy, of the electron “quivering” in the laser field. $U_p(t)$ is given by:

$$U_p(t) = \frac{e^2 E_0^2(t)^2}{4m \omega^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

After propagating in the laser dressed continuum, the electron has a probability of recombining with the parent ion. The electron releases all the kinetic energy it gained in the laser field in the form of an attosecond pulse once it returns to its ground state. The energy of the photons released depends on when the electron was born in the oscillating field. The ellipticity plays a strong role in this process and will be discussed in detail later.

Integrating the velocity of the electron from $t_0$ to $t_f$ yields the time dependent position, $x(t)$, of the electron. From $x(t)$, it is a simple numeric exercise to plot the phase of the laser when the electron returns as a function the phase of the laser when the electron is born. Figure 1.2(a) shows this graph. Once this plot is obtained, the kinetic energy as a function of the born time
phase, $t_0$, of the laser can be calculated and is shown in figure 1.2(b). The inset of figure 1.2(b) shows a rough picture of what a continuous harmonic spectrum looks like. After a fast decrease in intensity of the low orders, the spectrum flattens out forming a broad plateau. Finally, the spectrum quickly decreases again at the cutoff orders. The cutoff orders are those calculated from the maximum value of figure 1.2(b). Since low order harmonic generation is a nonlinear process, this explains the sudden drop off in the spectrum up to ~ the 7th order. For example, second harmonic generation is a $\chi^{(2)}$ process. Similarly, third harmonic generation is a $\chi^{(3)}$ process and so on with each order becoming more nonlinear and hence requiring more intensity for the same output power. The same dependence might be expected for the high orders as well. Instead, after the first few low orders, the next harmonics, while still highly and increasingly nonlinear, do not have the same dependence giving rise to the relatively flat plateau of the spectrum. This is due to HHG occurring at intensities in the strong field, or non-perturbative, regime where normal nonlinear optics is no longer valid.

In 1.2(b), the kinetic energy of the electron reaches a maximum at a release phase of ~0.3 rads. The value at this point gives the following result for the maximum kinetic energy:

$$E_{co} = I_p + 3.17U_p$$

where $E_{co}$ is the highest energy photon possibly released and $I_p$ is the ionization potential of the parent ion. Equation 1.4 implies that if the intensity of the driving laser is increased, the cutoff
order harmonic is increased as well. This means that the spectral bandwidth is limited only by properties of the target and the intensity of the laser being used. Phase matching plays a role here as well and will be discussed in chapter 2. Also, in figure 1.2(b), there are two regimes for electron recombination. All trajectories from release phase 0 to ~0.3 rads are known as the long trajectories while those from ~0.3 rads to $\pi/2$ rads are known as the short trajectories. Figure 1.3(a) indicates this more clearly. Both the long (green dashed) and short (blue dashed) trajectories reach a maximum energy at ~0.3 rads. The long trajectories are those whose time in the laser dressed continuum is longer than $E_\text{co}$ (shown as a black solid line) and the short trajectories are those whose time is less than $E_\text{co}$.

From the results in figure 1.3(a), it can be seen that different energy photons return at different times in the oscillating laser pulse. This results in an intrinsic chirp of the attosecond pulse. Plotting the returning kinetic energy of the electron (and hence the photon energy) as a function of the return time yields the result in figure 1.3(b). Here it can be seen that energy of the harmonics far away from the cutoff (plateau harmonics) has an approximately linear dependence on the return time of the electron which generated them. This is the chirp associated with HHG and has been well known [13-15]. The short trajectories have a positive

---

Figure 1.3 (a) Possible trajectories from an electron in a laser field. (b) The return kinetic energy versus return time. The long (green) and short (red) trajectories are indicated.
chirp (red dashed) and the long trajectories have a negative chirp (green dashed). The intrinsic chirp of the attosecond pulse will also be discussed in more detail in section 3.3.1. As will be seen in chapter 2, the long trajectory contribution can be significantly reduced through phase matching considerations meaning only the short trajectories are important for most applications. This is important for generating “clean” spectra since the long and short trajectories not only have different phases, but also different divergences [9, 16]. This process can also be treated quantum mechanically [17] and can accurately simulate the resulting single atom response to an intense laser field. However, the semi-classical 3 step model makes accurate predictions and is easy to use in an experimental setting.

HHG is intrinsically an attosecond process since the recombination of the returning electrons emit attosecond pulses. This tunneling, propagation, and recombination occurs once per half laser cycle meaning, for a multi-cycle pulse, a train of attosecond pulses is generated with a periodicity of half an optical cycle. While attosecond pulse trains have several applications [18-20], using an isolated pulse for pump-probe experiments is desirable since contributions from pre and post pulses can modify time-resolved experimental results.

1.2.1 Experimental setup

Generating a train of attosecond pulses from HHG is simple to do experimentally. Figure 1.4(a) shows an extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) spectrometer capable of measuring the spectrum of emitted harmonics [21]. A long, multi-cycle laser pulse is focused with an f=400 mm focal length parabolic silver coated mirror (Juno Optics) into a 1.4 mm long gas target. The gas target is a glass cell with two laser drilled holes in it. The cell is filled with (usually) either argon, neon or helium at pressures on the order of 10 Torr. The excess gas is evacuated from the chamber with three 7 l/s roughing pumps. This maintained a background pressure in the chamber of ~300 mTorr.

As long as the laser intensity is on the order of $10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$, a train of attosecond pulses is generated (see figure 1.4(b)). From here, the pulse train propagates along with the infrared (IR) driving laser to a thin (~300 nm) aluminum filter. This filter removes the residual IR laser leaving only the XUV photons. As will be seen in the temporal characterization section, the filter can be used to partially compensate the intrinsic chirp of the HHG process. However, since this is solely a spectral domain measurement, the filter is used for removing IR photons only.
The filter also acts as differential pumping, separating the high pressure HHG side from the low pressure detector side. This means the filter cannot be removed from the beamline. Since filters have a limited transmission bandwidth, care must be taken in selecting a filter which blocks the IR, remains strong enough to act as differential pumping, and transmits as many XUV photons as possible. For this, aluminum was found to work very well for a broad range of harmonics. The transmission range covers ~15 eV to 72 eV corresponding to the 9th harmonic to the 45th harmonic of an 800 nm laser [22]. After the filter, a XUV photodiode (AXUV 100, IRD Inc.) could also be inserted to measure the actual photon flux of the XUV beam online.

![Figure 1.4 (a) XUV Spectrometer (b) Attosecond pulse train from a gas target](image)

Figure 1.4 (a) XUV Spectrometer (b) Attosecond pulse train from a gas target

After the filter and photodiode, the harmonics were incident on a torroidal grating (Horiba Jobin Yvon). The grating had 384 lines per mm and gave a measured energy resolution of ~280 meV at 45 eV. Since the harmonics are odd orders, they are separated by two photons or ~3 eV. 280 meV is sufficient for resolving such harmonics. After the grating, the harmonics were incident on a microchannel plate detector with ~1200 V applied and phosphor screen with ~2000 V applied. The high gas density side of the chamber needs to be isolated from the microchannel plate detector to prevent arcing across the high-voltage plates which is why the filter needs to remain in place. A single turbo pump with pumping rate of 250 l/s with a roughing pump of 7 l/s was used to ensure the pressure on the detector side was never higher than ~5 x 10^-6 torr at the location of the detector. An image of the spectrum was recorded with a water cooled CCD camera. Figure 1.5(a) shows spectra generated from an argon target (blue line) and from a neon target (red line) under the same experimental conditions. The two spectra are normalized with respect to each other but in reality, the argon spectrum is more than 10 times
stronger than the neon spectrum due to its low ionization potential. The spectra are both limited by the edges of the spectrometer but actually extend beyond the range indicated. The background in both cases is identical and is light leaking onto the spectrometer.

It is important to note that the argon spectra have a reduced cutoff as compared to the neon spectrum even though both spectra were taken with roughly the same intensity. This is because argon has a lower ionization potential (15.6 eV) than neon (21.6 eV) meaning that once the intensity gets too large, the target is fully ionized. This result can be seen in figure 1.5(b).

This plot shows the ionization probability as a function of delay for a laser pulse in argon (blue line) and neon (red line) as calculated by the ADK method [23]. The calculation is outlined in Appendix A. The calculation was conducted using a 30 fs pulse duration and peak intensity of $5.6 \times 10^{14} \text{W/cm}^2$ which were the actual experimental conditions. Before the center of the laser pulse where the intensity is the highest, the argon target is full ionized while the neon target is only ~25% ionized. Since the highest order harmonic depends on intensity, the argon cutoff should be much lower than the neon cutoff which is what was found experimentally. The upper figure in 1.5(b) shows the shape of the 30 fs pulse used in the calculation. The ionization “steps” in the ionization probability calculation occur at each half cycle.

![Figure 1.5 Long Pulse Spectra (a) and ADK Calculations (b)](image)

Figure 1.5 Long Pulse Spectra (a) and ADK Calculations (b)
### 1.3.1 Hints of Isolated Sub-femtosecond Pulses

The discrete harmonic spectrum in figure 1.5(a) is indicative of HHG from long (~30 fs) linearly polarized laser pulses. Since the harmonic spectrum is the energy domain representation of a temporal domain train of attosecond pulses, it is expected that increasing the number the pulses in the train should further narrow the individual harmonic bandwidths. This can be accomplished by positively chirping the driving laser pulses [24, 25]. Conversely, reducing the number of pulses in the train will increase the width of each peak. Of course if there was only one pulse in the train, the spectrum would be continuous and maximally broadened. Figure 1.6(a) shows a spectrum of harmonics from a 9 fs driving laser (black line). Clearly the peaks are broader than the 30 fs spectrum (red line). The peaks are also shifted with respect to the two pulse durations. This is because each spectrum consists of harmonics of the driving laser. For a 30 fs pulse from the Kansas Light Source (KLS) amplifier, the center wavelength is ~800 nm and the harmonics are integer multiples of 1.55 eV. For the 9 fs case, a pulse shortening technique was used - a hollow core fiber, which resulted in a very broad spectrum for the driving laser, but with a different center wavelength. In this case the center was at ~750 nm or 1.65 eV. Figure 1.6(b) gives an idea of what the temporal domain representation of such a spectrum might look like as compared with that from a 30 fs pulse. The upper electric field is from a 9 fs pulse while the lower field is from a 30 fs pulse. The blue peaks represent the attosecond pulses in the train and are generated at every half optical cycle. These results imply that by simply reducing
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**Figure 1.6 Long Pulse versus Short Pulse Spectrum (a) and representation of the attosecond pulse trains in each case (b).**
the driving laser pulse duration as much as possible, a single attosecond pulse can be generated. This is the principle behind amplitude gating [refs]. Here, the driving pulse is made to have duration as close to half of an optical cycle as possible. Since the harmonic generation process is intensity dependent, the highest orders (near the cutoff of the spectrum) are generated only by the center cycle of the driving laser. The pre and post pulses are generated from lower intensity. As such, the cutoff is a continuum while the plateau orders are discrete. Simply using a mirror that reflects only the wavelength portion of the cutoff truncates the spectrum giving a single attosecond pulse. While this method is capable of generating short attosecond pulses [refs], it is very difficult to implement (only one group has thus far been able to demonstrate its effectiveness) and it purposely throws away a large portion of the harmonic flux, namely all of the plateau harmonics.

1.4.1 Overview of this Thesis

The overall goal of this work is to show that isolated attosecond pulses can be generated from multi-cycle lasers with relative ease. The pulses also must have usable amounts of flux to make them useful for pump-probe experiments. To this end, several demonstrations were conducted to show the effectiveness of the generation method we developed in the KLS.

First will be a demonstration of the spectral characterization of the attosecond pulses generated. This shows that the method used for generating the attosecond pulses agrees with all predictions in the spectral domain. This is nicely demonstrated with a carrier-envelope phase scan of the generating laser while recording the output spectrum.

To prove that the attosecond pulses are truly isolated in the temporal domain, attosecond streaking is carried out on the pulses generated. We also use this method to show the effectiveness of the method in generating high flux pulses and with very broad spectra.

Finally, the gating method is applied to generate the broadest isolated attosecond pulses ever and also to generate pulses under any laser pulse duration and carrier-envelope phase. The attosecond pulses themselves are also used in a pump-probe experiment to control electron dynamics in helium for the first time. All of these results represent a full analysis of the gating method while also demonstrating its effectiveness under a variety of conditions.
CHAPTER 2 - Attosecond Pulse Generation

This chapter will give an overview of the methods of DOG and GDOG for generating isolated attosecond pulses. The advantages of this method will be discussed in detail and compared with other gating techniques. The pulses will be fully characterized in the spectral domain and the method of how the flux of the pulses was optimized will be discussed. While this is not unequivocal proof that we have generated attosecond pulses, it does provide unique features only present in our methods while also providing evidence that our pulses are truly isolated.

2.1 Principle of Double Optical Gating

Double optical gating or DOG, as its name suggests, is a combination of two gating methods which have both been used previously in the production of broad spectra and single attosecond pulses. In this section, I will describe the two gating methods, known as two color gating and polarization gating, and discuss the benefits and disadvantages to using each one independently.

2.1.1 Two Color Gating

As was shown in section 1.2.1, a laser focused into a gas target will produce a spectrum of odd-order harmonics of the fundamental laser. Mathematically this is explained by the fact that the Fourier transform of a train of pulses separated by half an optical cycle of the driving laser will result in odd multiples of the fundamental frequency. This is physically explained by the symmetry of the target, which, for an isotropic rare gas with inversion symmetry, is centrosymmetric [8]. If the symmetry is somehow broken, like in a BBO crystal, even orders can also be produced since the Fourier transform of a pulse train with full cycle periodicity yields even and odd order harmonics of the fundamental. Breaking the symmetry of an isotropic gas target is, of course, difficult so an alternative way to accomplish this is by breaking the symmetry of the driving laser [26-28].

Since the harmonic generation process requires high intensity and is highly nonlinear in intensity, even a slight change to the laser field can drastically change the spectrum [29]. By adding a weak, linearly polarized second harmonic field to the fundamental driving laser, every
other half cycle is reduced while the other cycles are slightly enhanced for certain values of phase between the two pulses. The time varying electric field is described by the equation:

\[ E(t) = E_0 \cos(\omega t + \phi_{CE}) + aE_0 \cos(2\omega t + 2\phi_{CE} + \phi_{rel}), \]  

(2.1)

where \( a \) is ratio of the amplitude of the second harmonic with respect to the fundamental frequency, \( 2\phi_{CE} \) is the carrier envelope phase of the second harmonic, and \( \phi_{rel} \) is the relative phase between the second harmonic and fundamental. The role of the relative phase is important for deciding the nature of the total field. Figure 2.1 shows the fundamental and second harmonic fields (with \( a = 0.2 \)) individually (upper figure) followed by two total electric field distributions for \( \phi_{rel} = 0 \) (middle figure) and \( \phi_{rel} = 0.64\pi \) (lower figure). When \( \phi_{rel} = 0 \), the resultant field has a broken symmetry. If the second harmonic amplitude is strong enough, every other cycle would not have sufficient intensity to generate an attosecond pulse resulting in a full cycle periodic train. In the case of the lower figure (\( \phi_{rel} = 0.64\pi \)), the attosecond pulse train would still have the same periodicity as a one color field.

Adding the second harmonic to the fundamental will obviously change the electron trajectory during its excursion away from the parent ion during the HHG process. It was found that a slight cutoff extension can be obtained if the relative phase of the second harmonic is chosen appropriately and that an attosecond pulse train with enhanced contrast between the
center pulse and any pre/post pulses can be produced in this way [30]. Figures 2.2(a) and (c) show the calculated return phase as a function of the release phase for several values of relative phase between the second harmonic and the fundamental. The one color case is also shown for reference. From this result, the electron kinetic energy when the electron returns was calculated and is displayed in figures 2.2(b) and (d). In all cases, $a$ was

\[
\Phi = 0 \quad \text{(black)} \quad \text{and for a one color field (red)}.
\]

\[
\Phi = \pi \quad \text{(green)} \quad \text{and for } \Phi = 1.6\pi \quad \text{(blue)}.
\]
chosen to be 0.2. This result indicates that the attosecond pulse train can have a cutoff extension when the relative phase is chosen properly and reaches a maximum around 0.64π. However, under this condition, the attosecond pulse is not truly isolated.

In order to generate a two color spectrum experimentally, an interferometer was used. Figure 2.3 shows the experimental setup. The input laser with pulse was separated with a broadband 50/50 beamsplitter (LayerTec). Half of the beam was sent through a compensation plate to ensure equal dispersion to the other half of the beam and then through a BBO crystal (Altos Photonics) for second harmonic generation. The second harmonic and fundamental IR beams then reflected off a Dichroic beamsplitter (CVI) that reflected the second harmonic with ~90% reflectivity and transmitted the IR with ~95% transmittance. The remaining second harmonic then reflected from a long wave pass (LWP) beamsplitter. Meanwhile, the other half of the original IR laser passed through an equal optical path length as the second harmonic and recombined with the second harmonic at the LWP. This beam had an achromatic halfwave plate installed so that its polarization could be matched to the second harmonic. This is critical since the second harmonic is generated with an orthogonal polarization to the fundamental laser in type-1 BBO crystals. This beam also had a delay stage so that the relative phase between the second harmonic and IR beams could be controlled. After this, both beams entered the same XUV spectrometer as shown in figure 1.4.

![Figure 2.3 Interferometer for Generating a Two-Color Field](image)

Figure 2.3 Interferometer for Generating a Two-Color Field
To fully test the two-color gating method, HHG from several pulse durations was conducted. The Ti:Sapphire amplifier naturally produced ~30-35 fs pulses at 1 kHz to 2 kHz depending on the operating conditions. To reduce this to few-cycle pulses, the 2 mJ energy laser pulse was focused into a hollow-core fiber with an inner diameter of 400 µm. The fiber was filled with ~20-30 psi neon gas to generate self-phase modulation to spectrally broaden the pulse. After the fiber, several bounces on multi-layer chirped mirrors allowed the low order phase distortions from the fiber to be compensated. Adding extra mirrors also allowed the pulses to be pre compensated for any extra dispersive materials (waveplates, beamsplitters, etc.) that might be in the beam path later.

This system routinely produced spectra capable of supporting pulse durations of ~7-10 fs. It also generated spectra that could support ~5 fs pulses with high output power [31] if a lot of care was taken with the alignment and input laser conditions. To temporally characterize our pulses, we used the frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) technique. Figure 2.4 shows a FROG trace for a ~9 fs pulse; typical of our normal, everyday operations. The spectrum output from the fiber is shown in figure 2.4(a). 2.4(b) shows the experimental and retrieved FROG traces. The reconstructed temporal profile is shown in 2.4(c).

![Figure 2.4 (a) Spectrum of a 9 fs pulse (b) FROG trace for a 9 fs laser pulse (c) reconstructed temporal profile and phase.](image)

Figure 2.5 shows harmonic spectra from a two color field. The generating pulse durations were 30 fs (black line) and 9 fs (red line). The even and odd orders are clearly present and again, the
spectrum is broader for the shorter input pulse duration. These results are very similar to previous results with two-color gating [32].

![Two-Color Linear Spectra](image)

**Figure 2.5 Two-Color Linear Spectra.**

While this method is successful in generating broader spectra than a one-color field alone, the spectra is still modulated indicating multiple pulses in the train. However, since the individual harmonic orders broaden as the generating pulse reduces and due to limitations in the resolution of the spectrometer, the results of figure 2.5 do not guarantee a single attosecond pulse is generated, rather a train of pulses is instead likely. Simulations have been done suggesting that the attosecond pulse train can be reduced to a single attosecond pulse with a small train of pre and post pulses [30] but in order to use attosecond pulses for nonlinear experiments, the satellite pulses must be many orders of magnitude below the main pulse. This limitation means two-color gating alone will not work for true isolated attosecond pulse generation.

**2.1.2 Polarization Gating**

The second gating method included in DOG is polarization gating. This method has already been demonstrated to generate single isolated attosecond pulses independently [33, 34]. The method capitalizes on the strong ellipticity dependence of the HHG process to effectively gate a single pulse from an attosecond pulse train. It was shown previously [35-37] that as the ellipticity of the generating laser increases, the harmonic efficiency drops off quickly. This can
be explained with the 3-step model. After the electron is born into the laser dressed continuum, it is steered by the laser field itself. A linearly polarized field will cause the electron to return to the parent ion. If the generating field has some degree of ellipticity however, the electron can be steered away from the parent ion resulting in no recombination, and hence no attosecond emission. This effect is maximized for circularly polarized fields. Here, the electron will never return to the parent ion. Since this a cumulative effect incurred on the electron, the more time it spends in the continuum, the more likely it is to be steered away. Since, for the short trajectories, the highest energy electrons spend the most time away from the parent ion (see figure 1.3), they are more sensitive to the ellipticity of the generating field.

Experimentally, gating a single pulse from a train is accomplished by changing a linearly polarized, few-cycle laser pulse into a pulse with a time-varying polarization state. By superimposing a right and left circularly polarized laser pulse with some amount of delay, \( T_d \), between them, a pulse that has circularly polarized leading and trailing edges and with a small linear portion in the center is created [38-42]. Figure 2.6(a) shows the pulse. By controlling the delay between the two counter-rotating pulses, the thickness of the linear portion can be controlled. The way this gates a single pulse from an attosecond pulse train is by only allowing attosecond pulses to be formed when the laser field is linearly polarized. If the linear portion is \( \sim \)the periodicity of the attosecond pulse train, only one pulse can be formed. If the ellipticity varying pulse is broken up into its orthogonal components, they look like those shown in figure 2.6(b). The vector sum of the fields, given by \( \vec{E}(t) = E_{drive}(t)\hat{i} + E_{gate}(t)\hat{j} \), results in the ellipticity varying pulse in 2.6(a). The upper figure in 2.6(b), called the driving field, is expressed as:

\[
E_{drive}(t) = E_0 [ (e^{-2\ln 2(t+T_d/2)^2/\tau_p^2} + e^{-2\ln 2(t-T_d/2)^2/\tau_p^2}) \cos(\omega_0 t + \phi_{CE}) ]
\]

(2.2)

and the lower figure is the gating field, described by:

\[
E_{gate}(t) = E_0 [ (e^{-2\ln 2(t+T_d/2)^2/\tau_p^2} - e^{-2\ln 2(t-T_d/2)^2/\tau_p^2}) \sin(\omega_0 t + \phi_{CE}) ]
\]

(2.3)

where \( E_0 \) is the amplitude of the circularly polarized fundamental laser field with carrier frequency \( \omega_0 \) (period \( T_0 \)), pulse duration \( \tau_p \), and CE phase \( \phi_{CE} \). \( T_d \) is the time delay between the two circular pulses. In the figure \( \tau_p \) is 7 fs, \( T_d \) is 11.76 fs, \( \omega_0 \) corresponds to an 800 nm laser pulse, and \( \phi_{CE} \) is 0.
Figure 2.6 (a) Total Electric Field Components for Polarization Gating (b) Driving field (red line) and Gating field (green line).

The important feature of these two components is that the gating field goes to zero at the center of the pulse while the driving field is some non-zero value. Together, these two pulses give a linear portion at the center, and some degree of ellipticity everywhere else. Taking the ratio of the magnitude of the envelopes of the gating field to the driving field yields the time varying ellipticity:

\[
\xi(t) = \frac{E_{\text{gate}}}{E_{\text{drive}}} = \frac{1 - e^{\frac{-4\ln(2)\gamma d t}{\tau_p^2}}}{1 + e^{\frac{-4\ln(2)\gamma d t}{\tau_p^2}}}
\]  

(2.4)

Plotting this versus t yields the result in figure 2.7. At the center of the plot, the ellipticity is zero indicating linear polarization. As t → ∞, the ellipticity goes to 1 implying circular polarization. Since the harmonic generation process depends on the recombination probability of the electron with the parent ion which in turn depends on the ellipticity of the laser, an understanding of where attosecond flux will be generated can be deduced from this plot. However, since the recombination probability depends on several factors, there is no hard edge where HHG no
longer works. In order to gain further understanding about the field, a Taylor expansion of equation (2.4) about the center of the pulse can be calculated. The first non-trivial term yields:

\[
\xi(t) = 2\ln(2) \frac{T_d}{\tau_p^2} t, \tag{2.5}
\]

which is the portion of the pulse where the ellipticity is \( \sim \)linear. Solving equation (2.5) for \( t \) and multiplying by two gives the temporal window over which the HHG flux is maximized. This is called the “gate width” and is expressed as:

\[
\delta t_G = \xi_{th} \frac{\tau_p^2}{\ln(2) T_d}, \tag{2.6}
\]

where \( \xi_{th} \) is the threshold ellipticity for harmonic generation. This is \( \sim 0.2 \) for the plateau harmonics from argon [35]. As an example, for a 5 fs laser pulse with 6 fs delay between the right and left circularly polarized pulse, \( \delta t_G = 1.25 \) fs which is half of an optical cycle of a laser pulse with center wavelength of 750 nm. This is the required gate width to effectively gate a single attosecond pulse from a half cycle periodic attosecond pulse train.

Experimentally generating such an ellipticity dependent pulse can be accomplished in a very simple way [33, 38, 42]. The setup is shown in figure 2.8. First, a linearly polarized laser pulse is incident on a multi-order, full order, birefringent quartz plate that has it optical axis

![Figure 2.7 Time Dependent Ellipticity for Polarization Gating.](image)
oriented at 45 degrees with respect to the input polarization. This automatically generates two orthogonally polarized pulses, one along the ordinary (o) axis and one along the extraordinary (e) axis of the quartz plate after the input pulse projects onto the two axes of the plate. Delay is also introduced between the two pulses since the e-axis has a higher index of refraction than the o-axis (quartz is positive uniaxial). A calculation showing the delay introduced between the two axes of birefringent quartz optics is discussed in Appendix B. After the first quartz plate, the two pulses then propagate to a zero order quarter waveplate. This plate is set so that its optical axis is between the two pulses polarization, or parallel to the input laser polarization. The two pulses again project onto the two axes of the quarter waveplate where one of the components is shifted with respect to the other component by exactly a quarter cycle. This results in the linear pulses being turned into circular pulses. Since the two original pulses project onto the optical axis of the quarter waveplate in different directions, the output pulses have opposite polarization with one being right circularly polarized and the other being left circularly polarized. The superposition of these two pulses gives the ellipticity varying pulse shown in figure 2.6(a). This method has been used for generating ~130 as pulses [34] and for generating extremely broad spectra, capable of supporting 45 as pulse durations.

Figure 2.8 Optical Components for Polarization Gating
The experimental “knobs” for polarization gating are the laser pulse duration and the delay between the two counter-rotating pulses. The delay can be changed by simply changing the thickness of the plates either by using different plate thicknesses or, for fine control, by tuning the angle the surface makes with the input laser pointing. Since the first quartz plate must be a full order plate, only certain thicknesses are allowed. Appendix B discusses the calculations for these plates in detail. The other control, the pulse duration, is more difficult for polarization gating and relates to the disadvantage of using this method alone for generating attosecond pulses. Both controls cannot be modified independently however. The gate width must always be equal to the periodicity of the pulse train. Table 2.1 shows the values of $T_d$ and $\tau_p$ so that $\delta t_G$ always equals 1.25 fs.

In order to have the control over the gate width with polarization gating, a large portion of the input laser pulse is made to be unusable significantly reducing the conversion efficiency of this method. The leading and trailing edges of the pulse do not contribute to the HHG process and in fact just deplete the ground state of the gas target. Since the returning electrons must recombine with the ground state according to the 3-step model, the HHG flux is destroyed when the ground state is destroyed. Looking at the quantum theory of HHG [43], generating harmonics of frequency $\Omega$ can be calculated from the Fourier transform of the dipole transition matrix element:

$$D(\Omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \exp(i\Omega t) d(t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where the dipole transition matrix element is given by:

$$d(t) = \int d^3 \mathbf{r} \Psi_f(\mathbf{r}, t) \ast \mathbf{d}_e \Psi_i(\mathbf{r}, t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

with $\mathbf{d}_e = \mathbf{e} \cdot \mathbf{r}$ being the dipole moment operator. For HHG, $\Psi_i$ is the ground state meaning if depletion is too great, $d(t)=0$ and there is no flux.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau_p$ (fs)</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_d$ (fs)</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>15.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Gate Width Equation Parameters for Polarization Gating.
To quantify when the ground state is depleted, an ADK calculation was conducted for polarization gating over all input pulse durations. Figure 2.9 shows a plot of the ionization probability as a function of input laser pulse duration. The conditions of the calculation are that the gas is argon, the gate width is 1.25 fs and the intensity of the laser in the gate width (the portion generating the HHG flux) is $2.8 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$. This is the required intensity to generate harmonics extending to the edge of the aluminum filter. What this plot shows is that once the pulse duration of the input laser is greater than ~6 fs, the target is fully ionized by the leading edge of the pulse meaning there is total depletion of the ground state and no HHG flux. The result of figure 2.9 means the polarization gating technique is limited to pulse durations of ~5 fs maximum. This creates another problem for the gating technique as well. Since a <5 fs pulse

![Figure 2.9 Ionization Probability versus Pulse Duration for Polarization Gating.](image)

requires a very wide spectral bandwidth, all the optics in the setup must be capable of supporting such broad spectra. As mentioned before, the quarter waveplate must be a zero order plate. Even achromatic waveplates only have a quarter cycle retardation over a limited bandwidth (<200 nm) [44] which is still less than the bandwidth covered by a 5 fs pulse [31]. Since this technique should be used for pulses even below 5 fs, the optical properties become increasingly more critical.
2.1.3 Double Optical Gating

From the previous sections, it should be obvious that both two-color gating and polarization gating have serious disadvantages associated with them. Two color-gating can’t truly isolate a single attosecond pulse and polarization gating requires very short pulses and has low conversion efficiency. Combining these two methods, however overcomes the limitations of each making a highly robust method for generating isolated attosecond that can be repeated on a daily basis.

Figure 2.10(a) shows a half-cycle attosecond pulse train under the influence of the polarization gating field when the gate width is 1 optical cycle. The color gradient indicates the ellipticity of the field with white being linear and blue being circular. The vertical lines indicate the gate width in this case. Clearly there will always be at least two pulses generated within this portion and in this case there are three pulses. The pulses on the edges of the gate width would be expected to have lower intensity than the center pulse since they are created in elliptical portions of the pulse, but they will still contribute a significant amount of signal to the total flux meaning the pulse train consists of three pulses. In figure 2.10(b), the attosecond pulse train is shown with a full-cycle periodicity by adding a weak second harmonic to the polarization gating.

Figure 2.10 Attosecond Pulses trains in PG (a) and DOG (b).
technique. The second harmonic has $\phi_{\text{rel}} = 0$ and is polarized parallel to the driving field. Under this condition, a full cycle gate width can truly isolate a single attosecond pulse from the train. All the pulses outside the gate width in both (a) and (b) would be switched off by the elliptically polarized field.

The total field of DOG is shown in figure 2.11(a). The result is similar to PG except now a weak second harmonic field is added to the driving field distorting the 3-D image slightly. The second harmonic pulse has duration of ~30 fs according to nonlinear calculations from the SNLO software [45] and is discussed in Appendix C. The orthogonal components for DOG are shown in figure 2.11(b). The upper figure is the weak second harmonic component (purple line). This is followed by the PG field in the absence on the second harmonic (black line). When the second harmonic is present, the field component looks the like the red line. All of these components are polarized in one direction while the gating field (bottom green line) is polarized orthogonally to them. The values in the equations for the PG field are the same as in figure 2.6.

The equations of the field components are nearly identical to PG with the addition of the second harmonic. The driving field is now given by:

Figure 2.11 (a) Total field components for DOG. (b) SHG field (purple line), Driving field alone (black line), Driving field with SHG (red line), and Gating field (green line).
$E_{\text{drive}}(t) = E_0 \left[ e^{-\frac{2\ln 2 (t + T_d/2)^2}{\tau_p^2}} + e^{-\frac{2\ln 2 (t - T_d/2)^2}{\tau_p^2}} \right] \cos(\omega_0 t + \varphi_{CE}) + ae^{-\frac{2\ln 2 t}{\tau_{2\omega}}} \cos(2\omega_0 t + 2\varphi_{CE} + \varphi_{\text{rel}}) \right] (2.9)$

where $2\varphi_{CE}$ is the CE phase of the second harmonic, $a$ is the ratio of the second harmonic with respect to the fundamental field amplitude, and $\tau_{2\omega}$ is the pulse duration of the second harmonic field. Note that the second harmonic pulse has a purely Gaussian temporal profile. The gating field is identical to the case of polarization gating and is written in equation (2.3).

The full cycle gate width with DOG is the source of all of the advantages that the DOG method possesses. From the gate width equation (2.6), it can be seen that if the gate width is one optical cycle (2.5 fs for a 750 nm laser pulse), the pulse duration can be increased or the delay decreased as compared to half-cycle gate widths. Figure 2.12(a) shows this dependence for DOG and polarization gating. All of the points on the blue line satisfy the gate width equation such that $\delta t_G = T_0$ like in the case of DOG. All of the points on the red line satisfy the gate width equation $\delta t_G = T_0/2$ as in the case of polarization gating (PG). The value of $T_0$ is the full cycle period of the fundamental IR laser (2.5 fs). This plot shows that for any pulse duration, DOG requires much less delay, $T_d$, than PG. It can also be looked at another way. For any value of delay, DOG allows longer pulse durations to be used. Both are major advantages for DOG since longer pulse durations are much easier to generate in the lab and can be repeated on a daily basis. An 8-9 fs laser pulse is practically trivial to generate as compared to a <5 fs pulse. Also, longer

![Figure 2.12 The Gate Width Equation (a) and Ionization Probability for DOG (b)  PG results are also displayed for reference.](image-url)
pulse durations mean less spectral bandwidth. This eases the requirements on the types of optics that can be used, for example, an achromatic quarter waveplate does have sufficient bandwidth to retard all frequency components of an 8 fs laser pulse uniformly.

Since less delay is also required for DOG as compared to PG, this results in a two-fold benefit. First, since the leading edge only contributes to the depletion of the target, reducing the delay should reduce the depletion. This effect is shown as an ADK calculation in figure 2.12(b). The ionization probability for DOG is less than PG for all values of pulse duration meaning the target will be less depleted resulting in a higher HHG flux. The values for the calculation are the same as in figure 2.9. This plot indicates that DOG can work with pulses as long as 12 fs.

Second, the right and left circularly polarized pulse can combine together at a point where their combined electric field is stronger than PG would allow. This means there will be higher intensity within the gate width and since the harmonic cutoff is proportional to the laser intensity, DOG can generate broader spectra capable of supporting shorter pulses than PG alone. Figure 2.13 shows a plot of the gate width peak intensities for PG and DOG assuming initial pulse energy of 850 µJ and a focus spot size of 40 µm. The results of figure 2.12 and 2.13 clearly show that DOG works very well for longer, multi-cycle laser pulses but it should be noted that it will work better than PG alone for short pulses too. For the results in figures 2.12 and 2.13, Table 2.2 shows the values of \( \tau_p \) and \( T_d \) that satisfy the gate width equation for a full optical

![Graph](image.png)

**Figure 2.13** The Peak Intensity within the Gate Width for DOG and PG.
cycle width and center wavelength 780 nm. The delay in each case must be an integer number of laser cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau_p$ (fs)</th>
<th>4.8</th>
<th>6.7</th>
<th>8.2</th>
<th>9.5</th>
<th>10.6</th>
<th>11.7</th>
<th>12.6</th>
<th>13.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_d$ (fs)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_d$ (cycles)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 Gate Width Equation Parameters for Double Optical Gating.

2.1.3a Interferometric DOG

Since DOG is the combination of two distinct gating methods, the most obvious way to implement the technique is interferometrically [46]. This allows each gating method to be added to opposite legs of the interferometer and gives total control to each method individually. Figure 2.14 shows the interferometric DOG setup. An initially linearly polarized ~8 fs transform limited laser pulse with ~550 µJ pulse energy is first passed through a BBO crystal to generate a strong second harmonic contribution. The thickness of the BBO crystal is not too important at
this point, it just needs to have a wide phase matching bandwidth and high second harmonic
generation (SHG) efficiency. For this original experiment, a 250 \( \mu \text{m} \) BBO was used because its
SHG efficiency was measured to be \( \sim 10\% \). Since the BBO is type-1, it is ooe meaning the SHG
is orthogonally polarized as compared with the input polarization.

After the BBO, the residual IR pulse and the SHG pulse are split by a dichroic long wave
pass (LWP) beamsplitter (CVI). For the beamsplitter, >99\% of the SHG is reflected while 85\%
of the IR is transmitted. The second harmonic beam then bounces off a couple of aluminum
mirrors. These have broad reflectivity curves allowing \( \sim 85\% \) reflection of the 400 nm light.
Meanwhile, the transmitted IR first bounces several times off of multilayer chirp mirrors to
compensate all the dispersive elements in the interferometer. The beam then passes through an
achromatic half waveplate to flip its polarization parallel to the SHG polarization. It then passes
through the PG optics – the first quartz plate and the quarter-waveplate. This generates the
ellipticity varying pulse. The thicknesses of the first quartz plates used in the experiments will be
discussed in detail in the next section but is chosen so that the gate width was less than one
optical cycle. This plate was \( \sim 440 \mu \text{m} \) thick. The PG field recombines with the SHG at another
dichroic LWP beamsplitter. At this point, the SHG is polarized parallel to the driving field
component of the PG field. In order to control the temporal overlap of the SHG with PG field, a
delay stage is built into the interferometer. After the interferometer, the DOG pulse entered the
same XUV spectrometer shown in figure 1.4. To ensure the laser pulse is transform limited
before entering the XUV spectrometer, the pulse was measured with FROG. The pulse energies
after the full interferometric setup were measured to be \( \sim 150 \mu \text{J} \) for the IR pulse and \( \sim 30 \mu \text{J} \) for
the SHG. The intensities corresponding to these pulse energies were \( 2.8 \times 10^{14} \text{ W/cm}^2 \) and \( 7 \times 10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2 \) for the IR and SHG, respectively.

Since this is an interferometric design, it is inherently unstable. To partially correct this,
a green (532 nm) CW laser was copropagated through the interferometer starting at the second
beamsplitter and ending at the first beamsplitter. An interference pattern was then observed and
by monitoring this pattern, the interferometer was actively locked through feedback control of
the delay of one interferometer leg with respect to the other. Details of this technique are
discussed in Appendix D.

The interferometric setup gives a lot of freedom since we can fully control the temporal
delay of the second harmonic with respect to the PG field and as such, it was used mainly for
characterizing the spectra generated by DOG. Figure 2.15 shows actual experimental spectra generated under a variety of conditions with this setup. All are normalized to the same value.

![Image of spectra](image.png)

**Figure 2.15 Spectra from Interferometric DOG.**

The first spectrum is that of a one-color linearly polarized laser generating an attosecond pulse train in an argon target. The discrete odd orders are expected. Experimentally, this was generated by blocking the second harmonic component in the interferometer and not setting the first quartz plate to 45 degrees. This left the IR pulse linearly polarized.

The second spectrum is a two color attosecond pulse train in argon. Here, the second harmonic was not blocked and was polarized parallel to the IR pulse. The even and odd orders are indicative of a full optical cycle periodic pulse train. The individual harmonic orders are overlapped with each other creating a somewhat smooth spectrum. This is similar to results found in two-color gating [32].

The third spectrum is polarization gating alone. Since the gate width is one optical cycle, there should always be at least two attosecond pulses in the train. This manifests itself as a discrete odd order spectrum. The individual orders are slightly broader than the linear case, but overall the spectra are nearly identical. This spectrum was generated experimentally by again
blocking the second harmonic, but leaving the first quartz plate oriented at 45 degrees. Finally, the bottom spectrum is for DOG. Here, the second harmonic was added to the polarization gating field. Since the pulse periodicity was one optical cycle, only one pulse existed within the gate width and the spectrum showed a very broad, smooth, and continuous nature.

All of the spectra were taken under the same initial experimental conditions to get an accurate gauge of the efficiencies of each. The input laser pulse energy was ~150 µJ and the integration time for each spectrum was 10 seconds. To gain a more accurate comparison, figure 2.16 shows the lineout plots for the polarization gating spectrum (red line) and the DOG spectrum (blue line). The DOG spectrum is clearly much strong and in fact, the ratio of the total integrated signal between DOG and PG is 3:1. This is an important result since the PG spectrum isn’t even a single attosecond pulse. To get an accurate comparison, the gate width should be made to be half an optical cycle (the necessary condition for PG to isolate a single attosecond pulse). This was accomplished by switching the first quartz plate from a ~270 µm plate to a ~530 µm thick plate. This changes $T_d$ from 7.68 fs (DOG) to 15.36 fs (PG). The second harmonic pulse was also blocked. Under these conditions, the spectrum did smoothen out, indicating a single attosecond pulse, however the signal was further reduced. This condition is

Figure 2.16 Lineout Plots from Interferometric DOG.
displayed as the green line in figure 2.14. The ratio of DOG to PG was then 23:1. This dramatically shows the power of DOG to generate high flux attosecond pulses from multi-cycle lasers. The enhancement in the flux for DOG as compared with PG can be almost entirely attributed to the higher peak intensity in the gate width and the reduced depletion form the leading edge (see, for example, figures 2.12 and 2.13). To generate a single attosecond pulse in argon with an 8 fs pulse, PG requires much more delay and as a consequence, almost fully depletes the ground state of the target gas.

The main benefit to using the interferometric setup is the ability to control delays. In such an experiment, control over both fine delays and coarse delays is desirable. To this end, the delay stage in the interferometer consisted of a coarse motorized delay stage (Newport Unidrive) with a smaller delay stage mounted on this. The smaller delay stage was movable using a piezoelectric transducer stack (pzt) from Thorlabs. The larger Newport stage allowed scans ranging from 10s of femtoseconds to picoseconds. The smaller pzt stack allowed delay scans of a few femtoseconds only. The step size of the smaller stack was significantly smaller than the wavelength of the IR laser. This allowed us to scan the relative phase of the IR with respect to the SHG on sub-cycle scales.

The first scan that was conducted was a cross correlation between the IR and the SHG. This scan enabled an accurate measurement of the pulse duration of the SHG pulse. The IR laser was left linearly polarized and was scanned through the SHG. The total delay range was ~680 fs corresponding to a total delay of ~0.2 mm. The result, shown in figure 2.17, indicates that the temporal overlap occurred halfway through the scan. Since the IR laser alone would only generate odd order harmonics, the appearance of even orders indicated the presence of the SHG. Since the pulse duration of the IR laser was known from a FROG measurement to be ~8 fs in duration with a Gaussian temporal profile, the total signal, integrated along the wavelength axis, could be de-convolved to find an estimate of the pulse duration of the SHG. The right figure shows the integrated signal to have a FWHM of ~28 fs. Since this is much larger than the pulse duration of the IR, the SHG must have pulse duration of ~28 fs. A simulation of a cross correlation confirmed these estimated results.
Using a finer scan with the pzt, sub-cycle features in the spectrum could also be extracted. From figure 2.1, it is obvious that depending on the relative phase between the IR and SHG, the spectrum can change quite a bit. For a phase of 0, the pulse train has a full cycle periodicity and even and odd orders are expected. If the DOG method is employed, a continuum can be generated. If the relative phase is $\sim \pi/2$, the attosecond pulse train has a half cycle periodicity and only odd orders are expected. Figure 2.18(a) shows the results of a fine scan between the IR and SHG [47]. The experimental conditions are a 9 fs IR laser pulse was gated with DOG. The scan range was $\sim 5.5$ fs which corresponded to a total distance of $\sim 1.7$ µm. Since the relative phase scan will repeat every half cycle of the fundamental laser (or full cycle of the SHG), there should be some periodicity in the spectrum. Figure 2.18(b) shows the signal integrated along the wavelength scale. The signal repeats every half cycle ($\sim 1.25$ fs). Some interesting features are that the spectrum shows an enhancement in signal indicating increased conversion efficiency for some values of relative phase and also a cutoff extension for these same values. Both of these effects can be explained by the higher peak.
intensity between the SHG and IR when the relative phase is 0. It should be noted that while the relative phase scans are conducted, the interferometer is not locked.

Since the main goal of the DOG technique is to generate the shortest single isolated attosecond pulses possible, the spectra collected were analyzed to find the lower limit on the attosecond pulse duration. This was done by taking the Fourier transform of the spectra assuming a flat spectral phase. The first test was to find the pulse duration from an attosecond pulse generated in argon. This spectrum has a lower cutoff due to the depletion of the gas for high intensities but it also has very high photon flux. Figure 2.19(a) shows the temporal profile of the attosecond pulse generated with the DOG spectrum shown in figure 2.16 (blue line). The spectrum can support pulse duration of ~190 as but the most important feature in the plot is the non-existent pre and post pulses. For a full cycle periodicity attosecond pulse train (as in the case of DOG), the pre and post pulses would exist at ~+/- 2.5 fs. If this case is compared to the PG alone spectrum (red line) in figure 2.16, strong pre and post pulses would be expected at temporal locations corresponding to a half-cycle periodic pulse train. These are clearly seen in figure 2.19(b) indicating the pulse is not at all a true isolated attosecond pulse.

Figure 2.18 Fine Relative Phase Scan between SHG and IR.
To generate even shorter pulses, the same experiment was conducted with a neon gas target. Neon has a higher cutoff than argon and can then support shorter pulse durations. Figure 2.20 shows the results from neon. The upper image (a) is the actual broad continuous spectrum image. Figure 2.20(b) shows the spectrum and (c) shows the transform limited temporal profile.
from a Fourier transform of (b). The spectrum supports ~140 as duration with no pre and post pulse contribution. The vertical scale is a Log plot showing the satellite pulses are suppressed by more than 4 orders of magnitude. A plot showing the same effect with PG was not included because it is difficult to generate any spectrum in neon with such low power multi-cycle laser pulses.

As a final (and best) method for determining whether the pulses generated with DOG are true isolated attosecond pulses, a carrier envelope phase (CEP) scan was conducted. It is known from the previous discussion that the harmonic spectrum is highly sensitive to the intensity of the generating laser. As the CEP is scanned, the field strength at t=0 within the gate width can change by many orders of magnitude or even change signs while the envelope remains the same. Since the SHG is generated by the IR, the CEPs of both remain locked together which is why the CEP offset, $\varphi_{CE}$, for the SHG is twice the value of the IR (see equation 2.9).

The way the CEP is scanned with the KLS is by first locking the oscillator using the self referencing technique [48, 49]. Next, the slow drift introduced by the amplifier was compensated using feedback control of the separation of the gratings in the stretcher [50, 51]. To change the CEP, the separation of the gratings was changed with time. This method allowed CEP stability of ~190 mrads before the hollow core fiber, and ~370 mrads after [31].

The reason the CEP is a valuable test for determining the nature of the attosecond pulses generated is shown in figure 2.21. This figure shows the gate width region of the DOG field for four values of the CEP of the driving laser. The ellipticity of the laser field is given by the color gradient with blue being highly elliptical and white being linear. In figure (a), the CEP is 0

![Figure 2.21 CEP Effect on DOG pulse.](image)
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which is referred to as a cosine pulse. The attosecond pulse generated here would be born in a field of high ellipticity but recombine when the field is linearly polarized which would result in a weak continuum. Figure (b) is similar to (a) but now the electron is born and recombines in a field that is mainly linear resulting in a much stronger continuum as compared with (a). Figure (c) is a $\pi$ shift with respect to (a). Here, two pulses are generated with the first pulse being much weaker than the second. This results in a slightly discrete spectrum. Finally, figure (d) is similar to (c) except the ratio of intensity between the first and second pulses is different than in (c).

An important feature to note is that the spectra generated at each value of CEP is unique. This means a $2\pi$ periodic structure is expected as the CEP is scanned. This feature serves as evidence that the DOG pulse is behaving properly since the $2\pi$ periodicity is only visible in two color gating methods. If the same CEP scan was conducted with PG, the periodicity would be $\pi$ since the attosecond pulse train is generated every half cycle. The CEP of both 0 and $\pi$ would have nearly identical attosecond pulses generated, one pointing up at 0 and another pointing down at $\pi$, but indistinguishable in the spectral domain.

Figure 2.22(a) displays the spectrum as a function of the CEP of the generating laser.
The experiment was conducted by locking the interferometer to a relative phase value where the spectrum was a strong continuum. The CEP was then scanned. The $2\pi$ periodic structure is evident as is the unique spectrum generated at each value of CEP. Figure (b) shows a plot of the signal integrated along the wavelength axis. For an example of varying spectral shapes, at $\sim2\pi$, the spectrum exhibits discrete order harmonics while at $\sim3\pi$, the spectrum is a continuum. The fact that every spectrum is unique allows for an interesting application of this technique. Conducting a CEP scan with DOG can tell you the actual CEP of the driving laser. Previously this was accomplished using phase meters [52] but this only worked for $\sim5$ fs pulses. Dog allows the CEP to be determined for pulses up to $\sim12$ fs. In figure 2.22(a), the dashed white lines are there to guide the readers eyes. As the CEP is varied, the individual harmonic orders tend to shift to higher energy due to the plasma dependent blue shift.

A comparison of the spectra of DOG with PG is shown in figure 2.23. Here, the $\pi$ periodicity is obvious with PG (right figure). This result was taken with the PG optics alone and under different experimental conditions, but the CEP effect is the same.

Figure 2.23 Comparison of CEP Effects in DOG (a) and PG (b).
While the interferometer method demonstrates the full strengths of DOG, it still has some major disadvantages. The image in figure 2.18 indicates the main problem associated with the interferometric setup. Obviously the spectrum is highly susceptible to the temporal jitter between the two legs of the interferometer which is why the active locking is required. However, even with the best case locking scenario, some jitter will still exist which is why the collinear configuration, discussed in the next section, was developed. A second disadvantage of the interferometric technique is the high loss associated with an interferometer. The reflecting optics in the setup are not perfect meaning up to 50% of the total power can be lost. The optics used in our experiments were specially chosen to reduce this loss but we still lost ~5% of the total input power in the SHG leg of the interferometer, ~15% of the IR was lost on each beamsplitter, and ~40-50% was lost on the chirp mirrors. This left ~150 µJ of pulse energy in the fundamental beam and ~30 µJ in the second harmonic beam for generating a spectrum. For experiments where count rates and intensity are important, this is unacceptable which is why the interferometric DOG method remains useful only for characterizing the DOG technique, not for generating usable amounts of photon flux.

2.1.3b Collinear DOG

As a way to overcome the disadvantages in the interferometric DOG setup, a collinear method was developed. This method was used exclusively for all of the results in the rest of this thesis. This section will discuss the method and will compare the collinear method to the interferometric method.

Figure 2.24 shows the experimental setup for the collinear method [47]. It is very similar to PG (see for example figure 2.8) and the principle is almost identical with the exception of the

![Collinear DOG Experimental Setup](image)

**Figure 2.24 Experimental Setup for Collinear DOG.**
addition of the weak second harmonic field. The first quartz plate (1\textsuperscript{st} QP) is the same as before (CVI or CASIX). This separates a linearly polarized input beam into two orthogonally polarized pulses with delay between them. The thickness of the plate for collinear DOG is much more critical than for PG because it must be a full order multi-order waveplate. Appendix B discusses this in detail. For now, the reason it is critical is that this plate determines the polarization of the driving field with respect to the gating field. It will be obvious why this is so important later. After the first plate, the two orthogonal beams are incident onto an additional set of optics. The first optic is another full-order multi order quartz wave plate (2\textsuperscript{nd} QP). The two pulses project back onto the optical axis of this plate generating two new orthogonal components. One component is polarized parallel to the input polarization and the other is orthogonal to this. Due to the birefringent nature of the quartz, more delay is introduced between these plates. After this plate, the two components are incident onto a thin BBO crystal. The optical axis lies 29 degrees from the normal. This is the proper phase matching angle for SHG of ~800 nm light. The BBO is negative uniaxial (no>ne) while quartz is positive uniaxial (ne>no). If this plate is oriented properly and the thickness is appropriately chosen, this plate can cancel the delay introduced by the 2\textsuperscript{nd} QP to within a quarter cycle. The vector sum of the resulting two components is then the ellipticity dependent pulse synonymous with PG. Since the final plate is a BBO, a weak second harmonic field is generated. Again, care must be taken in the orientation of this plate. The BBO crystal is type-1 meaning the SHG is orthogonally polarized with respect to the fundamental beam. In order for the SHG to be overlapped with the driving field, it must be generated by the gating field component. This will then be projected onto the driving field. The field components of an initial 9fs laser pulse after each optic are shown in figure 2.25. In (b) and (c), the upper (red) figure is the driving field and the lower (green) figure is the gating field. The SHG is shown as the blue line in (c). Note that it has the same double-humped structure as the gating field since it was produced by it.

The collinear method is capable of generating the same shaped field as the interferometric method as evident from figure 2.25. This is accomplished without the disadvantages associated with an interferometer. For example, the only losses of laser energy would be reflections off the surfaces of each optic. This is at most ~4% for normal incidence but
Figure 2.25 Field Components for Collinear DOG (a) After the 1st Quartz Plate, (b) After the 2nd Quartz Plate, and (c) after the BBO.

can be reduced if each optic is coated with an anti-reflection (AR) coating. For example, the BBO crystals we used are “P-coated” from the manufacturer (Altos Photonics) which is a broadband AR coating that covers both the fundamental and SHG wavelengths. Besides, these reflections would also be found in the interferometric version as well. The second, and most critical, advantage is that the collinear setup is very stable. There is no temporal jitter between the IR and SHG as is always found in the interferometer. A couple of less valuable benefits are that the collinear configuration is much easier to setup and implement on a daily basis in the lab and the total cost is less than the interferometer. For example, one leg of the interferometer requires chirp mirrors to compensate the dispersion caused by the BBO (see figure 2.14). This alone increases the cost of the interferometric method by several thousand dollars.

One disadvantage to the collinear setup however is the reduced control over the relative phase. However, if the BBO is phase matched for generating SHG at the proper wavelength, the IR and SHG are automatically in phase. This inherently generates the required spectrum for a single attosecond pulse. Appendix C shows the plot of the phase matching region for SHG of an 800 nm centered laser pulse.

The main parameter to change in the collinear setup is the BBO angle with respect to the laser propagation direction. This allows sub-cycle control over the delay between the gating and driving fields as they pass through the BBO. Since the BBO optical axis is for the SHG of 800 nm, the efficiency of SHG decreases as the angle is tuned. This is the trade-off for the delay
control. An important point to note here is how the BBO should be rotated. In order to fine tune the phase-matching angle of the BBO, it must be rotated about an axis perpendicular to the input polarization. So in figure 2.24, it should be rotated about an axis perpendicular to the page. This ensures the phase matching angle is being tuned in agreement with calculations.

For a birefringent optic, the two axes are characterized by two distinct refractive indices, no(λ) and ne(λ) (the Sellmeier equations used to calculate no and ne are given for both quartz and BBO in Appendix B and C, respectively). Light polarized parallel to the plane containing the propagation vector and the optical axis is the extraordinary ray (e-ray) and corresponds to ne while light perpendicular to this plane is the ordinary ray (o-ray) corresponding to no. However, if there is an angle θ between the optical axis and the propagation vector (as in the case of BBO), the e-ray experiences a refractive index ne(θ, λ). This is expressed as [53]:

\[
ne(\theta, \lambda) = \frac{ne(0, \lambda)no(\lambda)}{\sqrt{no(\lambda)^2 \sin^2(\theta) + ne(0, \lambda)^2 \cos^2(\theta)}}. \tag{2.10}
\]

If the quartz plates are tuned so as to not have normal incidence, this equation becomes necessary as well. Since, by tuning the angle, the effective thickness of the medium increases, fine control over the relative phase between the driving and gating fields can be accomplished in the BBO as well as the quartz plates. Figure 2.26(a) shows the delay between the driving and gating fields for a 141 µm BBO crystal as a function of angle. Figure (b) shows a similar plot for

![Figure 2.26 Phase Delay versus Angle for BBO (a) and Quartz (b).](image)
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a 440 µm thick quartz plate. These two thicknesses are the exact ones used in the experiments.

Some important features in these graphs can be noted here. First, the BBO at 29.2 degrees is perpendicular to the input laser propagation vector. This gives -5.25 cycles of delay between the driving and gating components as seen in the inset in (a). This compensates the delay introduced by the 2\textsuperscript{nd} QP (b) to exactly a quarter cycle. Second, the quartz can be tuned in either direction since the optical axis is 90 degrees.

The previous figure demonstrates why the quartz plates must be full-order. If not, they would not compensate the delay the BBO introduces to a quarter cycle. Since the SHG also depends on the phase matching angle in the BBO, it is best for the BBO to remain in an orientation normal to the laser propagation thereby limiting the range over which it can be tuned. Figure 2.27 shows the values of the quartz plate thickness required for a certain value of input pulse duration so that the gate width is one optical cycle (blue solid line). The right axis indicates how many full cycles of delay each quartz plate introduces. The four points listed are those which were used in the experiments although any point on the line could be used, provided the correct pulse duration is maintained. In the upper left of the figure, the red solid line indicates the points that satisfy a half-cycle gate width – the necessary condition for PG. Clearly, this plot shows that DOG requires thinner plates and hence much less delay for the same pulse duration as compared with PG.

Figure 2.27 Quartz Plate Thickness versus Pulse Duration for Collinear DOG.
For different delays, the leading edge causes different amounts of depletion as discussed in figure 2.12. The contribution of the leading edge of the pulse can be seen in figure 2.28(a). This shows four different pulse durations with the correct amount of delay required to have a full cycle gate width. The delays are 3 cycles, 4 cycles, 5 cycles, and 6 cycles corresponding to pulse durations of 8.2 fs, 9.5 fs, 10.6 fs and 11.7 fs, respectively. For the longer pulses, there is a larger circular contribution meaning more depletion of the target before the center of the pulse is reached. Also, the linear gate width is stronger for shorter pulses since less delay means more overlap in the gate width. Figure 2.14(b) shows the ratio of the strength of the linear component to the maximum circular component for each quartz plate thickness. Clearly shorter pulses with less delay have a higher ratio which is ideal for minimizing depletion and maximizing gate width intensity. This figure also demonstrates why shorter pulse durations are better than longer pulse durations, even for DOG.

To ensure the collinear method is just as capable of generating isolated attosecond pulses as the interferometric version, a CEP scan was again conducted. Figure 2.29 shows the results of a CEP scan from collinear DOG (a). The previous scan from the interferometer DOG is also shown for a comparison. It is clear the two results are very similar with discrete orders for some

---

**Figure 2.28 Field Components from Different Quartz Plates (a) and the Ratio of the Linear Contribution to the Circular Contribution of the DOG Field (b).**

---

---
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CEP values (~0, 2π, etc.) and continua for others (π, 3π, etc.). This serves as the best evidence that the collinear method was functioning properly.

![Figure 2.29 CEP Effect on (a) Collinear DOG and (b) Interferometric DOG.](image)

Figure 2.29 CEP Effect on (a) Collinear DOG and (b) Interferometric DOG.

Based on calculations, the collinear version of DOG seems to work, but how does it compare with the interferometric version of DOG? Without the high losses associated with an interferometer, the pulse energy focused to the gas target can be a few times higher than the interferometric DOG. This allows gases like neon, which was just barely accessible to the interferometer, and also helium, which was previously impossible, to be used for generating attosecond pulses. This is an important step since the bandwidth that these gases can generate can support very short pulse durations.

For all of the experimental results that will be shown, the experimental setup shown in figure 2.30 was used. It is identical to that shown in figure 1.4 except that the quartz plates used with DOG are before the spherical mirror and the BBO was located inside the vacuum. The reason for this was that the fused silica window at the entrance of the setup introduced too much delay between the second harmonic and the fundamental laser. This would cause the relative phase to change so much that the two beams would not be sufficiently overlapped as to create the
DOG pulse. Figure 2.31 shows a plot of the group delay and phase delay introduced between 400 nm and 800 nm laser pulses when passing through varying thickness of fused silica.

Figure 2.30 XUV Spectrometer with Collinear DOG Optics.

Figure 2.31 Group and Phase Delay between 800 nm and 400 nm in Fused Silica.

The dashed vertical line is the thickness (0.5 mm) of our entrance window. The calculations were done with the Sellmeier equations for fused silica found in ref [54]. It might be thought that this could be a way to control the relative phase between the IR and SHG but the thicknesses required for sub-cycle delay control would be too thin to be practical. Another benefit to having
the BBO in the vacuum is that the laser can be focused through it. Since the SHG efficiency is related to the intensity of the generating laser, its position along the laser focusing geometry can be chosen to optimize the SHG. Care must be taken not to place it too close to the laser focus to avoid damage to the optic itself however. Generally, the BBO is positioned roughly half the distance between the focusing mirror and the gas target. After the BBO, the laser is focused into the gas target as in the previous experiments. For these critical spectral measurements, the phase-matching properties of the HHG process were taken into consideration and optimized for highest HHG flux. These conditions will be described in section 2.3.

The first gas target chosen was argon. Its low ionization potential provides for a quick way to generate high flux spectra. Figure 2.32(a) shows the experimental spectral images for four input pulse durations. These were 8.2 fs, 9.5 fs, 10.6 fs, and 11.7 fs. The plate thicknesses chosen were 270 µm, 350 µm, 440 µm, and 530 µm, respectively to ensure a full cycle gate width in each case. The input laser pulse energy was 750 µJ for each duration yielding peak gate width intensities of 1.7, 1.4, 1.1, and 0.9 x 10^{15} W/cm², respectively. These four pulse durations were chosen to showcase the full range over which the DOG method was successful.

The lineout plots of the spectra from (a) are shown in figure (b). The important feature to note is that the shorter pulse durations yield higher HHG flux than the longer pulse durations. This is to be expected since the peak intensity is higher for short pulses and the leading edge depletion is reduced. Since argon has a low saturation intensity, all the input pulse durations generated the same cutoff order. To characterize the attosecond pulse energy, the photodiode was installed (see figure 1.4) to measure the signal on an oscilloscope. This will be described in further detail in the phase matching section of this thesis. The measured pulse energies were 6.5 nJ, 3.7 nJ, 2.1 nJ, and 0.42 nJ from the shortest input pulse duration to the longest, respectively.

To fully characterize the attosecond pulses generated, each input pulse duration had a CEP scan conducted. The results are shown in figure (c). The 2π periodicity is obvious in each case meaning the DOG method was gating the attosecond pulse train properly. Also, the variation from discrete orders to continuum is seen in a couple of the images in agreement with the CEP effect on the DOG pulse. Each image looks different which we attribute wholly to the phase matching properties of the system. Shorter pulses have higher intensity than long pulses which is the driving factor in this. This too will be discussed in greater detail in the phase-matching section.
The same experiment was next conducted with a neon target. The phase-matching conditions were re-optimized but the input laser condition was the same as in the argon case. The measured pulse energies were 170 pJ, 100 pJ, 60 pJ, and 40 pJ, from the shortest input pulse duration to the longest, respectively. The energy in each case is lower since the HHG flux from neon is lower due to its higher ionization potential (21.6 eV). Figures 2.33(a) and (b) show the spectral images and lineout plots, respectively. The CEP scans are shown in figure (c). In this case, all of the plots seem to show a continuum with and a strong modulation in intensity as the CEP is scanned. As discussed in chapter 1, the HHG process is highly ellipticity dependent. This is even truer for higher order harmonics since they come from the highest energy electrons which spent the most time in the laser dressed continuum. This means they were more likely to be steered away from
the parent ion which effectively narrows the gate width. For a narrower gate width, only one pulse is ever found within the gate width but as it nears the edge of the gate, its intensity reduces due to the decreased recombination probability.

Finally, the same experiment was conducted with a helium target. The helium spectrum has a very high cutoff since the incoming laser energy is not nearly sufficient to saturate it. The spectrum does not even reach its maximum before the end of the transmission upper limit of the aluminum filter in the XUV spectrometer (~70 eV). Figure 2.34 shows the experimental results. The measured pulse energy for each input pulse duration was 45 pJ, 33 pJ, 25 pJ, and 16 pJ, for 8.2 fs, 9.5 fs, 10.6 fs, and 11.7 fs, respectively. Since these were measured after the aluminum
filter, they are not the true attosecond pulse energy because the high orders were not transmitted through the filter. Rather, they are the lower limit on what the attosecond pulse energy was.

Figure 2.34 (a) Spectra in helium from Collinear DOG. (b) Lineout plots of (a). (c) CEP scans for each input laser pulse duration used.

In figure 2.34, CEP scans were only conducted for the shortest and longest pulse duration. Again, a $2\pi$ periodicity is observed. It was expected that the other pulse durations would exhibit similar effects for the CEP scan.

An important feature to note in the helium spectrum is the appearance of a sharp edge at ~60.1 eV. This is the 2s2p autoionization line in helium as first observed with synchrotrons in the 1960’s [55]. This interesting feature will be discussed in much more detail in chapter 5, but for now the important aspect of this edge is that it is the first time it was observed with an attosecond pulse. If the spectrum was not a smooth continuum, it would not have been visible since it lies between two harmonic orders. This is a valuable observation since it was conducted with a table-top setup on a much smaller scale than a synchrotron facility at a national lab.
These previous 3 figures show the full value of the collinear method of DOG. First, the attosecond pulses were generated in gases capable of supporting very short attosecond pulse durations due to the high throughput of input laser energy. Secondly, the experiments were repeatable since the setup is so easy to implement. Finally, the method worked well for pulse durations as long as ~12 fs. This is a regime that is out of reach of the other gating methods since they require ~5 fs laser pulses.

2.1.3c Generalized Double Optical Gating (GDOG) 

So far, the interferometric method and collinear methods of DOG have demonstrated their ability to effectively gate an attosecond pulse train even for multi-cycle input laser pulse durations. This method still has a disadvantage though in that it requires a secondary stage for pulse shortening after the amplifier. The output pulse duration of the KLS is ~25-35 fs which is too long for DOG to work. After the amplifier, the pulses are sent to a hollow core fiber and chirped mirror set for spectral broadening and temporal compression. While generating 8-12 fs pulses from such a setup is much easier than <5 fs pulses, it is still more difficult, of course, than no fiber at all. Also, even under the best conditions, the fiber and chirped mirror set only give ~50% coupling efficiency. This means that of the input laser energy of 2 mJ, only 1 mJ at most remains with which to be used for attosecond pulse generation. While the intensity of short pulse duration lasers is higher than long pulse durations, it was shown previously that target such as argon or xenon with low ionization potentials (I_p) will saturate before the highest intensity portion of the pulse. This means the increased intensity is not valuable for gases with low I_p. However, it was also shown that low I_p also results in much higher attosecond pulse energies due to the increased conversion efficiency of the HHG process. This implies that the full 2 mJ pulses from the amplifier could be used to scale the attosecond pulse flux to extremely high levels, like that sufficient for conducting nonlinear experiments. So our motivation is to develop a method for generating attosecond pulses with useable levels of flux directly from an amplifier without a secondary stage for pulse shortening.

The main limitation for using longer laser pulses for isolated attosecond pulse generation is the depletion of the target by the leading edge. DOG overcame this effect by reducing the delay required between the two circularly polarized pulses in PG. Another method to reduce the depletion is to change the ellipticity of the leading edge. This reduces the requirement on the delay between the two pulses even lower than DOG. This is the principle of generalized double
optical gating (GDOG) where the ellipticity is more general than requiring only circular polarization. The equations of the field components are similar to the case of DOG. The driving field, shown in figure 2.35(a) for a 20 fs pulse is expressed as [56]:

\[
E_{\text{drive}}(t) = E_0 \varepsilon [e^{-2 \ln(2) \left( \frac{t-\tau / 2}{\tau_p} \right)^2} + e^{-2 \ln(2) \left( \frac{t+\tau / 2}{\tau_p} \right)^2}] \cos(\omega_d t + \varphi_{CE}),
\]

where \( \varepsilon \) is the ellipticity of the right and left circularly polarized laser pulses that generate the PG field. For DOG, this equals 1 which demonstrates that DOG is just GDOG with \( \varepsilon = 1 \).

Equation 2.11 does not have the SHG contribution included since it is generally much weaker than the fundamental field. The gating field (2.35(b)) for GDOG:

\[
E_{\text{gate}}(t) = E_0 [e^{-2 \ln(2) \left( \frac{t-\tau / 2}{\tau_p} \right)^2} - e^{-2 \ln(2) \left( \frac{t+\tau / 2}{\tau_p} \right)^2}] \sin(\omega_d t + \varphi_{CE}),
\]

is identical to DOG. These components can be used to find the time dependent ellipticity of the pulse by taking the ratio of the envelopes of the gating field to the driving field yielding,

\[
\zeta(t) = \min\left( \frac{1 - e^{-4 \ln(2) \frac{T_d}{\tau_p} t}}{e^{4 \ln(2) \frac{T_d}{\tau_p} t}} \right). \quad (2.13)
\]

The time dependent ellipticity is shown in figure 2.35(c). Since we are interested in the time range where the field is approximately linear, a Taylor expansion of equation (3) about the center of the pulse, or \( t=0 \), keeping the first non-trivial term yields:

\[
\zeta(t) = 2 \ln(2) \frac{T_d}{\varepsilon \tau_p^2} t. \quad (2.14)
\]

Solving equation (4) for \( t \) and multiplying by 2 gives the gate width equation:

\[
\delta \xi_G = \frac{\varepsilon \xi_{th} \tau_p^2}{\ln(2) T_d}, \quad (2.15)
\]

where \( \xi_{th} \approx 0.2 \) is the threshold ellipticity for harmonic generation. This equation is nearly identical as the gate width equation for DOG. For a 20 fs laser pulse with center wavelength of 780 nm and with \( \varepsilon = 0.5 \), \( T_d \) should be \( \approx 24 \) fs to ensure the gate width is one optical cycle which is the spacing between the adjacent attosecond pulses in the train.
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A feature to note in figure 2.35 is that the driving field is reduced by a factor $\varepsilon$. This is accomplished by reflecting a portion of the driving field away. The gating field remains unchanged so that the GDOG pulse has an elliptically polarized leading and trailing edge.

![Graph showing electric field and ellipticity over time](image)

**Figure 2.35 GDOG field components** (a) Driving field (b) Gating field. (c) The time dependent ellipticity for GDOG.

Experimentally, this is done with the setup shown in figure 2.36(a). It is identical to the collinear method of DOG except that one or multiple Brewster windows are placed after the first quartz plate. If they are properly oriented, a component of the driving field can be reflected leaving the gating field unchanged.

Figure 2.36(b) and (c) show what the Brewster windows do in the setup. In the absence of the window, for a 20 fs laser pulse with 24 fs delay, the gate width (effective linear portion) is ~2 optical cycles. However, if the driving field is reduced (figure (c)) and the gating field remains the same, the ellipticity changes so that the gate width is now one optical cycle which is the necessary requirement for generating isolated attosecond pulses.
The properties of the Brewster windows are shown in figure 2.37. They are a half millimeter of fused silica to reduce material dispersion and have diameters of 2 inches. This allows for the angle to be tuned without clipping the input laser beam. The reflectivity of the

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2.36 (a) GDOG optics. QP=quartz plate, BW = Brewster window. (b) the gating and driving field without the BW in place. (c) the same fields but after passing through the BW.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2.37 Reflectivity versus incident angle for fused silica.
material as a function of the incident angle is shown in the figure. A note on how polarization types are defined is warranted at this point. If the laser polarization lies parallel to the plane made up by the normal vector of the optic and the laser propagation vector, it is called “p”. If the polarization is perpendicular to this plane, it is called “s”. The plot shows that for s polarization input on the window, the laser is partially reflected while, at a certain angle (the Brewster angle), p-polarization is totally transmitted. This means for GDOG, the driving component must be s-polarized at the Brewster window and the gating component must be p-polarized. The calculation was done using reference [54, 57]. The window does not need to be set at exactly the Brewster window however. Tuning it to any other angle can change the ratio of the driving to the gating field and so provides a method to control the effective gate width of the GDOG pulse.

The main benefit of GDOG is that it further allows the reduction of delay between the two counter-rotating pulses that make up the GDOG pulse thereby reducing the leading edge depletion. Figure 2.38 shows an ADK calculation for GDOG as a function of pulse duration. The curves for PG and DOG are also shown for a comparison. This method clearly works without full depletion of the target for pulses longer than 20 fs. The values in Table 2.3 are

![Figure 2.38 ADK calculation for GDOG (green line) as a function of input pulse duration.](image)
the required delays for several values of the input pulse duration as calculated by the gate width equation. The gate width is one optical cycle in all cases and $\varepsilon = 0.5$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau_p$ (fs)</th>
<th>9.5</th>
<th>11.6</th>
<th>13.5</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>17.8</th>
<th>20.2</th>
<th>22.3</th>
<th>24.2</th>
<th>26</th>
<th>27.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_d$ (fs)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_d$ (cycles)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3 Gate Width Equation Parameters for Generalized Double Optical Gating.

Since the driving field is reduced in GDOG but is responsible for the generation of the HHG, an analysis of how the peak field compares to both DOG and PG is required. Figure 2.39(a) shows the ratio of the linear portion to the maximum elliptical portion for each method. It seems that for GDOG, the reduced delay creating more overlap in the center of the gate compensates for the portion of the driving field lost when passing through the Brewster window. Figure 2.39(b) shows the calculated peak intensity in the gate width for the different methods.

![Figure 2.39](image)

Figure 2.39 (a) Ratio of linear to maximum elliptically polarized portion for PG (red line), DOG (blue line), and GDOG (green line). (b) The calculated peak intensity in the center of the pulse for each method assuming identical input power.
assuming identical input laser energy. GDOG is the lowest until pulse durations of ~12 fs are reached meaning the cutoff is not as great as compared to PG and DOG for short pulses. Of course, the depletion is smaller than PG and DOG even for short pulses as seen in fig. 2.38.

As further evidence of the benefit of reducing the delay between the two counter rotating pulses, figure 2.40 shows the field components for DOG and GDOG assuming the same peak intensity in the gate width. As an example, for 20 fs lasers, the required gate width can be obtained by two extreme combinations, i.e., $\varepsilon = 1$ and $T_d = 48$ fs (a) or $\varepsilon = 0.5$ and $T_d = 24$ fs (b).

![Figure 2.40](image)

**Figure 2.40 (a) DOG driving field (red line) and gating field (blue line) for 48 fs delay. (b) GDOG driving field (red line) and gating field (blue line) for 24 fs delay.**

For the same driving field strength in the middle of the gate, the same gate width and the same laser pulse duration, calculations showed that the depletion of the ground state population by the laser field before the polarization gate decreases with the ellipticity $\varepsilon$. This is because both driving and gating field strength before the gate are lower for smaller ellipticity $\varepsilon$, which can be seen in Fig. 2.40. We define the saturation intensity $I_s$ at the center of the polarization gate as that when the ionization reaches 98%. The calculated saturation intensity as a function of laser pulse duration for argon and neon gases is shown in Fig. 2.41. In the calculation using the ADK ionization rate, we chose $\varepsilon = 0.5$ and fixed the polarization gate width to $\delta_e = 2.6$ fs. It can be seen that for 20 fs laser pulses, the saturation intensities for argon and neon gases are $3 \times 10^{14}$
W/cm² and $7 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm², respectively which are strong enough for studying gating up to the 47th harmonic for argon and 99th order for neon.

Experimentally, the gating of high harmonic generation was performed for two laser pulse durations, 10 fs and 20 fs. Figure 2.42 shows typical frequency resolved optical gating

![Figure 2.41 The saturation intensity as a function of pulse duration for neon (red line) and argon (blue line).](image1)

![Figure 2.42 Typical FROG traces for 10 fs and 20 fs laser pulses. The left figures are the FROG images and the right figures are the reconstructed temporal profiles (red lines) and temporal phases (blue lines).](image2)
(FROG) traces for the 10 fs and 20 fs linearly polarized input pulses. The left figures are the measured and reconstructed traces whereas the right figures are the temporal domain representations. The temporal phase indicates the pulses are nearly transform limited.

Figure 2.43 (a) shows typical harmonic spectra from the argon gas target using the 20 fs laser pulses. The upper spectrum was obtained by removing the BW ($\epsilon = 1$). In this case, we would expect the gate width to be two laser cycles, thereby allowing at least two attosecond pulses within the gate resulting in interference that leads to a spectrum with discrete harmonic peaks. The measured discrete spectrum contains both even and odd orders due to the full cycle spacing between the attosecond pulses. The lower figure shows a continuous spectrum from GDOG with the BW placed after the first quartz plate. The FWHM of the XUV continuum

---

![Figure 2.43 (a)](image-url)

Figure 2.43 (a) Typical spectra from GDOG without and with the Brewster window installed. (b) Lineout plots of the spectra in (a). (c) Fourier transforms of the plots in (b).
was 5 eV, which supports a single isolated 200 as pulse. The normalized lineout plots of the spectra are shown in fig. 2.43 (b). Previous studies showed that the corresponding attosecond pulses are chirped [58], which can be compensated. Figure 2.43 (c) shows the Fourier transforms of the spectra in (b) assuming a flat phase. In the case of GDOG, the satellite pulses are nearly a factor of 100 lower than the main attosecond pulse. The dramatic change of the spectrum from discrete harmonic peaks to a continuum by inserting the BW is the first indication that the gating time was reduced by the GDOG down to the level of attosecond pulse spacing.

We compared the high harmonic spectra generated with three different gating methods in argon and neon gases. Figure 2.44 shows the lineout spectra for 10 fs and 20 fs pulses under the conditions for single cycle gating in (a) argon and (b) neon with the GDOG. Also shown are the results for single cycle gate widths in the DOG case and half cycle widths for polarization gating.

**Figure 2.44 (a)** Spectra from GDOG (red), DOG (blue) and PG (green) in an argon target for a 10 fs (upper figure) and 20 fs (lower figure) pulse. **(b)** Spectra from GDOG (red), DOG (blue) and PG (green) in an neon target for a 10 fs (upper figure) and 20 fs (lower figure) pulse.
All spectral distributions are nearly super-continua, as expected. For 10 fs lasers, the DOG works almost as well as the GDOG. Both of them are much more efficient than the polarization gating. However, only GDOG produces detectable spectra for 20 fs pump pulses because the ground state population is less depleted from the leading edge of the pulse while the peak intensity inside the gate width is also higher. For the 20 fs pump laser cases, Fourier transforms of the neon spectrum showed that it supports 120 as. We measured the pulse energies of the XUV continuum with an XUV photodiode, which were 230 pJ for argon and 25 pJ for neon.

A broad continuous XUV spectrum is a necessary but not a sufficient condition to demonstrate the extraction of a single attosecond pulse by the gate. We studied the CE phase dependences of the harmonic spectra to find out whether the continuum spectra originated from gating. For the generalized double optical gating, the CE phase of the laser determines where the attosecond pulses are generated in the polarization gate. Our simulations predicted that for a certain CE phase, a single strong attosecond pulse can be generated at the middle of the gate corresponding to a super-continuum in the spectrum domain. For another CE phase value, two attosecond pulses separated by one laser cycle can be generated. They are emitted close to the two edges of the polarization gate and therefore their intensities are lower due to the suppression power of the gating. The interference between the two pulses leads to intensity modulations in the spectrum domain. For other CE phases, the attosecond pulses evolve between one and two pulses. In the spectrum domain, the profile and intensity changes with a $2\pi$ periodicity. The dependence is very similar to that of DOG [58].

Figure 2.45 shows the measured dependence of the gated high harmonic spectra on the CE phase for (a) argon and (b) neon for 10 fs and 20 fs laser pulses. The CE phase variation of the laser was measured simultaneously with an f-to-2f interferometer. The expected $2\pi$ periodicity clearly showed up. The results from neon cover higher harmonic orders for which the polarization gate width is narrower than that for the lower orders from argon gases, which explains the stronger intensity modulation in the case of neon. For the same reason, the harmonic peaks from neon do not become as discrete as in the argon case. As far as we know, this is the first time that effects of CE phase on the high harmonic spectra emitted from the short quantum trajectories are measured with 20 fs lasers. In our experiments, the gas target was located after the laser focus where the phase-matching favors the short trajectories. The CE phase effects that originated from the GDOG were different from the observations of harmonic
Figure 2.45 (a) CE phase scans for GDOG in an argon target for 10 fs (upper figure) and 20 fs (lower figure) pulses. (b) The same as (a) but from a neon target.

signals from long trajectories using similar laser pulse durations [14]. The dramatic variation of the high harmonic spectra as a function of CE phase could lead to a new method to determine the absolute CE phase with a window of $2\pi$ and can be applied to lasers as long as 20 fs. The method can complement the established phase-meter based on measuring asymmetry of above-threshold ionization electrons that works well for few cycle lasers [52].

In conclusion, the double optical gating method has been extended so that two counter-rotating elliptically polarized fields are used for generating single isolated attosecond pulses. As compared to the case that two counter-rotating circularly polarized fields were used, the GDOG has been demonstrated to work with much longer pump lasers. The gated harmonic spectrum from neon supports 120 as even when 20 fs laser pulses were used. Also, the $2\pi$ periodicity of the gated harmonic spectrum as a function of the CE phase with 20 fs lasers was demonstrated for the first time. Such long laser pulses can be generated from Ti:Sapphire CPA lasers directly with no further pulse compression from hollow-core fibers required. Therefore, the technique should allow more laser laboratories to generate single isolated attosecond pulses. So far, the highest laser energy produced from hollow-core fibers is on the order of a few mJ. The pulse energy from the CPA system can be much higher, which may allow scaling of the single isolated attosecond pulses to the level needed for studying nonlinear phenomena.
2.2 Phase Matching Considerations with DOG

Generating isolated attosecond pulses is an important step in laser development but, from a physicist’s perspective, the photon flux needs to be as high as possible to make them a useful laboratory tool. Luckily, phase matching techniques allow the flux to be optimized to relatively high levels. The highest conversion efficiency for a single harmonic order from a neon target was $5 \times 10^{-7}$ [59]. The highest conversion efficiency measured for a single isolated attosecond pulse was $6 \times 10^{-6}$ [60]. Obviously these are still quite low even though they were obtained under the optimal phase matching conditions meaning special emphasis must be placed on the phase matching techniques. The point of this section is to lay out the methods used to generate the strongest pulse energies possible.

2.2.1 Theoretical Considerations

The definition of phase matching is that all of the harmonic photons are generated in phase with the generating laser so that the signal adds constructively and is maximized by the time it reaches the detector. However, normal dispersion is frequency dependent and tends to cause the harmonics to travel at a different phase velocity as compared to the generating laser through the target gas medium. This alone causes the phase to be mismatched and the output flux would be expected to reduce with increasing medium thickness. Luckily, other terms contribute which can offset the normal dispersion. The main goal is that the wavevector mismatch, $\Delta k$, which is equal to the difference between the wavevector of the fundamental laser and the harmonic should be equal to zero. The main terms associated with the phase matching are the material dispersion, focusing geometry, atomic dipole phase, plasma density, and any nonlinear effects. Each of these terms has a different sign meaning one effect can be cancelled by changing the effect of another. The total wavevector mismatch is then given as:

$$\Delta k = \Delta k_{\text{neu}} + \Delta k_{\text{plasma}} + \Delta k_{\text{geom}} + \Delta k_{\text{atom}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

The most obvious term is probably the dispersion due to the neutral atomic target. This is expressed as:

$$\Delta k_{\text{neu}} = k_{\text{qneu}} - qk_{1\text{neu}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

where $k_{\text{qneu}}$ is the wavevector of the harmonic, $k_{1\text{neu}}$ is the wavevector of the fundamental laser, and q is the harmonic order. This type of mismatch obviously depends on the target properties,
for instance the type of gas and the pressure. Taking this into consideration, the formula can be re-written as [61]:

\[ \Delta k_{\text{neu}} = -q \frac{2\pi}{\lambda_1} P \delta_1 (1 - \eta) \]  

(2.18)

where \( N \) is the number of atoms per unit volume at 1 atmosphere, \( \lambda_1 \) is the fundamental wavelength, \( P \) is the pressure of the target in atmospheres, \( \delta_1 \) is the difference of the refractive index of the fundamental and harmonic wavelength in the target, and \( \eta \) is the ionization level calculated from the ADK method. The important feature of this formula is that it is pressure dependent.

The second term in the total mismatch is the plasma contribution. Since the plasma has different refractive index properties depending on the wavelength of the harmonic, the fundamental and harmonic will react differently to the plasma. This term is written as:

\[ \Delta k_{\text{plasma}} = qPN\eta r_e \lambda_1, \]

(2.19)

where \( r_e \) is the classical electron radius \((2.8 \times 10^{-13} \text{ cm})\). Again, this term depends on the pressure of the target.

The third term concerns the focusing geometry of the generating laser. Let \( z \) be the distance to the laser focus and \( z_r = \pi w_0^2/\lambda \), where \( w_0 \) is the \( 1/e^2 \) focus spot size, be the Rayleigh range [62]. When a Gaussian laser pulse passes through a focus, a phase shift \( \psi(z) = \text{Arctan}(z/z_r) \) (referred to as the Gouy phase shift) occurs. This effect can be written as:

\[ \Delta k_{\text{geom}} = qk_1 - q \left( k_1 - \frac{\partial \psi(z)}{\partial z} \right). \]

(2.20)

Differentiating the Gouy phase shift with respect \( z \) and simplifying the above expression yields:

\[ \Delta k_{\text{geom}} = \frac{q}{z_r \left( 1 + \left( \frac{z}{z_r} \right)^2 \right)^{\frac{3}{2}}}. \]

(2.21)

While this term is always positive, since a tighter focus results in a smaller focus spot size the contribution from this term can be reduced if a longer focal length is used.

The final term concerns the atomic dipole phase. As discussed previously, the Fourier transform of the dipole matrix element governs the generation of a harmonic [16, 63]. It was
shown previously [64] that the dipole moment can be written in terms of the quasi-classical action, $S$, as:

$$
\tilde{x}(t) \propto \int_0^\infty d\tau e^{-iS(\tilde{p}, t, \tau)}
$$

(2.22)

where $p$ is the momentum, $t$ and $\tau$ are the times when the wavefunction propagated during and the time at which the electron makes a transition to the continuum, respectively. The expression for $S$ is given as:

$$
S(p, t, \tau) = \int_\tau^t dt \left( \frac{mv(t')^2}{2} + Ip \right).
$$

(2.23)

After taking the Fourier transform of equation (2.22), the signal of the $q^{th}$ harmonic is given as:

$$
x_q = A_q e^{i\Phi_q}
$$

(2.24)

where $A_q$ is an amplitude and the phase $\Phi_q = (-S_q + \omega_q t)$ is the atomic dipole phase. Since there are two sets of quantum paths (the long and short trajectories), the phase can have two values. Also, the classical action integral (2.23) can be written in terms of the ponderomotive energy as $S(\tilde{p}, t, \tau) = U_p \tau + ...$ which is linear in intensity [65]. This simplifies the atomic phase to:

$$
\Phi_i(r, z, t) = -\alpha I(r, z, t)
$$

(2.25)

where the subscript $i$ refers to either the long or short trajectory and $\alpha$ is the slope of the phase as a function of the intensity for each quantum path. These values were calculated previously to be $\alpha_s = 10^{-14}$ cm$^2$/W for the short trajectory and $\alpha_l = 27 \times 10^{-14}$ cm$^2$/W for the long trajectory for the 15$^{th}$ harmonic in argon. Once the atomic dipole phase term is known, the wavevector mismatch for the atomic dipole phase, $\Delta k_{atom}$, can be calculated by differentiating equation (2.25) with respect to the longitudinal position $z$. After simplification, this yields:

$$
\Delta k_{atom} = q \alpha d \left( \frac{2zz_r^2}{(z_r^2 + z^2)^2} \right).
$$

(2.26)

As was mentioned previously, the terms in equation (2.16) can be used to counteract each other resulting in the total mismatch being reduced. This is well demonstrated by comparing the last two terms, the geometrical considerations and the atomic dipole phase. Figure 2.46 shows a plot of the phases from the Gouy phase and atomic dipole phase contributions as a function of $z$. At $z=0$, the laser focus exists. The parameters are an 800 nm laser focused to a spot size 30 $\mu$m
and with intensity of $2.8 \times 10^{14} \text{ W/cm}^2$. The red line and blue line represent the atomic dipole phase contributions from the short and long trajectories, respectively. Clearly the short trajectories have a much flatter phase. The green line is the contribution from the Gouy phase shift. When this is added to the atomic dipole phases, the blue line becomes the cyan line and the red line becomes the magenta line. The rectangles drawn on the plot represent a typical ~1mm interaction regions over which we wish to generate harmonic flux. One is drawn before the laser focus. Here, the long trajectories and short trajectories have somewhat flat phases inside the interaction medium. If the attosecond pulse was generated here, it would be made up of both long and short trajectories which, since the attosecond pulses have opposite phases, would make it difficult to characterize temporally such a pulse. However, if the interaction medium is placed after the focus, the sum of the short trajectory and long trajectory phase would be flatter than before the laser focus meaning the phase matching would be improved since the total phase is more constant. Attosecond pulses with much stronger signal can be generated by simply choosing the appropriate medium position within the focusing geometry.

Figure 2.46 Gouy phase (green line) and atomic dipole phase for the short (red line) and long (blue line) trajectories. The sum of Gouy and atomic dipole phases are given for the short (magenta line) and long (cyan line) trajectories. The rectangular areas represent ~1mm long interaction regions that may be used in an experiment.
Once the total wavevector mismatch is known, the number of photons generated for a particular harmonic order can be estimated. This number is expressed as [66]:

\[
N_q = N_0 |d(q\omega_0)|^2 \frac{4(L_{abs}L_{coh})^2}{L_{coh}^2 + (2\pi L_{abs})^2} \left[ 1 + \exp\left( -\frac{L}{L_{abs}} \right) - 2\cos\left( \frac{\pi L}{L_{coh}} \right) \exp\left( -\frac{L}{2L_{abs}} \right) \right].
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.27)

This equation depends on the coherence length \( L_{coh} = \pi/\Delta k \), or the length over which the harmonics remain in phase, and the absorption length \( L_{abs} = 1/\alpha \), which is the length over which the harmonics become appreciably absorbed. \( \alpha \) in this equation is the absorption coefficient and should not be confused with the slope of the atomic dipole phase from equation (2.25). In an experiment, the medium length, \( L \), should be set \( >3L_{abs} \). \( N_0 \) is the neutral gas density, and \( d(q\omega_0) \) is the atomic dipole moment induced by the laser field. Since the number of atoms in the medium is most important, the length pressure product can be introduced in place of \( L_{coh} \) and \( L_{abs} \). This modifies equation (2.27) to:

\[
N_q = N_0 |d(q\omega_0)|^2 \frac{1}{1 + 4\pi^2 \left( \frac{PL_{abs}}{PL_{coh}} \right)} \left[ 1 + \exp\left( -\frac{PL}{PL_{abs}} \right) - 2\cos\left( \frac{\pi PL}{PL_{coh}} \right) \exp\left( -\frac{PL}{2PL_{abs}} \right) \right] \times \exp\left( -\frac{PL'}{PL_{abs}} \right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.28)

where \( P \) is the pressure in the medium. The final exponential term in 2.28 represents absorption of the emitted harmonics by the residual gas in the experimental apparatus. The effective \( PL' \) is the pressure length product over which the photons travel from the generation region to the detector. No new photons are generated in the process meaning it is just an exponential decay.

Equation 2.28 can be plotted ignoring the \( N_0 \) and \( d(q\omega_0) \) terms to get an estimate of the behavior of the number for different values of the medium length. Figure 2.47 shows a plot of \( N_q \) in arbitrary units versus \( PL \) for different values of the pressure-coherence length product. This plot was adapted from reference [67]. When \( PL_{coh}=PL_{abs} \) the output flux is small but as \( PL_{coh} \) increases, \( N_q \) quickly increases to an asymptotic value. Once the medium length becomes very long, the absorption of the harmonics by the gas target itself takes over. In the absence of absorption, the flux increases quadratically as shown by the black line. The conclusion from figure 2.47 is that, for optimal phase matching we require \( L_{coh} > 5L_{abs} \).
2.2.2 Experimental results

Experimentally, the knobs available to easily tune the phase matching are the location of the gas cell within the focusing geometry and also the pressure-length product of the medium. Since changing the gas cell is not a quick process, simply varying the pressure accomplishes the same thing. From equation 2.16, it is obvious that these two “knobs” are sufficient to modify all 4 terms in the total wavevector mismatch equation. Unfortunately the adjustment of each knob can modify multiple terms simultaneously.

The first parameter that was modified was the gas cell position along the laser focus while holding all other parameters constant. The experimental parameters were 8 fs laser pulses with 850 µJ pulse energy and peak intensity within the gate width of 1.9 x 10^{15} W/cm^2 at the laser focus [60]. The corresponding Rayleigh range was 6.3 mm. The gas cell was 1.4 mm in diameter with a laser drilled hole on both sides and the rest of the experimental setup was identical to figure 1.4. To ensure a single cycle gate width, the first quartz plate was 270 µm corresponding to 3 cycles of delay. Figure 2.48 shows the result for argon and neon gas targets.
Figure (a) shows the spectrum plotted versus gas cell position with the negative values representing positions before the laser focus and the positive values representing positions after the focus. The signal obviously reaches a maximum after the laser focus at about +3 mm. Figure (b) shows the pulse energy as a function of position. The energy was measured with an XUV photodiode and the process by which the pulse energy is recorded is explained in detail in appendix E. These values represent the pulse energy before passing through the aluminum filter which had a transmittance of ~10-25% due to thin AlO₂ layers on each side. The peak value was ~6.5 nJ. The error bars indicate the range of values measured in multiple trials. Figure 2.48(c)

Figure 2.48 (a) Spectra dependence on gas cell position for HHG from argon. (b) The measured pulse energy for each position. (c) Spectra dependence on gas cell position for HHG from neon. (d) The measured pulse energy for each position.

shows a similar plot as in (a) but from a neon target. Since neon has a higher ionization potential as compared with argon, the plasma effect should be greatly reduced. Again, the best position was found to be ~3 mm after the laser focus in agreement with the theoretical considerations.
Figure (d) shows the measured pulse energy at the gas target with a peak value at ~170 pJ. These results represent the strongest single attosecond pulses ever generated. The corresponding conversion efficiencies were $6 \times 10^{-6}$ from $\sim 9 \times 10^8$ photons per pulse in argon and $2 \times 10^{-7}$ from $\sim 2 \times 10^7$ photons per pulse in neon. An interesting point to note is that since the harmonic flux actually is generated by only a single cycle of the DOG pulse, the conversion efficiency using only this fraction of the pulse energy was $4 \times 10^{-5}$ in argon and $1 \times 10^{-6}$ in neon.

Once the optimal gas cell position was located, the second experimental knob that was tuned was the gas pressure. Changing the gas pressure varied both the neutral atom dispersion and, depending on the laser intensity, the amount of free electrons generated. Once the pressure
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Figure 2.49 (a) Spectra dependence on gas cell pressure for HHG from argon. (b) The measured pulse energy for each position. (c) Spectra dependence on gas cell pressure for HHG from neon. (d) The measured pulse energy for each position.
gets too high, absorption by the gas itself can begin to reduce the total flux of photons. Figure 2.49(a) shows the spectrum as a function of the backing pressure in the gas cell for an argon target. What is most interesting about this figure is that there seems to be an ideal pressure where the spectrum is broadest occurring ~80 mbar. For short pulse generation, this would probably be the best pressure. Figure (b) shows the measured pulse energy at each pressure (red circles) with error bars indicating the range of measured values from multiple trials. Also plotted on the same figure is the transmission of argon gas as a function of pressure from residual gas inside the chamber (solid line) and the gas cell itself (dashed line) for 32 nm photons. The absorption from the chamber can be reduced by increasing the pumping rate of our vacuum system meaning a higher flux is expected. Figure (c) shows the same plot as in (a) but from a neon target. The neon HHG spectrum is centered at shorter wavelengths which can be seen in the figure. Also, the neon gas reaches a definite maximum but quickly drops off due to absorption of the photons by the residual gas pressure. Figure (d) shows the measured pulse energies at each pressure (blue squares) with the corresponding error bars. The error is larger in the case of neon since the photon flux is much lower as compared to argon giving a worse signal to noise ratio. Also shown on the plot in (d) are the neon gas XUV photon transmission curves for residual gas in the chamber (solid line) and gas cell (dashed line) for 25 nm photons. In both argon and neon, the spectrum remains smooth and continuous at the pressure that yields the maximum photon flux.

In order to verify that the spectra generated at each pressure still represent single attosecond pulses, a CE phase scan was conducted for several values of gas pressure. Figure 2.50 shows the CE phase effect on an argon gas target (a) and a neon gas target (b). In the case of argon, all the spectra exhibit a $2\pi$ periodicity just as would be expected from a two color gating method. The spectra in each case do show differences that can be associated with the different gas pressures. In the case of neon, the spectra also show a $2\pi$ periodicity with a strong modulation of the overall signal due to the ellipticity dependence of the higher order harmonics. This result can be compared with those shown in figure 2.32 and 2.33. In the case of neon, the effect remains relatively the same regardless of the gas pressure even though the overall counts reduce for very high and very low pressures. In the case of argon however, the effect changes quite a bit. This can probably be partially explained by the increased plasma density at the interaction region for argon as compared with neon. Since argon has a much lower ionization
potential than neon and the laser intensity in all cases was the same, the number of free electrons would be much higher for argon. This is really the only difference between the argon and neon cases.

Once the experimental data was obtained, the degree to which our phase-matching was successful could be ascertained. From the pressure scan results in figure 2.49, the relative strength of the signal generated at the pressure giving the highest flux was extracted. For argon, this was ~32 nm corresponding to the 25\textsuperscript{th} harmonic and in neon it was ~25 nm corresponding to the 33\textsuperscript{rd} harmonic. Taking into consideration the absorption of the photon flux by the residual gas in the rest of the 214 mm chamber, equation 2.28 was fit to the experimental data. The value of $N_0\sigma_q$ was calculated from reference [22] where $N_0$ is the number density and $\sigma_q$ is the photoabsorption cross section. The calculation was done assuming the density of atoms at room temperature is $3.3 \times 10^{16}$ atoms/(cm\textsuperscript{3} torr) and is plotted as a function of photon energy in figure 2.51 for argon (red line) and neon (black line). The two gray circles

Figure 2.50 CE phase scans in (a) argon and (b) neon for several values of gas pressure.
represent the values used in the calculations (49 mm torr for argon and 41 mm torr for neon).
Once these values were obtained, the only free parameter in equation 2.28 was \( L_{coh} \). This was used as a fitting parameter. By selecting \( L_{coh} = x \cdot L_{abs} \) where \( x \) is some constant, a line could be fit
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**Figure 2.51** Pressure-length product versus Energy for neon (black) and argon (red).
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**Figure 2.52** Experimental (triangles) and calculated (solid line) values for output photon flux in (a) argon and (b) neon.
to the experimental data. The value of “x” was the factor that determined how successful our phase-matching was (the criteria for optimal phase matching is $L_{coh}>5L_{abs}$). Figure 2.52 shows the experimental data (blue triangles) and the fitted line of equation (2.28) (black line) for both argon (a) and neon (b). For the case of argon, $L_{coh}=10L_{abs}$ implying excellent phase matching. Neon on the other hand was only $L_{coh}=2L_{abs}$. While this is reasonable for generating usable amounts of flux, there is still room for improvement. Improving the vacuum system on the setup should significantly reduce the absorption of photons thereby improving the signal.

In conclusion, the DOG technique generates very high levels of flux from both argon and neon due to its low depletion and high peak intensity. Phase matching of DOG is easily accomplished with significant enhancements to the output flux without degradation of the spectral width. This is important for generating short attosecond pulses with high pulse energy. The results of the phase matching analysis can be conducted for other pulse durations and peak intensities as well but similar outcomes are expected. Characterizing the phase matching with the GDOG technique should also yield similar results but differences could arise from the reduced intensity of the leading edge. This will reduce the amount of plasma generated, especially in argon and may further improve the output photon flux.
CHAPTER 3 - Temporal Characterization of Attosecond Pulses

The point of this chapter is to discuss how the attosecond pulses generated with both DOG and GDOG were temporally characterized. First, the method of attosecond streaking is explained followed by a description of the experimental setup. Next, all of the experimental results using the DOG technique are shown and evidence of the intrinsic chirp of the HHG process is provided. Finally, attosecond pulses from the GDOG technique are shown.

3.1 Principle of Attosecond Streaking

The temporal characterization of extremely fast processes (~fs) can be accomplished with a streak camera [68, 69]. A beam of light impinges onto a metal photocathode and generates a bunch of photoelectrons. These are then mapped spatially onto a phosphor screen by adding a fast varying high voltage transverse to the direction of propagation of the electrons (the electrons are said to be “streaked”). The fastest pulses that can be measured with this method are determined by how fast the voltage signal can be varied and the lower limit is on the order of ~100 fs [70].

To measure pulses with sub-femtosecond duration requires the use of a much faster varying field. This can be accomplished by using a single cycle (~2.5 fs) of an oscillating femtosecond laser pulse as the streaking field. This is because the field can change from 0 to a maximum value in a quarter of one cycle or ~0.63 fs which is a significant enhancement in the resolution. The basic idea of the attosecond streak camera is the same as the femtosecond case. A burst of light (the attosecond XUV pulse) impinges on a gaseous target to generate a burst of photoelectrons. The photoelectrons are then streaked with a few cycle intense IR laser field giving a momentum shift to the electrons. In the Coulomb gauge, an electron of charge $e$ in a linearly polarized electric field gets a momentum shift [71]:

$$\Delta p(\vec{r}, t) = \int e E(\vec{r}, t) dt = eA(\vec{r}, t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $A(\vec{r}, t)$ is the vector potential of the laser field. This momentum shift can then be recorded as a function of delay between the IR and attosecond pulse with a position sensitive time of flight detector. Once the momentum of each photoelectron is known, the corresponding energy can be
calculated. The maximum kinetic energy shift the electron with initial energy $K_0$ can gain from the laser field is given as [72]:

$$\Delta K = \sqrt{8K_0 U_p} \quad (3.2)$$

Since the initial kinetic energy of the electrons depends on which gas the electron is born from, the proper choice of detection gas is important. The photoionization cross sections for the various gases used in the streak camera are shown in figure 3.1 [73]. The results show some interesting features. Both argon and krypton ((c) and (d), respectively) have very high cross sections for low orders. They would be useful in generating a large signal if the cutoff of the XUV spectrum is also low. Neon on the other hand (b) is relatively flat and covers a very large energy range. This is the gas of choice if short pulses with broad spectra are trying to be measured. For gases with high ionization potentials, the electrons are born with lower kinetic

![Figure 3.1 Photoionization cross sections for (a) helium (b) neon (c) argon and (d) krypton.](image-url)
energy meaning the energy shift they experience would be less than electrons born from gases with low ionization potentials. Figure 3.2(a) gives an explanation of this process. In figure (b), a streaked spectrogram is shown. This is a simulated spectrogram of energy as a function of delay. The oscillation in the spectrogram is a mapping of the femtosecond IR laser vector potential.

Normally, the frequency resolved optical gating for complete reconstruction of attosecond bursts (FROG-CRAB) technique is used to extract the temporal profile and phase of the attosecond pulse from the streaked spectrogram [74]. While this method gives the full phase, much information can be deduced from the spectrogram image alone. Figure 3.3 shows a simulated 160 as pulse streaked by an 800 nm, 6 fs laser pulse with $5 \times 10^{12}$ W/cm$^2$ intensity. Figure (a) shows a transform limited pulse while (b) and (c) show the same conditions as (a) but with -50 as$^2$ and 50 as$^2$ second order chirp (GDD), respectively. Once the chirp is present, an asymmetric feature in the energy domain becomes obvious. In (a), the spectrum at any particular delay slice is pretty much the same as that half of a cycle away. This is not true in (b) and (c).

Figure 3.2 (a) Photoelectron burst in an oscillating laser field. The red line represents the vector potential of the laser field and the vertical arrows indicate the momentum shift the photoelectrons receive at each point. (b) A simulated streaked spectrogram for a ~200 as TL pulse in a 9 fs laser field.
Also, the sign of the chirp can be deduced from the image as can be seen when comparing (b) and (c). Figure 3.4 explains this behavior more clearly. A positively chirped (low energy photons on the leading edge) pulse’s spectrum will compress as compared to the spectrum from a transform limited pulse for certain values of delay (a) and become broader for delays a half cycle later (b). The transform limited pulse case is shown in figures (c) and (d). For both delays, the momentum domain spectrum is the same width.

Figure 3.3 Simulated streaked spectrograms of a 6 fs pulse with $5 \times 10^{12}$ W/cm$^2$ intensity streaking a 200 as pulse with (a) no chirp added, (b) -50 as$^2$ chirp, and (c) 50 as$^2$ chirp.
Qualitatively, some information about the temporal structure of the attosecond pulse can be extracted in this way. However, a quantitative method is required to retrieve the full phase. The rest of this section will lay out how this is done. First, a brief description of the retrieval algorithm will be presented followed by the experimental method used to produce streaked spectrograms.

![Figure 3.4](image)

**Figure 3.4** (a) and (b) Energy domain representation of temporal pulse with positive chirp at two different delays. (c) and (d) The same delays in (a) and (b) but with a TL pulse.

### 3.1.1 Reconstructing Attosecond Pulses

Reconstructing the temporal profile and phase of an attosecond pulse is a complicated task. Since the profile and phase is completely unknown, an iterative algorithm is implemented to basically guess parameters to generate a simulated trace which is then compared to the experimental result and the error is extracted. Using the principle components generalized
projections algorithm (PCGPA), [75] changes are made to the simulated spectrogram to more closely match the experimental result and the process is repeated until convergence to a final answer is achieved. In each case, physical constraints to the new simulation are included so that the answer continues to make sense physically.

A streaked spectrogram [74] is given by:

$$S(\omega, \tau) = \left| \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} E_x(t) d_p(t) e^{i\phi(t-\tau)} e^{-i(\frac{p^2}{2\omega_x} + \Omega_p)t} dt \right|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

where $\tau$ is the delay between the IR field, $E_x(t)$ and the attosecond XUV pulse with center energy $\Omega_x$, and momentum $p$. The term $d_p(t)$ is the dipole transition matrix element from the ground state to a continuum state. The term $\phi(t)$ induces a time domain phase modulation on the electron wave packet that was created by the attosecond pulse. Equation (3.3) can be simplified if the dipole transition matrix element and the time varying phase are combined as one “gate” term, $G(t)$, analogous to conventional FROG [76] as:

$$S(\omega, \tau) = \left| \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} E_x(t) G(t-\tau) e^{-i(\frac{p^2}{2\omega_x} + \Omega_p)t} dt \right|^2 .$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

In this equation, both $E(t)$ and $G(t-\tau)$ are unknown meaning the algorithm is double blind. These are the fitting parameters that can be varied as the algorithm cycles. Equation 3.4 is all that is required to generate the streaked spectrogram simulations shown in figure 3.2.

The FROG-CRAB method listed above works well with reconstructing simulated spectrograms [77] under a variety on conditions as long as one condition is met. The method relies on the approximation that the bandwidth of the generated photoelectron spectrum is much less than the center energy of the spectrum; a requirement known as the center momentum approximation. This is a strong requirement for any spectrogram but especially for attosecond pulses generated with DOG. Since the spectrum covers both the plateau and cutoff region and extends all the way to zero energy, obviously the width can be comparable or greater than the central energy. Also, from equation 3.2 it is seen that as the initial energy of the electron is reduced, the energy shift the electron can experience reduces as the square root of the streaking laser intensity. This means more intensity is required to streak electrons born with less kinetic energy, but, as the laser intensity is increased, ionization of the target gas used to produce the photoelectrons can occur from the streaking laser itself. This manifests itself as a strong above
threshold ionization (ATI) spectrum at the low energy portion of the spectrum. This can overlap with the actual photoelectron spectrum from the attosecond pulse and make the reconstruction impossible. This is a serious disadvantage to the method and as the width of the spectrum increases, the retrieved result becomes less and less accurate. While this is not ideal, it is the best algorithm available for attosecond pulse reconstruction.

### 3.1.2 The Attosecond Streak Camera

Figure 3.5 shows the experimental setup of the streak camera [78]. The setup is interferometric and is inherently unstable. Appendix D discusses the method for which the setup was temporally locked as well as all of the modifications made to improve the stability. A linearly polarized laser pulse with p polarization was first separated by a broadband 80/20 beamsplitter (BS) (LayerTec), with the majority of the beam being transmitted. This beam passed through the two DOG quartz plates (QP1 and QP2), and possibly the Brewster window (BW) if GDOG was being implemented, and was then focused with an f=375 mm focal length spherical silver mirror (SM) into the vacuum chamber. The angle of incidence on the mirror was ~5 degrees which resulted in a slightly astigmatic focus. The distance between the foci was calculated to be ~2 mm assuming an 8 mm diameter initial spot size. The reason the spherical mirror was chosen for the experiments was that it could be coated with a high damage threshold coating (protected silver) which would ensure it lasted longer than the unprotected parabolic...
mirror. The source of the damage on this mirror was the back reflection from the entrance window which, although the window was anti-reflection coated, was still large enough to generate a damage spot after an extended period of time. Once inside the chamber, the beam focused through the BBO crystal to generate the SHG necessary for the full DOG pulse and to compensate the delay introduced by the second quartz plate. The BBO was located ~half the distance between the focusing mirror and the gas target. This gave sufficiently high SHG for DOG while still keeping the crystal safe from damage. The focused beam then generated an attosecond pulse from a 1.4 mm long gas target (GJ1) typically filled with either argon, neon, or xenon. The chamber had a turbo pump (250 l/s) installed over the gas cell that could be used if absorption of the HHG flux by the residual gas was to be minimized. The pulse then propagated through a custom made fused silica window with a 1.5 mm hole drilled in the center and covered with an aluminum filter to remove the residual IR photons. The filter was also used to isolate the high pressure GJ1 from the rest of the chamber. This custom filter was also necessary for the locking of the interferometer. Details of this are explained in appendix D. Since the streak camera is a temporal measurement device, the material dispersion properties of the filter could be used to also partially compensate the intrinsic chirp of the HHG process. Details of this are given in section 3.3.1. After the filter, the attosecond pulse passed through the center of a hole drilled silver mirror (HM). The mirror was 1.6 mm thick and the 3.5 mm diameter hole was drilled at 45 degrees.

At the same time, the reflected portion of the beam (called the streaking beam) from the first beamsplitter remained linearly polarized and passed through an equal optical path length and recombined with the attosecond pulse at the hole-drilled mirror. This leg of the interferometer also had a coarse delay stage implemented in order to roughly temporally overlap the two beams and an f=400 mm lens so that the divergence of this beam could be controlled independently of the other beam. At the hole-drilled mirror, only the outside of the beam was reflected so that the two beams were collinear with the attosecond pulse inside the IR pulse. These two beams then propagated to the two-component annular mirror assembly. The outer mirror was a 50 mm diameter silver coated spherical mirror with focal length of 250 mm. A hole 18 mm in diameter was drilled into the center for the XUV reflecting mirror. The XUV mirror was a Mo/Si multilayer mirror with diameter 12.7 mm and focal length 250 mm (NTT optics).
Figure 3.6 Reflectivity (blue) and phase (red) of the Mo/Si XUV mirror.

The reflectivity as a function of photon energy of the mirror is shown in figure 3.6 (blue line). The region from ~30 eV to 70 eV is typically used for the experiments and it is in this region that the mirror phase is the most well behaved (red line). Also, the aluminum filter does not transmit photons with energy above ~72 eV. The portion of the spectrum from 30 eV to 70 eV could support a minimum pulse duration of ~94 as, not including any phase distortions present in the attosecond pulse itself.

After the annular mirror, the two beams were focused to the second gas jet (GJ2). This jet was a 50 µm inner diameter stainless steel tube ~1-2 mm long. The backing pressure for this gas “needle” was sometimes as high as 1000 torr. The goal was to generate the highest local density possible at the output of the needle while maintaining the lowest background pressure possible. The reason this was important was that volume effects from the laser and gas interaction tend to wash out the streaking effects. Since the intensity across the profile and in the longitudinal direction of the laser changes quickly, photoelectrons streaked from different portions of the beam would streak different amounts even if the photoelectrons were created with the same energy photon. The vacuum system in this part of the streak camera consisted of 2 250 l/s turbo pumps and a 500 l/s turbo pump. These were used to allow the local density of the gas jet to be as high as possible while maintaining safe pressure for the detector. At the second gas
needles, the attosecond XUV photons generated photoelectrons and the IR laser pulse provided
the momentum shift to streak the freed electrons which were then detected in a position sensitive
time of flight detector (TOF). In order to scan the temporal delay between the two beams, the
XUV mirror was mounted on a 3-axis pzt stage. The stage could travel a total distance of 30 μm
with a step size of 1 mm (PI S-325) which corresponded to a total delay scan range of 200 fs
with a step size of 6.7 as (including a factor of 2 for the round trip distance). This is substantially
smaller than the steps normally taken in the experiment. For the results shown in the following
sections, the delay step size was 0.05 μm corresponding to a round-trip time of 333 as (~12% of
the femtosecond laser cycle).

To determine the spatial overlap in the longitudinal and transverse directions, the two
beams were reflected outside the chamber and focused with an f-250 mm focal length lens to a
CCD camera in a 1-1 configuration. This allowed the spot sizes of each focused beam to be
measured. Figure 3.7 shows the profiles of the two beams. The outer (streaking) beam (a)
reflects from a larger mirror and so has a smaller spot size as compared to the inner beam (b).
The images are intentionally saturated to show the full structure of the focused beams. It is
expected that the XUV beam is much smaller than the IR beam shown. Also, the outer beam
shows a distinct Bessel-Gaussian intensity distribution. This is because the beam is reflected
from a mirror that truncates the central portion. In the far field, this gives the interference pattern
shown. The two beams in the figure are shown separated spatially so they can be seen
individually. This is controlled with a picomotor mirror mount for the inner mirror. Under
normal experimental conditions, the two beams would be overlapped. Also, temporal overlap

![Figure 3.7 Focused spot profiles for the (a) outer mirror and (b) inner mirror.](image)
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between the two beams is monitored by looking for an interference pattern between the inner and outer mirrors. More details on the Bessel-Gaussian nature of the outer beam will be discussed in chapter 5.

To control the longitudinal positions of the two beams with respect to each other, the lens in the streaking arm is used. By moving it parallel to the direction of the laser propagation, the focus position at the second gas jet can be controlled. The geometry of this arrangement is an object position located ~1100 mm from the outer annular mirror with focal length 250 mm. This gives a longitudinal demagnification of ~11:1 meaning the lens must be moved 1.1 cm to move the focus at the second gas jet 1 mm.

At the location of the second gas jet, the photoelectrons are born and enter a hole in the tip of a cone 1 mm in diameter. The purpose of the cone hole is to isolate the higher gas density second gas jet from the detector. The detector side of the cone also had a dedicated 250 l/s turbo pump to further reduce the pressure. From here the electrons propagate to the detector. From when the electrons are born to when they are detected, they propagate in a region of uniform magnetic field generated by a Helmholtz coil arrangement. The purpose of the magnetic field is to increase the acceptance angle of the detector. The large area detector that is used (discussed later) coupled with the field gives an acceptance angle of +/- 13 degrees for 45 eV photoelectrons [79]. The field points toward the detector and has a magnitude typically 1-1.7 Gauss. To cancel the earth’s magnetic field, parallel loops of ribbon cables surround the entire arrangement in the remaining directions. By applying current to these cables independently, components of the earth’s field not parallel to the field from the Helmholtz coils can be cancelled. Since each electron has a unique velocity vector (and hence momentum and energy), the position sensitive detector, combined with the time of flight, allows the vector to be reconstructed for each electron [80].

3.1.2 Streak Camera Electronics and Resolution

A schematic of the detector setup can be seen in figure 3.8. The photoelectrons propagated along the full length of the drift tube (295 mm) towards the chevron stack microchannel plate (MCP) detector until they passed a grounded wire mesh. The mesh was located about 3 mm in front of the detector and was used to ensure the drift tube was electric field free and not influenced by the MCP potentials. After the mesh, the photoelectrons were accelerated
Figure 3.8 Schematic of streak camera position sensitive TOF detector.

towards the MCP by a potential of +300V applied to the front MCP. The voltage is controlled with a potentiometer between the voltage applied to the MCP back and the MCP front. This voltage was used to ensure the electrons had enough energy to begin a cascade of electrons in the MCP. The second MCP in the stack, also called the MCP back, was given a potential of 2600V. This further accelerated the electrons through the stack giving more secondary electrons. The total gain of the MCP stack was ~$10^7$.

After the MCP stack, the multiplied electron signal was incident on the position sensitive delay line detector (DLD). The detector consisted of orthogonally crossed sets of wires to give position information in both the x and y directions. The detector consisted of 10 turns of wire per cm in both directions and was 12 cm square. When the electron bunch from the MCP stack was incident on the detector, a signal was sent along the lengths of the wires and was detected at the ends. By measuring the difference in time between when the signals arrived at the two ends of the wire, the location along the wire could be found. The detector itself had a position resolution of ~25 µm and a time resolution of ~1 ns. The time resolution of the detector limited our total resolution the most.
In order to measure the time, a data acquisition system and timing electronics were used. A schematic is shown in figure 3.9. During the experiments, a photodiode collected a signal from the laser pulse which was used as an overall start signal. This signal was sent to an Ortec IT100 inverting transformer to make it a falling edge signal. The transformer has the capability for 0.8ns rise times. After the signal was inverted, it was sent to a homemade constant fraction discriminator (CFD). The model of the CFD used with the streak camera is CF4000 quad. This CFD has a resolution of 15ns for a pulse pair and gives the user control over the fraction via the walk control. The total resolution of the CFD is \( \sim 200 \text{ ps} \) meaning a delta function signal will become 200 ps in width after the CFD. In order to ensure timing of the correct portion of the signal, a threshold can be set to eliminate noise that rises above some level and could be mistaken for the actual signal.

The operation of the CFD was to first split the pulse into 2 replicas and attenuate one to 20% of its original value while inverting and delaying the other one. The amount the signal is attenuated to is known as the fraction and can be adjusted during the experiment. Next, the two signals are recombined and, if the delay is chosen properly, a zero crossing occurs at the location of the rising edge of the original pulse. A NIM signal similar to a negative square wave is then generated with the leading falling edge at the location of the zero crossing. This new signal allows the timing to be determined with high accuracy later through the time to digital converter (TDC).

After the CFD, the altered NIM photodiode signal is split with one signal continuing to be used as the start signal while the other NIM signal is sent through a delay generator (LeCroy...
model 222 dual gate generator) where a delay of ~500 ns is added to the signal with respect to the start signal. The generator allows gate delays of less than 100ns to more than 11 seconds which is well beyond our requirements. This new signal is the overall stop signal and indicates at which time to ignore further data (which are typically slower electrons).

At the same time that the start signal is being recorded, a signal from the MCP front is being sent to the TDC as well. This signal gives the time from the start signal to when the electron actually strikes the MCP. The signal is first sent through a potentiometer to control ringing, or the unwanted oscillations of the voltage due to various capacitances and inductances in the total circuit. Next, the signal is sent to a fast preamp (Ortec model VT120B) to increase the signal. The preamp is a wide bandwidth (10-350MHz) inverting amplifier with an amplitude gain of 200. After this, the amplified signal is sent to another 5 channel CFD (Phillips Scientific model 715) which acts in a similar fashion to the CF4000. The pulse pair resolution is <10ns and the maximum frequency is 100MHz. Like the homemade CFD, the resolution of this one was also 200 ps.

The additional 4 channels of the 715 CFD are used for the four position signals from the DLD. The DLD wires are actually pairs set close to each other. One wire acts as the signal and receives a potential of 2800V while the other wire acts as a reference and receives a signal of 2750V. The difference in voltage means the actual electron signal will most likely be collected by the signal wire with the reference only seeing background noise. The difference in the signals between these wires gives a better actual signal. To find and amplify the difference, a homemade differential amplifier is used. The bandwidth of the amplifier is 1GHz meaning it is very fast for our application, and the gain is ~500. So, the input of the amplifier is 8 signals (four positions and four references) and the output is four amplified, high quality position signals. Each of these signals is sent to the model 715 CFD along with the MCP front signal. After finding the zero crossing and generating an appropriate NIM response, the signals are sent to the time to digital converter (TDC) (CAEN V1290N).

The TDC is a 16 channel VME compatible unit which simply outputs the time arrival for each pulse it receives. The resolution of the TDC was 25 ps with a pulse pair resolution of 5 ns. After the TDC, the signal is sent to a PC for analysis via a fiber optic cable.

To improve the energy resolution of the TOF, increasing the distance from the gas jet to the detector is ideal. However, this was not an option for the setup because the magnetic field
created “nodes”. When an electron flies to the detector with energy, $E$, the wiggle spectrum, that is, the radial position versus the arrival time, $t$, can be written as:

$$
 r = \frac{2 \sqrt{2m_e E - (m_e S / t)^2}}{eB} \sin \left( \frac{eBt}{2m_e} \right)
$$

(3.5)

where $m_e$ is the electron mass, $e$ is the electron charge, $S$ is the flight distance, and $B$ is the magnetic field generated from the Helmholtz coils. Figure 3.10 shows a plot of equation 3.5 for electrons with different energies from an argon target ($I_p = 15.8$ eV). The horizontal dotted line shows the radial boundary of the detector, beyond which the electrons cannot be detected. From the figure, one can see that all the electrons hit the center of the detector with a cyclotron period $T = 2\pi/(eB/m_e)$ which, with $B=1.1$ Gauss, is $\sim$325 ns. All electron trajectories, independent of their initial kinetic energies, cross at these magnetic nodes. In the energy domain, they form a series of “holes”, where there is no energy information. To retrieve the single attosecond pulse, these “holes” must be avoided by choosing $S$ such that $T > t_{\text{max}}$ and $t_{\text{min}} > 0$ where $t_{\text{max}}$ and $t_{\text{min}}$ are the maximum and minimum electron flight times [81]. This sets a limit on the flight time and the flight length of the electrons. The current magnetic field of $\sim$1.1 gauss, which gives a node around 2.5 eV, is a compromise between the acceptance angle and the node position.

To get around the problems associated with extending the flight tube, a retarding potential was added to the detector assembly to change the flight time of the photoelectrons. A

---

**Figure 3.10 Wiggle pattern calculated from equation 3.5.**
large mesh, the gas jet itself, and a smaller mesh near the cone opening had a positive voltage applied to them. A small mesh was used at the cone opening only because the gas jet needs to be as close to the opening as possible but it shouldn’t come in contact with the mesh itself. After the small mesh, another mesh, electrically isolated from the first, was added. This mesh was grounded and set as parallel as possible to the mesh with the voltage applied. The meshes can be seen in figure 3.8. This created a region of uniform electric field which could retard the electrons by a constant amount. This increases the time of flight thereby improving the resolution of the detector.

To test the resolution, the autoionization line in helium was used as a source. It has a width of ~38 meV and is located at 60.1 eV and will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5. This line was used to confirm the energy calibration of the detector. A continuous spectrum was generated with DOG so that the only feature visible was the 2s2p line. Then, the retarding potential was increased so that the peak shifted to lower energies. The photoelectron spectra from helium measured with different retarding potentials in the TOF are presented in Fig. 3.11. All the other curves are shifted vertically with respect to the 0 volt spectrum to see each spectrum individually. The 2s2p autoionization peak shifts from 35.5 eV when the retarding

![Figure 3.11 Helium spectra for different values of retarding potential.](image)
potential is 0 to ~11 eV when the retarding potential is 30 V. It should be noted that the energy shifts of the peak are not exactly equal to the applied retarding potentials. This is probably due to stray fields or that the meshes are not perfectly parallel. The electron energy scale is calibrated with the high order harmonic peak positions generated from neon using linearly polarized 30 fs laser pulses.

From the results, our spectrometer resolution is at least five times wider than the width of the autoionization peak. Therefore, the contribution of the intrinsic Fano peak width to the measured peak width is neglected. We fitted the 2s2p peak with a Pearson type IV function [79] and a nonlinear background. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the measured peak gave us the energy resolution. As an example, Fig. 3.12(a) shows the fitting results for the spectrum when the retarding potential is 25 V. The FWHM of the Pearson function is 0.30 eV, and the peak position is at 15.1 eV.

The TOF spectrometer energy resolution for electrons with different kinetic energies obtained from the fittings is plotted in Fig. 3.12(b) as the red line and circles. The resolution changes from 0.3 to 0.6 eV when the electron energy increases from 10 eV to 35 eV. Since the

Figure 3.12 (a) Experimental data (circles), Pearson fitting (red line) and cubic background (dashed line). (b) Resolution vs. kinetic energy for experimental data (red circles), and calculated resolution for two different time resolutions (green and blue lines).
resolution is better than ~0.8 eV, it is sufficient to image individual harmonic peaks separated by 1.5 eV. This means our resolution is acceptable for the measurement of isolated attosecond pulses since a smooth spectrum can be fully trusted.

The improvement of energy resolution of the TOF by adding the retarding potential serves as evidence that the time resolution of the detection system is one of the dominating factors that limit the energy resolution. The contribution of the time resolution to the energy resolution was calculated using the well-known relation between the resolution of the spectrometer, $\Delta E$, and the electron energy $E$:

$$\Delta E = \frac{2^{3/2} \Delta t E^{3/2}}{m_e^{1/2} S}. \quad (3.6)$$

where $\Delta t$ is the total time resolution of the MCP detector and electronics including the amplifier, CFD’s, and the TDC.

The calculated energy resolution as a function of the electron kinetic energy is plotted in Fig. 3.12(b) for two different time resolutions: 0.72 ns (green solid line) and 1 ns (blue dashed line). One can see that four of the experimental data points on the high energy side fall between these two curves. Since the resolution of the streak camera has been demonstrated to be sufficient for attosecond pulse generation, the rest of this chapter will be devoted to the results obtained using the DOG and GDOG gating methods.

Since attosecond pulse generation generally requires the CE phase of the laser system to be stabilized, a retest of the CE phase effect from DOG was conducted with the streak camera. The previous CE phase results were taken with a photon XUV spectrometer while the streak camera uses a photoelectron spectrum. With each laser pulse only 1-2 photoelectrons are typically generated due to the MCP quantum efficiency (~10%), cross section of the target (~0.1%), reflectance of the XUV mirror (~6%), transmission through the aluminum filter and residual argon gas (~50% each), and acceptance angle of the detector (~3%). This means a significantly longer integration time is required to obtain a photoelectron spectrum than for a photon spectrum. To ensure the CE phase effect is still visible, a photoelectron spectrum was taken from an argon target with neon as the detection gas while the CE phase of the generating laser was scanned. The results are shown in figure 3.13. The input laser pulse duration was ~9 fs and the gating method was DOG. Each delay slice was integrated for 30 s. Clearly a $2\pi$
periodicity is visible and the overall result is very similar to that produced in the photon spectrometer (see figure 2.29). This result proves that the CE phase does influence the photoelectron spectrum in a predictable way and can be trusted to produce continuous spectra or discrete spectra when the CE phase is locked to some value.

Figure 3.13 CE phase effect form a spectrum generated in argon and used to produce photoelectrons in neon.

3.1.2a Alignment procedure for the streak camera

To generate a continuous spectrum and measure the attosecond pulse duration is a straight forward process with the streak camera. The following list is the steps typically used during an experiment.

1. The input laser (p-polarized) is aligned through the XUV arm of the interferometer after reducing the power to ~100 mW. More power than this could damage the sensitive coating of the Mo/Si mirror. The beam pointing can be adjusted by tuning only the mirrors before the interferometer. The beam must pass through the center of the entrance window, the hole drilled gas cell, the center of the aluminum filter, the center of the hole drilled mirror and finally it
should appear only on the inner Mo/Si mirror. If this vector is aligned properly, the full alignment of the system is almost perfect.

2. The streaking beam is next aligned for spatial overlap with the XUV arm. The quality of the mode for this beam is critical and should look like figure 3.7(a). The beam can be adjusted using only the final two mirrors before the hole drilled mirror in the streak camera. This beam is blocked after alignment is complete to ensure the second gas jet does not get damaged. Since the gas jet is stainless steel, the damage threshold is very small and even a little IR intensity can severely damage it.

3. Rough temporal overlap should be achieved by tuning the delay stage in the streaking arm of the interferometer while monitoring the fringe pattern between the XUV and IR arms of the interferometer.

4. The aluminum filter is next inserted and the IR power increased to maximum.

5. The desired spectrum (normally a continuum) is generated in the first gas cell by gating the DOG optics (first quartz plate is oriented to +/- 45 degrees to input polarization). The spectrum can be optimized by playing with the gas pressure and other phase matching conditions. The BBO crystal can also be tuned at this point. The second gas jet typically is backfilled with a pressure that raises the rest of the chamber pressure to \( \sim 10^{-5} \) - \( 10^{-4} \) Torr. The gas jet position can also be optimized for maximum counts and to ensure the XUV beam is not incident on it.

6. The DOG optics are next reset for linear polarization and the streaking IR laser is added at the second gas target for optimization of sidebands. Normally the sidebands are optimized first temporally (using the fine control knob on the streaking laser delay stage), followed by transverse spatial overlap (using the 5-axis kinematic stage under the lens in the streaking beam) and finally the longitudinal focus position (using the coarse delay stage under the lens). The optimization process is first the sidebands are adjusted to be \( \sim 100\% \) the amplitude of the harmonic peaks. If the peaks are difficult to see, fused silica can be added before the interferometer to chirp the input pulse and narrow the harmonic peaks. Next, the IR intensity is reduced using the ND filter in the streaking arm and the sidebands are re-optimized for \( \sim 100\% \) peak height. This is repeated until the IR intensity can not be further reduced. Under optimal conditions, the sidebands will be \( \sim 60\% \) the harmonic peaks with only 1-2 \( \mu \)J of pulse energy measured before the hole drilled mirror. Typically, only the temporal overlap needs to be
adjusted for this condition to be satisfied. However, a full temporal, transverse, and longitudinal scan was conducted to map the IR intensity. Figure 3.14 shows the results of this scan.

Figure 3.14 Sideband ratio vs. (a) delay, (b) x-position, (c) y-position, and (d) z-position. In all cases, the black squares represent experimental data points and the red lines are Gaussian fits to the data.

The laser pulse used for the scans in figure 3.14 was a long pulse (~35 fs). The temporal scan, as seen in figure (a), indicated 40 fs delay over which the sidebands could be seen. Translating the lens position in the transverse direction gave the results in (b) for motion in the x direction and (c) for motion in the y direction. The transverse profile of the beam gave a width of ~10-12 µm. This is larger than the CCD measured center spot size but can be partially explained by the fact
that the temporal stability of the interferometer was not fully locked meaning the result shows an average effect. Finally, figure (d) shows that the full range of the longitudinal position was just over 1 mm. This is longer than the calculated confocal parameter of the beam (~280 µm) assuming purely Gaussian wave propagation. In all figures, the red lines represent Gaussian fits of the experimental data (black squares). The fits are used simply to guide the eye.

7. Once the sidebands are optimized, the DOG optics should be re-gated (set to +/- 45 degrees again). The spectrum should still be a continuum. A quick test can be conducted at this point to see if the spectrum broadens when the IR laser is added. If the spectrum is not still a continuum, the BBO can again be tuned but the sidebands must then be re-optimized. Tuning the BBO usually changes the temporal overlap slightly.

8. The IR ND filter is set to allow ~10-50 mW through (whichever yields the best streaking vs. ATI) and the interferometer is locked. The CW 532 nm laser is let through the setup. At the output of the hole drilled mirror, the inner and outer beams should form a ring with a bright dot in the center. The ring comes from the XUV arm reflecting off the back of the hole mirror while the dot comes from the streaking arm passing through the hole in the mirror itself. These beams are then overlapped spatially using the second small interferometer until good contrast fringes are visible. The fringes are next incident on a photodiode so that the intensity can be measured on the locking electronics. For additional stability, a HeNe laser can be propagated through the small interferometer to lock it in the same manner that the green laser is used with the streak camera. For the full details of the locking scheme, including the electronics, see appendix D.

9. Once the interferometer has been successfully locked, the streak camera is ready to be used. To avoid jumps in the interferometer stability, no one should be working on the table while data is accumulating.

3.2 Two Color Streaking

The phenomenon of streaking is merely a high intensity version of the generation of sidebands. When an attosecond pulse train is generated with HHG, the discrete ordered spectrum in the frequency domain will generate a similar discrete energy spectrum of photoelectrons. When an IR laser is added to the photoelectrons, each individual electron can be given an upshift or downshift by a single photon energy (~1.55 eV) depending on the sign of the
Figure 3.15 (a) Photoelectron spectrum from a linear one color laser field. (b) Photoelectron spectrum including sidebands after an IR laser field is added to the spectrum in (a).

Figure 3.16 (a) Simulated streaked image for a half cycle attosecond pulse train and (b) full cycle pulse train.
laser vector potential. Figure 3.15 shows a photoelectron spectrum without (a) and with (b) sidebands added. Increasing the intensity of the IR laser increases the probability of multi photon sidebands forming. Once the intensity is high enough, the original spectrum can be significantly shifted to different energies. If the original spectrum is continuous, the full spectrum shifts up and down giving the spectrograms seen in figure 3.2(b). Figure 3.16 (a) and (b) show the simulated streaking pattern of a one color (half cycle periodic pulse train) and two color (full cycle pulse train) spectrum for the same IR laser intensity and 5 attosecond pulses in the train, respectively. The two color case shows a streaked image of discrete orders while the one color case shows a complicated pattern resulting from streaking of the adjacent attosecond pulses in opposite directions simultaneously.

The most obvious test for the streak camera is to generate experimental results similar to the simulation shown in figure 3.16(b). This can be accomplished by using a long (~30 fs) laser pulse directly from the KLS amplifier and sending it through the DOG optics with a few cycle delay quartz plate as the first optic. Obviously this will not gate a single pulse from the train and instead multiple pulses will remain. The resulting photoelectron spectrum would then exhibit discrete peaks.

Figure 3.17(a) shows an experimental streaked spectrum under the conditions of a 30 fs laser pulse with pulse energy of ~900 μJ pulse energy. The simulated spectrum shown in figure

![Figure 3.17](image)

Figure 3.17 (a) Experimental and (b) simulated streaked spectrogram for two-color streaking.
(b) is conducted from a pulse train of 5 pulses and IR intensity of $1 \times 10^{12}$ W/cm$^2$.

Figure 3.17 exhibits one of the properties of two color gating techniques. Since the pulse train is separated by one optical cycle, each pulse experiences the same sign of the vector potential from the IR streaking beam. This means that the train will automatically give a streaked pattern. If the pulse train had a half-cycle periodicity, consecutive pulses would streak in opposite directions giving a similar result as shown in figure 3.16(a). The results of figure 3.17 also serve as evidence that the streak camera functions properly but obviously the pulse is not isolated. The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to results from isolated attosecond pulse generation.

### 3.3 Attosecond Pulses with DOG

Setting the gate width to one optical cycle and using short ~8-9 fs laser pulses allows the DOG technique to efficiently generate isolated attosecond pulses. Figure 3.18 shows the very first isolated attosecond pulses generated using the DOG technique. Due to technical difficulties associated with the temporal stability of the setup when DOG was first implemented, the results only exhibit 4 cycles of delay between the IR and the XUV. While more cycles results in a more accurate reconstruction since the redundant information is repeatedly encoded in every cycle of the spectrogram, technically only two slices are really needed to characterize the attosecond pulse [82]. The experimental parameters were 550 $\mu$J, 9 fs pulses for the generation arm and 50 $\mu$J pulses for the streaking arm. This result was measured before the hole mirror. The aluminum filter was 300 nm thick and the generating gas was argon at ~50 torr backing pressure. The detection gas was neon since neon has a flat cross section and a flat transmission. This means no correction was needed to be made to the output spectrum to account for differences in photoelectron yield as a function of energy. The pressure of the neon gas in the chamber itself was $\sim 6 \times 10^{-5}$ Torr. Each delay slice in the spectrum in the image was integrated for $\sim 1$ minute and the delay step was 333 as. The first turbo was not operated meaning the low energy photons were reabsorbed by the generation gas which is why the spectrum is so narrow.

Figure 3.18(a) shows the experimental result and figure (b) shows the image created by the reconstruction algorithm. The similarity between these two images indicates that the algorithm worked very well. The extracted temporal profile (black line) and phase (red line) are
Figure 3.18 (a) Experimental and (b) retrieved streaked spectrograms from a 9 fs laser with DOG in argon and with neon as the detection gas. (c) The extracted temporal profile (black line) and phase (red dotted line). The inset shows the temporal profile over a longer delay. (d) The unstreaked spectrum (blue dotted line) and retrieved spectrum (black line) and phase (red dotted line).

shown in figure (c). The pulse duration was ~140 as and the phase was somewhat flat indicating a near transform limited pulse duration. The inset of (c) shows the same temporal profile but plotted on a log linear scale over a wide delay range. The purpose of this was to show that the pulse was truly isolated since no pre or post pulse existed at the single cycle delay points of +/-2.6 fs. Finally, figure (d) shows a comparison between the unstreaked spectrum (blue line) and the Fourier transform of the profile and phase of figure (c) (black line). The similarity indicates an accurate reconstruction. The retrieved phase (red line) shows a somewhat flat shape with an extracted positive chirp of 3010 as². The spectrum is narrow with the lower orders missing.
This is due to absorption of the low orders by residual gas in the chamber reabsorbing the low energy XUV photons.

After the interferometric streak camera was improved upon, the stability was able to be locked to ~10 as temporal jitter for extended periods of time. Also, since DOG has a higher conversion efficiency as compared with PG, the amount of time required to integrate could be reduced significantly. Figure 3.19 shows a streaked spectrogram reconstruction for multiple cycles of delay. This shows the full temporal profile of the streaking beam and as such, could be used to fully characterize a femtosecond laser pulse through a cross correlation experiment. Figures (a) and (b) show the experimental and reconstructed images respectively. Figure (c) shows the extracted temporal profile (black line) and phase (red line). Again, the attosecond
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**Figure 3.19** (a) Experimental and (b) retrieved streaked spectrograms from a 9 fs laser with DOG in argon and with krypton as the detection gas. (c) The extracted temporal profile (black line) and phase (red dotted line). The inset shows the temporal profile over a longer delay. (d) The unstreaked spectrum (blue dotted line) and retrieved spectrum (black line) and phase (red dotted line).
pulse can be regarded as a true isolated pulse since there are no pre or post pulses (see inset). Finally, (d) shows the comparison between the retrieved spectrum (blue line) and the experimental spectrum (black line). The phase (red line) is very flat indicating a near transform limited pulse was created. Overall, the results of figure 3.19 are similar to 3.18 except the bandwidth is narrower in 3.19. Also, the detection gas used was krypton (Ip ~ 14 eV) and was at a pressure in the chamber of 9 x 10^{-5} Torr. The reason for this was to shift the photoelectrons to a higher initial kinetic energy as compared to those generated with neon (Ip = 21.6 eV). This resulted in a larger energy shift. The most important difference however was that figure 3.18 only required 12 seconds of integration per delay slice meaning the full spectrogram could be completed in 15 minutes. The four cycles in 3.18 required 32 minutes as a comparison. Since DOG has higher peak intensity in the gate width as compared to PG, harmonics generated from neon are also possible. Neon is an attractive target for attosecond pulse generation because it can generate a much broader spectrum than argon. Figure 3.20 shows the reconstruction of an attosecond pulse generated with neon in the first (25 Torr) and second gas targets (3 x 10^{-5} Torr). In this case, the first turbo was turned on to improve the count rate of HHG from neon with its broad spectrum. The pressure when the turbo was running was ~2 mTorr. Such a broad spectrum is not expected to be accurately retrieved since the center momentum approximation is not valid however FROG-CRAB is the only method available for the reconstruction of such pulses. 3.20(a) and (b) shows the experimental and reconstructed spectrograms. Figure (c) shows the temporal profile (black line) and phase (red line) and again the inset shows the pulse is a true isolated pulse. Finally, (d) shows the comparison of the experimental spectrum (black line) and the retrieved spectrum (blue line) and phase (red line).

The phase in this case is more complicated than that of the previous two cases. The most striking feature of this result is the fact that in the experimental image, the spectrum seems to be transform limited from 0-35 eV while above this it exhibits the asymmetry associated with a chirped pulse. This gives rise to the complicated retrieved phase in (d) and will be discussed in detail in the next section.

The choice of neon as the detection gas was only a matter of convenience. As discussed earlier, gases with lower Ip will have larger energy shifts since their initial kinetic energy is greater. Figure 3.21 shows this effect for a few different cases. In figure (a), the generation gas
Figure 3.20 (a) Experimental and (b) retrieved streaked spectrograms from a 9 fs laser with DOG in neon and with neon as the detection gas. (c) The extracted temporal profile (black line) and phase (red dotted line). The inset shows the temporal profile over a longer delay. (d) The unstreaked spectrum (blue dotted line) and retrieved spectrum (black line) and phase (red dotted line).

was argon and the detection gas was krypton (Ip=14 eV) at a pressure of 6 \times 10^{-5} \text{Torr}. The electron spectrum is centered at \approx 25 \text{eV}. In (b), the detection gas was argon (Ip=15.8 eV) with all other parameters the same. The spectrum then shifts 1.8 eV lower and is centered at \approx 23.2 eV. In (c), the detection gas changed to neon (Ip=21.6 eV) thereby shifting the spectrum to \approx 17.4 eV. In each case, the streaking amplitude is reduced as the spectrum shifts to lower energy. Figure (d) shows this effect from a streaked spectrogram generated from neon and with neon as the detection gas. The broad spectrum exhibits very large streaking above \approx 35 \text{eV}, moderate streaking around 20 \text{eV}, and almost no streaking around 10 \text{eV}. If the goal is a streaked spectrogram with large streaking amplitude, gases with low ionization potentials are good targets. The disadvantage to low Ip gases is that the IR laser can also begin to ionize the
detection gas meaning a large contribution from the ATI can build up. This is the trade off. For low Ip, lower IR intensities are also required.

Figure 3.21 Streaked spectrograms generated from argon with the detection gas as (a) krypton, (b) argon, (c) and neon. (d) Neon as the generation gas and detection gas.

3.3.1 Intrinsic Chirp of Attosecond Pulses

As mentioned in chapter 1, the attosecond pulse generation process results in an intrinsic chirp for the phase of the pulse. While both the long and short trajectories are chirped, through phase matching techniques, only the short trajectories are used for the attosecond pulse production. Figure 3.22 shows a plot of the returning phase in radians of the fundamental laser period, $T_0$, versus the energy of the photon in terms of the ponderomotive energy, $U_p$. The short trajectory portion of the plot is shown with a line fitted to the curve. This line actually gives the
Figure 3.22 Returning phase as a function of energy. The red line is a linear fit of the short trajectory contribution.

Phase of the attosecond pulse. Since the line has a positive slope, we expect the short trajectories to also have a positive chirp. The chirp is defined as:

$$GDD = \frac{dt}{dE} = \frac{dt}{d(h\omega_x)}$$

(3.7)

where GDD is the group delay dispersion (or chirp) and $\omega_x$ is the frequency of the XUV photon. This is just the slope of the line in figure 3.20. The time, t, can be written in terms of $T_0$ and the phase, k, in rads as $t = kT_0/2\pi$. Since the energy of the photon can be written as $h\omega_x = xU_p - I_p$ where x has a maximum value of 3.17. Since $I_p$ is just an offset, it can be ignored when calculating the slope. Rewriting equation 3.7 with these terms yields:

$$GDD = \frac{k}{x} \frac{T_0}{2\pi U_p}.$$  

(3.8)

The value of $k/x$ is a constant slope with k in radians and x in units of $U_p$. From figure 3.19, this slope is ~0.434 rads/$U_p$. This gives a concise formula for the chirp as:

$$GDD = 0.07 \frac{T_0}{U_p}.$$  

(3.9)
Since $U_p$ is proportional to $I$ and $\lambda^2$, this formula says that using longer wavelength lasers (with longer periods) or higher intensities will result in reduced chirp.

Compensating the intrinsic chirp is a goal for temporal measurements. One possibility is to use dispersion through a gas target. If the gas gives a negative value of GDD over the energy range of the pulse, the chirp can be compensated [83]. However, for the streak camera setup, a filter is already in place to isolate the high gas density side from the detector side and to filter the residual IR. However, by choosing the thickness and material of the filter appropriately, the intrinsic chirp may also be partially compensated. Figure 3.23(a) shows the transmission of an aluminum filter that is 200 nm thick (red line) and 300 nm thick (black line). Figure (b) shows the total phase and (c) shows the group delay (GD) associated with each filter. The GD was calculated using reference [22]. The total real spectral phase from the filter of length $L$ is given by:

$$\varphi = -N r_e f_1 L \lambda$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

where $N$ is the number density of the material, $r_e$ is the classical electron radius, $f_1$ is the real part of the atomic scattering factor obtained from ref [22], and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the xuv photon. From the total spectral phase given by equation 3.10, the GD and GDD can be calculated. The GD exhibits a quadratic shape indicative of a strong linear chirp contribution. From 3.23(c), the GDD can also be calculated and is shown in figure 3.23 (d). The GDD was calculated by fitting a polynomial to the GD in order to avoid errors associated with numerical differentiation.

Figure 3.23(d) shows two important features. First, the thicker the material, the more negative the GDD is for values below $\sim$50 eV. This can be used to compensate the intrinsic positive chirp of the HHG process. Second, for values above 50 eV, the chirp becomes more positive for thicker materials. This will overcompensate spectral components above 50 eV. This can be seen clearly in figure 3.21 (d). When a broad spectrum from a neon target is compensated by a 300 nm thick aluminum filter, spectral components below $\sim$30 eV in photoelectron energy (50 eV in photon energy) are transform limited while those above 30 eV are strongly chirped. This implies the spectrum can be used to measure the phase introduced by some dispersive material. As further evidence of this feature, figure 3.24 shows two spectra generated from an argon target with a krypton detection target for two different values of aluminum filter thickness. Figure (a) shows a 200 nm filter while figure (b) shows a 300 nm filter. The results in
Figure 3.23 (a) Al filter transmission, (b) total phase, (c) group delay, and (d) group delay dispersion for 200 nm (black line) and 300 nm (red line) filter thickness.

(b) are more symmetric than the positive chirp in (a) implying a more compensated attosecond pulse in agreement with figure 3.24. The result in (a) appears to be the opposite as shown in figure 3.2 because the experimental scanning was done by shifting the XUV beam through the IR beam. This means the negative delays are the trailing edge of the IR pulse while in the simulations, the negative delays are the leading edge. This gives the opposite slant for the asymmetric chirp.

The choice of filter can also be used to compensate much broader spectra. Aluminum was chosen for these first experiments simply because it was strong enough to act as a gate for the high pressure side of the apparatus while also reflecting all of the residual IR and highly
transmitting the XUV. Filters such as Zr for example would give negative GDD for a broad XUV range but the IR is also transmitted partially while Be compensates a broad range and reflects the IR well but is extremely weak.

3.4 Attosecond Pulses with GDOG

Double optical gating works very well for generating high flux attosecond pulses from multi cycle lasers. However, the GDOG method allows the pulse duration of the generating laser to be extended to even greater values. Figure 3.25 shows a streaked spectrogram and reconstruction for an attosecond pulse generated from a 20 fs laser. The turbo in the first target was not operational for this result yielding a narrower spectrum. Figures (a) and (b) show the experimental and reconstructed images, respectively. Again, four cycles were chosen for ease in the experiment and because all of the phase information is encoded in such a short scan. Since a portion of the driving field is rejected in the experiment, the peak intensity in the gate width is lower than the DOG case resulting in a slightly narrower spectrum and longer pulse duration. Figure (c) shows the temporal profile (black line) and phase (red line) supporting a 260 as pulse. The inset indicates that the pre and post pulse contributions are negligible indication the attosecond pulse is truly isolated. Figure (d) shows a comparison between the frequency domain representation of the retrieved temporal profile (solid line) and the measured XUV only spectrum.
Figure 3.25 (a) Experimental and (b) retrieved streaked spectrograms from a 20 fs laser with GDOG in argon and with neon as the detection gas. (c) The extracted temporal profile (black line) and phase (red dotted line). The inset shows the temporal profile over a longer delay. (d) The unstreaked spectrum (blue dotted line) and retrieved spectrum (black line) and phase (red dotted line).

The results are similar indicating the robustness of the retrieval algorithm. Also shown is the spectral phase (red dashed line). The phase shows a positive chirp of $\sim 3010$ as$^2$. For a 20 fs laser pulse, 9 laser cycles of delay, and an ellipticity of $\sim 0.9$, the gate width was calculated to be $\sim 4.5$ fs. While this can still isolate a single attosecond pulse, the pre and post pulse contributions are slightly larger than the DOG case. This results in the modulated spectrum seen in (d).

The results of this chapter represent the temporally confirmed attosecond pulses generated using the DOG and GDOG techniques. Generating such pulses is relatively easy.
meaning that the pulses can begin to be applied to different experiments. The rest of this thesis will discuss how the DOG and GDOG methods can be used to push the limits on the types of attosecond pulses that can be produced (chapter 4) and how the pulses themselves were used in experiments (chapter 5).
CHAPTER 4 - Applications of DOG and GDOG

The results in chapter 3 are the first attosecond pulses generated using our gating methods. These pulses do not represent the limitations of the DOG and GDOG methods however. This chapter will lay out uses for the robust gating methods to produce different attosecond pulses. Utilizing the high conversion efficiency and high peak intensity of DOG, ultra-broadband spectra are demonstrated. Also, since the techniques are robust, the methods are demonstrated to generate attosecond pulses from CEP unstabilized laser pulses and directly from a CPA for the first time. This represents a significant enhancement in attosecond technology.

4.1 Extreme Broadband Attosecond Pulses

The generation of ever shorter attosecond pulses is a main goal in this field. As the pulse duration reduces, the ability to study faster processes is created. The way this can be accomplished is first by reducing phase distortions in the attosecond pulse. As seen from the previous chapter however, the phase is already quite flat. This means the spectral bandwidth must be increased in order to further reduce the pulse duration. Luckily, the HHG cutoff is intensity dependent meaning higher peak intensities within the gate width can automatically produce much broader spectra [10]. Attosecond pulse trains with harmonics reaching the so called “water window”, or the wavelength region where water becomes transparent to XUV photons, were demonstrated in 1997 [84, 85]. This is of particular importance in biology since biological systems can then be imaged with the internal structure visible with nanometer precision. Reaching this region is also necessary for attosecond pulse durations approaching the atomic unit of time (1 a.u. = 24.2 as). Since DOG has a higher peak intensity within the gate width as compared with polarization gating and is able to generate a spectrum covering both the plateau and cutoff orders as opposed to amplitude gating, it is the best choice for generating very short attosecond pulses.

The experimental setup used to generate the extreme broadband spectrum was an XUV spectrometer as shown in figure 4.1. An 8 fs laser pulse entered the vacuum chamber where it passed through the quartz plates for DOG and was focused through a BBO crystal. For this experiment, the first quartz plate was 270 µm thick and the second was 440 µm thick. The BBO
was 141 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick. The focal length of the spherical mirror was 125 mm which gave an estimated spot size of \( \sim 10 \, \mu \text{m} \) and peak intensity within the gate width of \( 1.4 \times 10^{16} \, \text{W/cm}^2 \).

**Figure 4.1 XUV spectrometer for measuring broad spectra.**

This intensity theoretically could generate harmonics of \( \sim 1.5 \, \text{nm} \). Such a tight focusing mirror was difficult to align while keeping the astigmatism minimized which is why all of the optics were located inside the vacuum. The laser was focused into a neon gas target that was a 1.4 mm long laser drilled glass tube. The beam then passed through a \( \sim 0.5 \, \text{mm} \) hole used to isolate the high pressure gas jet side from the detector side and also to clip most of the residual IR laser since it had a larger divergence than the XUV. The beam then passed through a boron filter which could be easily removed from the beam path. Next, the XUV reflected off of a grazing incidence spherical mirror to focus the XUV into a transmission grating [86]. There were two gratings available, one with 2000 lines per mm and the other with 5000 lines per mm. The 2000 lines grating could be used for wavelengths from 45 nm to 15 nm with a diffraction efficiency of \( \sim 4\% \) while the 5000 lines grating could be used for wavelengths below 15 nm with an efficiency of 1.5\%. The resolutions for the two gratings were 0.013 nm at 15 nm for the 2000 lines grating and 0.05 nm at 2 nm for the 5000 lines grating. The XUV photons were then imaged onto a microchannel plate and phosphor screen combo and the images were captured with a water cooled CCD camera.
Actual experimentally obtained spectra are shown in figure 4.2 [87]. The upper figure shows a broad continuous spectrum from DOG while the lower plot shows an XUV spectrum from a linearly polarized input laser pulse. Both spectra are the integration of 100,000 laser shots for signal to noise reasons. The yellow line indicates the interface between the two gratings. The longer wavelength portion is from the 2000 lines per mm grating while the short wavelength portion is from the 5000 lines per mm grating. Although the resolution of the spectrometer is not sufficient for the short wavelengths, since the spectrum is continuous in the long wavelength region it is expected that the cutoff is also continuous since the harmonic generation process depends more heavily on the ellipticity of the driving laser for higher orders.

Figure 4.3 shows the lineout plots (a) of the two spectra while (b) shows the time domain representation of the continuous spectrum assuming flat spectral phase. This spectrum is capable of supporting a 16 as pulse which is below the atomic unit of time. As a calibration of the spectrum to ensure the high harmonics are truly water window orders and not simply
background noise, a boron filter was inserted and a reference spectrum was taken. Clearly there is a reduction of the signal below ~6 nm which corresponds to the transmission edge in boron.
Figure 4.4 shows the calibration. The green dashed line in (b) is the boron transmission while the red solid line is the spectrum without the filter added and the blue line is the spectrum with the filter in place.

While the results shown in figure 4.2 indicate an extremely short pulse duration, a temporal measurement of such a pulse is currently not possible. Besides the strong resolution requirements, there is no way to reflect such a broad spectrum with a normal incidence mirror in the streak camera and there is not good way to compensate the intrinsic chirp of the HHG process. However, in the absence of a temporal measurement, the attosecond pulse can be partially characterized with a CE phase scan. Figure 4.5 shows a CE phase scan in a similar style as the previous CE phase scans. A $2\pi$ periodic structure is still visible indicative of the two color gating method and the spectrum exhibits very broad spectra for certain values of the CE phase. These two effects provide evidence that the gating method is functioning properly and that the pulse is probably an isolated attosecond pulse.
The shortest attosecond pulse generated with our streak camera is currently ~10^-7 as and the result is shown in figure 4.6. (a) and (b) show the experimental and reconstructed images and (c) shows the extracted temporal profile (black line) and phase (red dashed line). The inset indicates the pulse is an isolated attosecond pulse. In (d), the marginal comparison shows the retrieval is fairly accurate. While this result is the shortest currently generated, it is a very small portion of the total spectrum that can be possibly generated. Figure 4.7 illustrates this point clearly. The total spectrum generated is shown as the red line while the mirror reflectivity of the Mo/Si mirror used for the reconstruction in figure 4.6 is shown as the small green shaded region in the corner. Obviously there is much room for improvement and the attosecond pulses that have thus far been generated have a spectrum that represents only a tiny fraction of the total spectrum available.

![Experimental and retrieved streaked spectrograms](image)

**Figure 4.6** (a) Experimental and (b) retrieved streaked spectrograms from a 9 fs laser from neon. (c) The extracted temporal profile (black line) and phase (red dotted line). (d) The unstreaked (blue dotted line) and retrieved spectrum (black line) and phase (red line).
4.2 Attosecond Pulses from any Laser

At this point, the DOG and GDOG methods have been shown capable of generating attosecond pulses efficiently under many different laser conditions. The point of this section is to extend the methods further and show that attosecond pulses can be generated from any laser. First, attosecond pulses will be generated directly from a CPA for the first time. Then, attosecond pulses will be generated from a laser system without the need for CE phase stabilization. Finally the methods will be combined by using GDOG to generate attosecond pulses directly from the amplifier and without the need for CE phase stabilization.

4.2.1 Attosecond Pulses Directly from an Amplifier

Laser systems with pulse durations below 30 fs are currently commercially available (Amplitude Technologies, Femtolaser, Coherent). Since the GDOG method can be used for laser pulses nearly 30 fs in duration [78], this creates the opportunity for isolated attosecond pulses to be generated from any lab with such a laser system. In our experiments, the KLS laser routinely
produces pulses with duration in excess of ~30 fs meaning the laser must first be slightly modified to first produce pulses with duration of ~25 fs. This is accomplished with spectral shaping of the laser pulse halfway through the amplification process. Figure 4.8 shows a schematic of the full KLS laser system [88]. Further details are given in appendix F. The beginning of the KLS laser system consisted of a Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:Sapphire oscillator.

Next, 1.5 kHz pulses with ~100 nm bandwidth and 3 nJ energy are picked by a Pockels cell from the oscillator pulse train. These were then stretched to ~80 ps by a grating-based Martinez type stretcher. The CE phase of the oscillator and the amplifier were locked as discussed earlier [48-51]. Then, the stretched pulses were amplified to 5 mJ with a Ti:Sapphire 14-pass amplifier. After the amplification, the pulses were compressed by a pair of gratings to 2 mJ, 33 fs with 26 nm FWHM spectrum bandwidth.

In order to generate a spectrum capable of supporting 25 fs for the GDOG experiment, a 300 µm thick birefringent quartz plate (BP) was inserted as a spectrum shaping filter before the polarizer between the first and second 7 passes. It introduced higher loss at the central frequency than that of the wings of the gain, thus compensating the effects of the gain narrowing [89]. Fig.
Figure 4.9 The KLS spectrum before (solid line) and after (dashed line) the spectral filter.

4.9 shows the measured 7 pass spectrum before (solid curve) and after the plate and a polarizer (dashed).

We characterized the final output pulses by using a single-shot, second-harmonic generation frequency-resolved optical gating (SHG-FROG). The 25 fs pulse FROG trace was measured after the quartz spectrum filter was installed. Fig. 4.10 (a) is the measured trace and

Figure 4.10 FROG trace of a 25 fs laser pulse. (a) Experimental trace, (b) retrieved trace, (c) temporal profile (black solid line) and phase (blue dashed line).
Fig. 4.10(b) the retrieved trace. Fig. 4.10(c) shows the retrieved pulse shape (black solid line) in the time domain along with the temporal phase (blue dashed line). This result indicates that the pulse duration has been reduced to the point that depletion effects from GDOG are no longer an issue and instead an isolated attosecond pulse can possibly be generated.

Figure 4.11(a) CE phase scan from an argon target generated with a 25 fs pulse. (b) Integrated signal showing the modulation depth and periodicity.

The 25 fs laser pulses were next used with the GDOG setup. The first quartz plate was chosen to be ~2 mm resulting in 24 cycles of delay. For $e = 0.9$, the gate width was slightly less than one optical cycle. To see this effect more clearly, a CE phase scan was conducted for a photoelectron spectrum generated from the 25 fs laser pulse. Figure 4.11(a) shows the CE phase scan results from an argon target. The 2p periodicity serves as evidence of the success of the gating method. The spectrum integrated along the energy axis is shown in (b). The $2\pi$ periodicity is visible and the modulation depth of the signal indicates a narrow gate width.

Since the goal of this part of the experiment was to show that attosecond pulses can be generated, special attention was paid to the quality of the streaked spectrogram. To this end, the
first turbo pump in the streak camera was turned off to purposely absorb the low order harmonics from the spectrum. This gave a narrower spectrum which supported a longer pulse duration, however the streaking is more evident which allowed a more accurate reconstruction of the temporal profile and phase. Figure 4.12 (a) shows actual unprocessed data taken with the

![Streaked spectrogram from 25 fs laser pulse](image)

**Figure 4.12 (a) Streaked spectrogram from 25 fs laser pulse (b) zoomed in portion as indicated in (a).**

streak camera for attosecond pulse generation from a 25 fs laser pulse. The smaller portion in (b) is a zoomed in portion of (a) and shows that the streaking amplitude is nearly equal to the bandwidth of the spectrum. The integration time for the spectrogram was 1 min per delay slice to improve the statistics and the full spectrogram consisted of more than 120 temporal delay slices. The full temporal characterization of this pulse is shown in figure 4.13. Figures (a) and (b) show the experimental and reconstructed spectrograms, respectively. Figure (c) shows the retrieved temporal profile (solid black line) and phase (red dashed line). The pulse duration of 163 as is nearly transform limited since the phase is so flat. Also, the inset reveals that the pre
and post pulses are several orders of magnitude lower than the main peak indicating a single isolated attosecond pulse. Finally, the frequency domain representation of the reconstructed temporal profile (black line) has excellent agreement with the XUV only experimental spectrum (blue dashed line) indicating an accurate reconstruction. Again, the spectral phase is nearly perfectly flat indicating a transform limited pulse duration.

Figure 4.13 (a) Experimental and (b) retrieved streaked spectrograms from a 25 fs laser with argon as the generation gas. (c) The extracted temporal profile (black line) and phase (red dotted line). (d) The unstreaked (blue dotted line) and retrieved spectrum (black line) and phase (red line).

The result in figure 4.13 provides evidence that attosecond pulses can indeed be generated directly from an amplifier but for the sake of the experiment, the spectrogram was integrated for 1 minute per slice and consisted of over 120 slices. This means the dataset required more than 2 hours to accumulate. For daily generation of attosecond pulses this is not really acceptable. Ideally the attosecond pulse should be able to be characterized during an
experiment on a daily basis with the same effort as femtosecond FROG measurements. To accomplish this, a lower limit on how quickly the data can be accumulated and still give an accurate reconstruction was required.

It was previously found in the case of DOG [77] that the peak count of the XUV spectra is the deciding factor in whether the attosecond pulse can be reconstructed or not. To find the lower limit of the peak count number and hence the integration time necessary to accurately reconstruct an attosecond pulse, we compared reconstructions of traces with varying integration times. Since our data acquisition software saves the full photoelectron spectrum for each laser shot, we can simply extract the data accumulated in differing temporal windows. These new data sets were then individually reconstructed.

Figure 4.14(a) shows a comparison of the temporal profile for the same attosecond pulse shown in figure 4.13 but with accumulation times of 60 seconds (red solid line) and 1 second (blue solid line). Also shown are the corresponding temporal phases for the 60 s (red dashed line) and 1 s (blue dashed line) cases. The widths of both pulses are nearly identical and the temporal phases have similar shapes. An extended view of the temporal profile is shown in figure (b). Here the extended time range shows almost no contribution from pre and post pulses. The 1 s integration (blue line) has a higher noise level than the 60 s (red line) integration time due to the increased statistical noise in the 1 s integration time.

To more accurately compare the reconstructions, figure (c) shows the reconstructed XUV power spectra for the 60 s (red solid line) and 1 s (blue solid line) cases. The agreement is close. Also shown are the spectral phases for the 60 s and 1 s cases (red and blue dashed lines, respectively).

Finally, figure (d) shows the attosecond pulse duration plotted as a function of integration time. The horizontal dashed lines on the plot show ±5% of the 60 s pulse duration result (163 as). The points from 60 s to 1 s lie within this range and are considered to be accurate reconstructions. The blue square represents the 1 s integration time while the red square represents the 60 s integration time. The peak count of the 1 s integration time was ~50 which agrees with the results of other work [77]. This implies that the peak counts of the spectrum should be at least 50 to accurately reconstruct the pulse. Since the integration time can now be reduced to ~1 s per delay slice, the full spectrogram can be accumulated in just over 2 minutes.
This significantly increases the utility of the attosecond streaking method to accurately characterize the attosecond pulses.

Figure 4.14 (a) Comparison of temporal profiles and phases for 60 s (red line) and 1 s (blue line) integration times. (b) Temporal profiles on an extended time scale. (c) Reconstructed spectra and phases for the pulses in (a). (d) Comparison of the retrieved pulse duration for different integration times.

The results of this section show that attosecond pulses can be generated efficiently from long (~25 fs) laser pulses. This allows any lab the option of generating attosecond pulses from a commercially available Ti:Sapphire amplifier.
4.2.2 Attosecond Pulses from Carrier Envelope Phase Unstabilized Lasers

Reducing the requirement on the generation laser pulse duration is a big step in making attosecond technology available to many more labs. However a second, and perhaps more difficult, requirement on the generating laser is CE phase stability. As shown by the CE phase scans throughout this thesis, the spectrum of an attosecond pulse can be significantly altered by simply changing the offset between the carrier and envelope of the generating laser. This is due to the nonlinear nature of the HHG process. To overcome this problem, choosing a gate width much less than one optical cycle can ensure only a single attosecond pulse is ever generated. This is shown in figure 4.15 [90]. For a gate width of \(\sim 1 \text{ fs}\), all pulses in the attosecond pulse train far

![Figure 4.15 CE phase effect on an attosecond pulse when the gate width is less than one optical cycle. In (a), the CE phase is 0 and in (b) the phase is \(\pi/2\).](image)

from the gate have practically no probability of being generated. This leaves only the pulse closest to the gate for all values of CE phase. However, as is seen in the figure, for certain values of CE phase, the attosecond pulse might be born in a strongly linear portion of the pulse but recombine in an increasingly elliptical portion of the pulse (a). If however the CE phase is some other value, the pulse may spend its entire excursion distance away from the parent ion in a fairly linear portion of the pulse (b). These two cases would yield quite different HHG flux levels since the ionization, propagation, and recombination probabilities are so different. To
ensure the effect is real, a CE phase scan was experimentally conducted for attosecond pulses generated in an argon target and detected with krypton and with a gate width of ~1.5 fs. In this experiment, the laser pulse energy was 0.8 mJ after the chirp mirrors of the hollow core fiber and the pulse duration was 9 fs. The first quartz plate was 530 µm which yields 6 cycles of delay and the Brewster window was set so that $\varepsilon=0.9$. Figure 4.16 shows the experimental result. Clearly the modulation of the spectrum is strong with a $2\pi$ periodicity indicating the gate width is quite narrow. Also, for every value of the CE phase, the spectrum is always a continuum but with different amounts of total signal strength. This agrees with the interpretation laid out in figure 4.15. The lower plot shows the signal integrated along the energy axis. This highlights the full cycle periodicity but also demonstrates that since the modulation depth is so strong, the gate width must be less than one optical cycle.

Figure 4.16 Experimental CE phase effect on an attosecond pulse when the gate width is less than one optical cycle. The upper plot shows the energy vs. CE phase and the lower plot shows the total signal integrated along the energy axis.

While the result of figure 4.16 implies that the generated pulse is always a single isolated attosecond pulse, a temporal measurement is required for unambiguous proof. In order to do this, a streaked spectrogram would be required for every value of the CE phase. This obviously
would be difficult for technical reasons, however a few values of the CE phase can be chosen and a streaked spectrogram can be generated when the CE phase is locked at each of these values. Figure 4.17 shows four streaked spectrograms generated from a 9 fs DOG pulse in argon and with krypton as the detection gas for four different values of the CE phase. All are normalized to the same value as figure (a) with the exception of (c) which is multiplied by 5.

![Figure 4.17 Streaked spectrograms for four different values of the input CE phase. Figure (a) is \(\pi\), (b) is \(\pi/2\), (c) is 0, and (d) is 3\(\pi/2\).](image)

However, the peak counts for even (c) is greater than 50 which is the requirement for reconstructing an accurate temporal profile [77]. The integration time per delay slice was the same for all spectrograms and was 18 seconds. The important features in the figure are first that each spectrogram has a significantly different peak count rate. For example, figure 4.17(c) is multiplied by 5 so that the signal is visible on the same scale as the others. This result agrees with the CE phase scan shown in figure 4.16. Secondly, the CE phase of the streaking laser can
be seen in all four plots. For example, in (a) the field points down at delay 0 while it points up at delay 0 in (c). Figures (b) and (d) show a similar effect as well. While this is the CE phase of the streaking laser and while the CE phase between the XUV and streaking arms of the streak camera interferometer are locked, this is not necessarily the CE phase of the laser pulse used to

Figure 4.18 Streaked spectrograms (upper figures) and f-2f interference fringes (lower figures) for four different values of the input CE phase. Figure (a) is $\pi$, (b) is $\pi/2$, (c) is 0, and (d) is $3\pi/2$.

Figure 4.19 Lineout plots of the CE phase fringe patterns of the lower plots in figure 4.18.
generate the attosecond pulse. The CE phase was measured by locking the fringe pattern in the amplifier f-2f interferometer to different arbitrary values. Since the f-2f does not give the absolute phase and rather gives the relative phase instead, the values are just varied by some amount with respect to each other. Figure 4.18 shows the streaked spectrograms along with the corresponding CE phase fringe spectrograms extracted from the interferometer and plotted as a function of time. The important feature is that the patterns are shifted by an obvious amount with respect to each other. The horizontal line is to indicate that the patterns do indeed exhibit shifts. For example, (a) and (c) show a \( \pi \) shift in both the spectrograms and fringe patterns. This can be seen more clearly in figure 4.19 which is a lineout plot of each of the fringe patterns. Clearly the fringe pattern shifts for each CE phase value.

As further evidence for the CE phase effect, figure 4.20 (a) shows a streaked spectrogram for the case of the CE phase being unlocked. Clearly the image shows one additional cycle as

![Figure 4.20](image)

**Figure 4.20** (a) streaked spectrogram from a CE phase unlocked pulse. (b) The reconstructed temporal profile (solid line) and phase (dashed line).

compared with the results of 4.18. This is because the envelope of the pulse is not locked and so it can take any value up to one more cycle. The carrier is still locked however which is why the cycle to cycle variation is still so evident. Figure 4.20(b) shows the FROG-CRAB retrieved pulse duration and phase. The result is \( \approx 180 \) as.

A more detailed analysis of the four spectrograms seen in figure 4.17 is presented in figure 4.21. Figure (a) shows the XUV only spectrum for each value of the CE phase. This plot
Figure 4.21 (a) The XUV only spectrum for the spectrograms in figure 4.17. (b) the electric fields of the spectrograms extracted through Fourier filtering.

shows how the count rate depends on the phase of the generating laser in agreement with the CE phase scan results. Also shown is a spectrum taken when the phase was unlocked. This is roughly the average of the other phases. Figure (b) shows the actual electric field temporal distributions for each spectrogram extracted using Fourier filtering. This shows clearly that the carrier phases within the envelope of each spectrogram are shifted with respect to each other.

Finally, the temporal profiles and phases of the attosecond pulses were extracted by reconstructing each spectrogram individually. As mentioned before, the peak counts of each were above 50 meaning the reconstruction could be expected to be accurate. Figure 4.22 shows the temporal profiles and phases for each reconstruction. Figure (a) shows the reconstructions for the phases of 0 and $\pi$ and (b) shows the cases of $\pi/2$ and $3\pi/2$. All four cases exhibit pulse duration very nearly 180 as with the error within the experimental error. Also, the temporal phases show nearly identical shapes further proving the pulses are the same. This result shows that the attosecond pulse is always the same when the DOG gate width is much less than one optical cycle. The only downside to this is that the spectral intensity of each is different. This means the method can be used for linear experiments such as imaging or the phase can be tagged and sorted later. The main advantage of being able to generate attosecond pulses from
unstabilized lasers is that TW class laser systems currently have too high of power fluctuations to actually stabilize the laser system. However, since the power of the attosecond pulse can be scaled extremely high with the high input power, single shot nonlinear experiments could be conducted almost immediately with such a system.

The ultimate test of generating attosecond from CE phase unstabilized lasers is to combine the narrow gate widths with the GDOG method. For this portion of the experiment, 23 fs laser pulses were produced from the amplifier using the same spectral shaping procedure used for the previous GDOG temporal measurements. The gate width was calculated to be slightly less than one optical cycle in this case. Figure 4.23 shows the spectrograms for two different

![Figure 4.22 The temporal profiles for (a) 0 and π and (b) π/2 and 3π/2.](image)

![Figure 4.23 Streaked spectrograms from GDOG for CE phases of (a) π and (b) 0.](image)
values of the CE phase. Figure (a) is $\pi$ and figure (b) is 0. In this case, the f-2f fringes were shifted by $\pi$ with respect to each other. Clearly there is a count rate reduction between the two cases. The reconstructed temporal profiles and phases are shown in figure 4.24. Both cases gave nearly identical shapes of phase and the pulse durations were ~190 as in each case. The inset of the figure shows the XUV only spectrum for each case as well. While the CE phase was shifted

Figure 4.24 Reconstructed temporal profiles for the spectrograms in figure 4.22. The inset shows the spectrum for each case.

Figure 4.25 The electric fields of the spectrograms extracted through Fourier filtering.
by $\pi$, the two cases don’t show the same reduction as the shorter pulse cases in figure 4.21(a). This can probably be attributed to the fact that the gate width was slightly longer in the GDOG case as in the short pulse DOG case. The extracted electric fields are shown in figure 4.25. These indicate a $\pi$ shift between the two cases in agreement with the f-2f interferograms. However, since there is so much ambiguity in this result (the delay could easily be shifted by a half cycle and still look accurate), the true evidence that the effect was present is in the fact that the count rates were different when the CE phase was changed.

The results presented in this section represent a great advancement in attosecond technology. Combining narrow gate widths with the GDOG method allows attosecond pulses to be generated from nearly any Ti:Sapphire laser system that has pulse durations below ~30 fs. This opens the possibility of generating extremely high power attosecond pulses directly from a TW class laser system which can then be used for nonlinear atomic physics experiments with attosecond precision.

### 4.3 High Energy Attosecond Pulses

Previously it was shown that the DOG technique can generate attosecond pulses with ~6.5 nJ of pulse energy [60]. While this is high, it is just at the threshold for conducting nonlinear experiments. The GDOG method can be used with TW class laser systems to greatly increase the pulse energy however it would be nice to be able to do so as well with a table top Ti:Sapphire laser system. The only option left to generate a high flux pulse is to use a different gas target. Xe has been used previously to generate high flux pulse trains but never to generate a single isolated attosecond pulse. Here, evidence of a single attosecond pulse is presented. The pulse energy is still not totally measured but it is expected that the result will yield the highest single attosecond pulses energy yet measured.

To conduct the experiment, 9 fs laser pulses were used with DOG and focused to a xenon gas target. Xe was chosen as the generating medium and krypton as the detection gas. Due to the lower ionization potential of Xe (~13 eV) as compared with Ar, the depletion of the target is larger and the XUV spectrum is shifted to lower energy. Since the streaking shift is proportional to the square root of the central energy, choosing Kr as the detection gas will shift the spectrum to higher energy and yield a slightly more obvious streaked spectrogram. Since the count rate is so strong using xenon as a target, the integration time per delay slice was only ~10 seconds.
Figure 4.26 shows a streaked spectrogram from a Xe generation target. While the streaking effect is noticeable, the lowest orders exhibit almost no effect at all. The reconstructed pulse duration, using the FROG-CRAB method, was ~250 as but with very large error. This is not expected to be accurate however since the center momentum approximation is definitely not valid for such a spectrum. A new method to reconstruct the pulse durations of any attosecond pulse has been developed and is required for such a pulse. The method, dubbed PROOF (Phase retrieval by omega oscillation filtering [91]) is capable of measuring such pulses and yielded a pulse duration of 196 as. This result shows the utility of DOG coupled with attosecond streaking to generate attosecond pulses with pulse energies expected to be much higher than previous values.

The results of this section demonstrate the effectiveness of both DOG and GDOG to generate extremely high flux and broad bandwidth attosecond pulses. These pulses represent the possibility for the shortest light pulses ever created and the highest power isolated attosecond pulses. Also, since the GDOG method loosens the requirement of the pulse duration of the driving laser to the point that a second method for pulse shortening is no longer necessary, many labs will be able to generate attosecond pulses on a daily basis. Finally, since DOG and GDOG
can be used with CE phase unstabilized laser systems, an attosecond pulse can be created by every pulse generated from a commercially available femtosecond laser.
CHAPTER 5 - Applications of Attosecond Pulses

High flux attosecond pulses can now be efficiently generated under a large variety of laser conditions. However, simply possessing the pulses is not enough. The isolated attosecond pulses were next applied to actual experiments. In this section, two uses for attosecond pulses are laid out. First, using an attosecond pulse to simply characterize longer events is described through an attosecond pump/IR probe cross correlation. This allows the full temporal and spatial properties of the femtosecond electric field to be fully mapped. Second, using the attosecond pulses to observe and control the fastest events in atomic physics, namely electron dynamics in atoms, is described. Both of these experiments are the most obvious first experiments to be conducted with attosecond pulses [71, 92].

5.1 Attosecond / Femtosecond Cross Correlations

The idea behind femtosecond SHG-FROG is that a laser pulse is first split into a pulse replica and the two pulses combine in a nonlinear medium with one pulse used to “gate” the other. The reason pulse replicas are required is that to measure a very short duration laser pulse, something even shorter is required. However, there was nothing shorter than the few cycle pulses created meaning the pulse itself was the only thing that could be used. This is no longer true with the advent of attosecond laser pulses. Now, an attosecond pulse with duration less than 10% of a single cycle of a femtosecond laser pulse can be used to temporally map the electric field distribution directly. That is, of course, the idea behind the attosecond streak camera.

5.1.1 Temporally Varying Electric Fields

Figure 5.1(a) shows a streaked spectrogram generated from an attosecond pulse produced in an argon target with krypton as the detection gas. While the attosecond pulse reconstructed to ~160 as with a flat spectral phase, the important feature in the figure is the electric field oscillation of the femtosecond multi-cycle streaking laser pulse. The attosecond pulse is able to probe every variation in the temporal distribution of the streaking laser with attosecond precision. The electric field was extracted with Fourier filtering and is shown in figure 5.1(b).
Figure 5.1 (a) A streaked spectrogram from an 8 fs laser pulse. (b) The electric field of (a) extracted through Fourier filtering of the spectrogram.

The distribution shows a Gaussian profile with the same pulse duration as what SHG FROG indicated.

An analysis of 5.1(b) is required to fully understand the temporal profile. For this, the short term Fourier transform (STFT) was used. The STFT method overcomes the ambiguities associated with simply taking Fourier transforms of non-stationary signals. Consider for example the two signals shown in figure 5.2(a) and (b). They are clearly very different in the time domain while their corresponding Fourier transforms, shown in (c) and (d) are very similar. It would be difficult to distinguish these signals with a Fourier transform alone.

The STFT gets around this problem by multiplying the time varying signal by an appropriate gate and taking the Fourier transform of the product. The result is then plotted as a function of delay between the gate and the original function. The STFT is given as [93]:

$$STFT(\tau, f) = \int [x(t)\Omega(t - \tau)]e^{i2\pi f t} dt$$

where $x(t)$ is the time varying signal, $\Omega$ is the gate function, and $\tau$ is the delay between the two functions. The gate function is chosen as a gaussian with an appropriate width. This is the limitation of the STFT. If the width is chosen wide, the energy resolution is good but the time
resolution is poor. Conversely, if the width is narrow, the time resolution is good but the energy resolution is poor. This is the trade off for this method.

**Figure 5.2** (a) and (b) two non-stationary signals made up of 10, 25, 50 and 100 Hz signals. (c) and (d) are the frequency domain representations of the signals in (a) and (b), respectively.

Using the STFT method for the results in graphs (a) and (b) is shown in figure 5.3. Here the difference between the two signals is more obvious. In 5.3(a), the four frequencies are present but are distributed uniformly in time. In (b), the four frequencies are still present but occur at different times.
Figure 5.3 The STFT of the signals in figure 5.2 (a) and (b) respectively.

Figure 5.4 The STFT of the electric field in figure 5.1 (b).
Applying this method to the temporal electric field distribution given in figure 5.1(b) is shown in figure 5.4. The 2-D plot is the STFT and shows a symmetric Gaussian spot. The projection on the right of the figure is frequency marginal and the projection of the bottom is the time marginal. The spectrum supports an 8 fs pulse in agreement with the FROG measurement.

![Figure 5.5](image)

Figure 5.5 (a) A streaked spectrogram from a 25 fs laser pulse. (b) The electric field of (a) extracted through Fourier filtering of the spectrogram.

![Figure 5.6](image)

Figure 5.6 The STFT of the electric field in figure 5.5 (b).
while the time marginal also shows an 8 fs pulse duration. This result represents one option when using FROG, namely reconstructing a pulse with a short duration and a broad spectrum. An alternative is to reconstruct a pulse with a long duration but a narrow spectrum. For this, the electric field was extracted from a spectrogram generated using GDOG with 25 fs laser pulses. The result shown in figure 5.5(a) is a streaked spectrogram and the corresponding time varying electric field (b). The result clearly indicates a Gaussian temporal distribution again in agreement with SHG-FROG. The resulting STFT is shown in figure 5.6. Here the STFT image is oblong since the spectrum is narrower than the result in 5.4 while the duration is longer. The time marginal agrees with the result from FROG. Both of the previous pulses can be accurately reconstructed using SHG-FROG. However, if the pulse has a very complicated phase, the result becomes more difficult with FROG. For example, if the pulse has a broad spectrum and a long duration, as in the case of a strongly chirped femtosecond pulse, FROG has trouble with the reconstruction. However, since the attosecond pulse is a direct probe of the time varying field, the total field can still be mapped. Figure 5.7(a) shows a spectrogram generated from a laser pulse chirped from an 8 fs duration to ~80 fs by adding 6 mm of fused silica to the streaking arm of the attosecond streak camera. Figure (b) shows the extracted electric field. Clearly the phase is complicated and is very long, indicative of a highly chirped pulse. The STFT result of figure 5.7 is shown in figure 5.8. The pattern is not at all symmetric like in the case of the transform limited pulses shown previously. The interesting features of this figure are first that the frequency marginal on the right of the figure has the same bandwidth as the pulse shown in figure 5.4. This makes sense since both pulses started as 8 fs pulses and should therefore contain the identical spectral components. Secondly, the time marginal indicates the pulse duration was stretched to ~80 fs in agreement with the amount of dispersive media added to the pulse. Finally, the slope of the Wigner image itself indicates some information on the phase of the pulse too. Fitting a line to the image and calculating the corresponding slope gives a result of 212 fs$^2$. Since fused silica has a GVD of 36 fs$^2$/mm, this corresponds to ~5.9 mm of fused silica. This is very close to the experimentally chosen value of 6 mm. These results show that all temporally varying electric field distributions from femtosecond laser pulses can be reconstructed.
Figure 5.7 (a) A streaked spectrogram from an 8 fs laser pulse chirped to ~80 fs. (b) The electric field of (a) extracted through Fourier filtering of the spectrogram.

Figure 5.8 The STFT of the electric field in figure 5.7 (b).
5.1.2 Spatially Varying Electric Fields

The results of the previous section are an obvious use for attosecond pulses. A less obvious, but equally interesting use is to map spatially varying electric field distributions. As was mentioned previously in chapter 3, the streaking field in the attosecond streak camera has a Bessel-Gaussian spatial profile due to the fact that the center of the beam is truncated by the hole mirror and central XUV reflecting mirror.

The electric field of a Bessel-Gaussian beam is given by [94]:

\[
E(r, z, t) = \int_{a}^{b} S(\omega) J_0(k_\rho r) \exp[i(k_z z - \omega t)] d\omega
\]  

(5.2)

where, \(S(\omega)\) is the spectrum, \(J_0\) is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind, \(k_\rho\) is the radial wave vector, \(k_z\) is the axial wave vector, \(a\) is the inner radius and \(b\) is the outer radius of the beam. A Bessel-Gaussian beam was shown in figure 3.7(a). A true Bessel beam is “nondiffracting” meaning the spatial intensity distribution does not change as the beam propagates. This is a useful property for applications such as optical tweezers [95], electron acceleration in plasma waveguides [96], and low and high order harmonic generation [97, 98]. Figure 5.9 demonstrates the non-diffracting nature of a Bessel beam. For all values of position

![Figure 5.9 CCD images of a Bessel-Gaussian laser beam along the laser propagation direction and through the laser focus.](image)
along the laser propagation direction, the spatial profile remains fairly constant with only the intensity reducing.

Figure 5.10 (a) shows an experimental image of a Bessel-Gaussian beam from the attosecond streak camera. The plot shown in figure (b) is a lineout through the center of the spatial profile. It is known that the electric field vector changes periodically along the transverse direction. This is expressed as the sign change of the Bessel function between adjacent rings. This change can in principle be measured indirectly with interferometric methods [99] since the reversal is equivalent to a phase shift of the light wave. For full characterization however, a direct measurement of the field is required.

There are other benefits to using a Bessel-Gaussian beam as the streaking beam in pulse measurements. Figure 5.11(a) shows a calculated plot using equation 5.2 of Bessel beams generated from different size apertures. The inner mirror in the streak camera has a radius of 9.35 mm. The outer diameter can be controlled by clipping more of the beam with an iris from outside the system. When the aperture is open wide, the focused spot size is smaller than when the aperture is closed. Also, the location of the first ring shifts away from the center spot as the more of the beam is clipped. All of the plots are normalized so that differences in the widths can be seen. Figure 5.11 (b) shows the plots without normalization indicating the relative

Figure 5.10 (a) Image of a Bessel-Gaussian intensity profile. (b) A lineout plot through the center of (a).
Figure 5.11 (a) Calculated profiles for different outer radii of the input beam (normalized).
(b) The same plots in (a) but not normalized.

intensity of each case. Figure 5.12 (a) shows the calculated peak intensities on axis along
the laser propagation direction for different aperture sizes assuming an initial spot size of 8 mm
and (b) shows the corresponding experimentally obtained values. In this case, clipping the beam
increases the Rayleigh range. Since a high quality streaked image requires a uniform streaking
field in both the longitudinal and transverse directions, clipping the beam should yield a better
result. The losses in power can be compensated by increasing the input laser power. As another
benefit of clipping the beam, a longer Rayleigh range reduces the Gouy phase shift variation.
Since the streaking momentum shift depends of the magnitude and sign of the field, a slower
variation in the Gouy phase will also improve the streaking quality. For these reasons alone, a
way to characterize the spatial profile of the focused streaking beam would be beneficial.

To find the strength of the field at every spatial point, the force exerted on a point charge
must be calculated. This can be accomplished experimentally only if the point charge is placed
in the field within a time interval much less than the period of the laser. Luckily the attosecond
pulses already demonstrated in previous chapters have durations (~200 as) that are a small
fraction of a single cycle of the streaking laser (~2.5 fs).

From Newton’s second law, the time derivative of the momentum of the electron is the
force. From equation 3.1, we already know how the momentum shift is related to the field
strength. Plugging the field for a Bessel-Gaussian beam yields:

$$\Delta p = \frac{e}{m_e} E_0 J_0(k_p r) \int_{0}^{\infty} E(t') \cos(\omega t') dt'$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

where $m_e$ is the electron mass. Carrying out the integration yields:

$$\Delta p = \frac{e}{m_e \omega_0} E_0 J_0(k_p r) f(t) \sin(\omega_0 t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

with $f(t)$ specifying the time varying envelope of the laser pulse; usually a Gaussian function. This equation can be simplified if the momentum shift is measured when $f(t) \sin(\omega_0 t) = 1$ which is the maximum value of the envelope. Experimentally this is accomplished by first finding the maximum shift in the streaked spectrogram and then locking the temporal delay at this point. Solving equation 5.4 for the spatial field yields a simple relation: $E = \Delta p \omega_0 / e$. This implies that by simply measuring the momentum shift, the field can be determined as long as pulse is at the temporal maximum.

Figure 5.13 shows spatial streaked “spectrograms” [100]. In (a), both the generation gas and detection gas were argon to yield an obvious streaking image although any gas could be used in principle. The experiment was conducted by slowly shifting the 5 axis delay stage under the lens in the streaking arm as the spectrum was recorded. Since this also introduces temporal delay into the streaking arm due to the thickness of the lens, it could only be shifted a
small amount before the interferometer became unlocked. Figure 5.13(b) shows a similar result for the case when the generation gas was argon and the detection gas was krypton. While this result shows a very obvious effect, the streak camera interferometer tripped while the data was being taken (~ -15 µm) and the image is made from two slightly different data sets. Some possible reasons for the differences between the images in (a) and (b) are that (b) may have been closer to the maximum temporal streaking or closer to the center of the spatial profile of the IR beam. In both cases, more streaking could be expected. Also, since (b) used krypton as the detection gas, the streaking will automatically be greater than in (a) but this is probably not the only reason for the differences.

A line connecting the centroid of each spatial slice is shown plotted on top of the image of figure 5.13(a) in figure 5.14(a). This clearly exhibits the Bessel structure that would be expected. Using equation 5.4, the electric field was calculated from the momentum shift at each spatial position. This is shown in figure 5.14(b) as the solid line. This method can be compared to the method used to extract the temporal field as shown in (c) and (d). This is different than the Fourier filtering used in the last chapter as this is a direct measurement of the field strength. Altogether, figure 5.14 shows the full temporal and spatial field of a femtosecond Gaussian laser pulse. Calculating the intensity from the fields in (b) and (d) are shown as the dashed lines in (b) and (d). The comparison of the spatial intensity can be compared to the plot shown in figure
Figure 5.14 (a) Spatial image with centroid indicated (white solid line). (b) Calculated electric field (solid line) and intensity (dashed line) of (a). (c) Temporal profile of pulse used generate (a). (d) Extracted temporal electric field (solid line) and intensity envelope (dashed line).

5.10(b). The image in 5.10 is the actual profile which the spatial streaking was conducted with.

From figure 5.14, the spatial profile of the XUV spot size can also be extracted. Since the IR spot size is well known and can be measured with a CCD camera, a deconvolution of the streaked image can give the XUV spot as well. Since the IR spot was measured to be ~5 µm, the XUV was estimated to also be nearly 5 µm at FWHM. This is much larger than what a calculation would yield assuming the XUV spot is purely Gaussian. The difference is attributed to the surface quality of the Mo/Si reflecting mirror limiting the focused beam from being anywhere near diffraction limited. This shows that a spatial scan of the laser profile allows the XUV spot size to non-intrusively be measured in the experimental setup. Alternate methods for this are knife-edge scans which are difficult with purely photoelectron measurements.
5.2 Attosecond / Femtosecond Pump Probe Experiments

The main goal of using attosecond pulses is for the observation and control of the fastest dynamics in atomic physics. The cross correlations discussed previously are useful but are not the main goal for all of the work that goes into producing and characterizing attosecond pulses. There are very few experiments that have been conducted as of yet due to the difficulty associated with generating true attosecond pulses [101-104]. The rest of this chapter will be spent showing the results conducted with our attosecond pulses for the first ever temporal measurement of the lifetime of an autoionizing state in helium as well as a demonstration over the control of the dynamics of the electrons themselves. For the first experiment, helium was chosen to probe since it is the first non-trivial atom that theorists can simulate easily [105-109]. This work can, however, be extended to a large variety of targets under many conditions. This work therefore serves mainly as a demonstration of what is possible with attosecond pulses.

5.2.1 Temporal Measurements and Control of Electron Dynamics

When a helium atom in the ground state has incident upon it XUV photons with certain energy, two distinct possibilities for ionization are possible. The first is direct photoionization exactly like what is used to generate the electron replicas of the attosecond pulses used in the streak camera. Here, one electron absorbs the full photon energy and is emitted from the atom. The second and more interesting possibility is for both electrons to absorb the photon and be placed in a doubly excited state. After some lifetime, the states can “autoionize” with one electron returning to the lowest energy and the other electron liberated from the atom. Since there are two pathways to the same outcome, quantum interference can result in unique features in the energy domain (see figure 2.34). These features are seen as a series of peaks (known as the Fano resonances [110]) located at the corresponding energy of the doubly excited state [55, 111, 112]. An energy level diagram for helium is shown in figure 5.15. The ground state (1s^2) can absorb an XUV photon and be transferred to the doubly excited state. For the 2s2p state, the required energy is 60.1 eV in photon energy minus the ionization potential of helium (24.6 eV) which is ~35.5 eV. From the doubly excited state, autoionization occurs with the emitted electron carrying off the remaining kinetic energy of 35.5 eV. The other option is direct ionization where a 60.1 eV photon is absorbed by one electron in the ground state which carries
off the energy of the photon minus the ionization potential which is again 35.5 eV. These two pathways give the Fano resonances as seen in ref 55.

![Energy Level Diagram for He](image)

**Figure 5.15 Energy level diagram for He. The purple arrows represent XUV photons. Case 1 is direct ionization while case 2 is double excitation followed by autoionization.**

From strictly spectral measurements, the lifetime of the autoionization state can be estimated by measuring the width of the resonance in the frequency domain. For the 2s2p autoionization resonance, this is ~17 fs since the width of the peak is ~38 meV [105, 112]. A time domain measurement is not possible with a synchrotron however since the pulse durations are on the order of 100’s of picoseconds. Luckily, attosecond pulses can easily probe doubly excited states since the lifetimes are significantly longer than the pulse durations. Figure 5.16(a) shows the physical mechanism for probing the autoionization lifetimes. First, an XUV photon of 60.1 eV populates the 2s2p doubly excited state. Then, before the state autoionizes with its 17 fs lifetime, the state is modified (or destroyed) using an intense IR laser field. Since the coupling of the direct channel with the autoionization channel determines the strength of the Fano resonance, destroying the doubly excited state before it autoionizes will reduce the height of the Fano peak in the energy domain. As the delay between the pump XUV pulse and the probe IR pulse is changed, the population of the state can be plotted thereby mapping the lifetime of the state.
state. When the IR laser comes first, the helium atom remains unchanged due to its high ionization potential. The XUV photon can then populate the 2s2p doubly excited state which can autoionize resulting in maximum contrast of the Fano resonance. Conversely, when the XUV photon arrives first, the doubly excited state is populated but before autoionization, the IR laser pulse arrives. From the doubly excited state, only an additional \(~5.3\) eV of photon energy is required to bring the atom into a ionized, excited state, namely the 2s or 2p state. This is indicated in figure 5.16(b). Ionizing such an excited state is easily accomplished with multi-photon ionization from even a moderately intense laser pulse.

Figure 5.16 (a) Physical mechanism for probing the autoionization lifetime. (b) Energy level diagram for laser disturbed He. The purple arrows represent XUV photons and the red arrow is the IR pulse. Case 1 is direct ionization while case 2 is double excitation.

Determining whether the state can be perturbed by the IR laser field is easy to check experimentally. Figure 5.17 shows the result of the spectrum when the probing IR laser is not (a) and is (b) present. The spectrum was created with the attosecond streak camera by generating a broad continuum from a neon gas target and then letting the formed attosecond pulse impinge on helium gas in the second gas jet. The autoionization resonance is located at \(~35.5\) eV in (a) as indicated by the blue arrow. The peak almost totally disappears in (b) after the IR laser was added. For this result, the interferometer of the streak camera was unlocked meaning the result is an averaged effect. The result of figure 5.17 can also be used to calibrate the resolution of the
detector. With no retarding potential applied, the width of the peak was measured to be over 650 meV. Since the measured value from synchrotrons is ~38 meV, this gives the resolution of the

![Graph](image)

**Figure 5.17 (a) Helium photoelectron spectrum. The blue arrow indicates the location of the 2s2p resonance. (b) The same spectrum after an intense IR field was added.**

system at 35.5 eV. This agrees fairly closely with the results discussed in figure 3.12.

To conduct a temporal measurement, the streak camera was first locked and the attosecond pulses to be used in the experiment were measured. Neon was chosen as the detection gas for the measurements due to its flat cross section (see figure 3.1) and would therefore result in a more accurate reconstruction. Figure 5.18 shows the attosecond pulse reconstruction during the autoionization experiments. Figure (a) is the experimental spectrogram and (b) is the reconstructed image. Figure (c) shows the temporal profile (black line) and phase (red line) and again the inset shows the pulse is a true isolated pulse. Finally, (d) shows the comparison of the experimental spectrum (black line) and the retrieved spectrum (blue line) and phase (red line). This result proved that the pulse duration was ~140 as and was a single pulse and could be used as a reliable pump pulse in the rest of the experiment.

Once the quality of the attosecond pulses were verified, the detection gas was switched to helium. In order to improve the statistics of the autoionization peak, the integration time per delay slice had to be increased to 3-5 minutes. Also, to improve the resolution, a retarding
Figure 5.18 (a) Experimental and (b) retrieved streaked spectrograms from a 9 fs laser with neon as the generation gas. (c) The extracted temporal profile (black line) and phase (red dotted line). (d) The unstreaked (blue dotted line) and retrieved spectrum (black line) and phase (red line).

potential was added to shift the photoelectrons to low energy thereby increasing their time of flight. Figure 5.19(a) shows a spectrogram after the spectrum was shifted to lower energy by ~20 eV. The 2s2p autoionization peak was then at 15.5 eV. The resolution was measured to be ~300 meV. On the left side of the figure, the IR comes first and on the right side, the attosecond pulse comes first. The streaking centered around delay = 0 is evidence that the pump pulse is a true isolated attosecond pulse. The differences in the spectral shape between figure 5.18 (a) and figure 5.19 can be attributed to the different detection gas cross sections.

Some interesting features in figure 5.19 are first that the 2s2p autoionization line is clearly evident at 35.5 eV in photoelectron energy (60.1 eV photon energy). It shows a decay when the IR is most intense and then recovers as the delay is increased and the XUV comes first. Second, at ~37 eV and 34 eV, small sidebands appear when the streaking is maximized. This is
attributed to free electrons being liberated from the doubly excited state before autoionization and then being given a single photon (+/- 1.5 eV) energy shift. Finally, the large signal located at ~39 eV comes from the large reflectance of the Mo/Si mirror (see inset of 5.19(a)).

A plot of the region around 35.5 eV is shown in figure 5.19(b). It is evident that as the IR laser increases, the population of the resonance quickly decreases due to depletion of the doubly excited state. Then, as the delay increases, the population eventually recovers. The red line in the plot is a fitting of a Lorentzian line. This gave a lifetime of ~17 fs which agrees well with strictly spectral estimates of the lifetime. This result is the first time domain measurement of the lifetime of the 2s2p autoionization resonance.

To better understand the experimental results, simulations were also conducted to compare with the experimental results. This work can be qualitatively described using the strong-field approximation (SFA) [113, 114]. Also, the SFA calculation was recently extended to describe the formation and decay of an isolated Fano resonance in the presence of a strong NIR laser field [106]. In this model, the XUV attosecond pulse, $E_x(t)$ simultaneously excites ground state electrons to the discrete resonance and to continuum states with momentum, $p$, through the dipole transition $d(p)$. The resonant state then autoionizes into the continuum with decay
amplitude given by $\frac{\Gamma}{2} (q - i)e^{-iE_r t - \Gamma t^{1/2}}$, where $E_r$ is the resonance energy and $\Gamma$ is the resonance width. The parameter $q$ introduced by Fano [110], indicates the relative probability of excitation to the resonant state and direct photoionization to the continuum. Finally, both the direct photoionized and autoionized electrons propagate in the NIR field. In our approach, the SFA was further modified to take into account the depletion of the population of the autoionizing state by the NIR field.

The amplitude of the continuum electron on the TOF detector with momentum $p$ as $t \to \infty$ is given in atomic units by:

$$\begin{align*}
  b_t(p, \tau) &= i \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \int dt' \tilde{E}_x(t - \tau) \tilde{d}[\tilde{p} - \tilde{A}(t)]e^{i\alpha p} \\
  &\times \left\{ a(t-t') \frac{\Gamma}{2} (q - i) \exp \left[ - (iE_r + \frac{\Gamma}{2})(t'-t) \right] + i\delta(t'-t) \right\} \\
  &\times \exp \left[ - i \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{[\tilde{p} - \tilde{A}(t'')]^2}{2} dt'' \right],
\end{align*}$$

(5.5)

where $\tilde{A}(t)$ is the vector potential of the NIR laser and $\tau$ is the delay between the XUV and NIR pulses.

![Figure 5.20](image)

**Figure 5.20** (a) Streaked spectrogram with helium as the detection gas. AI = 2s2p resonance, SB1, SB2 = sidebands, MP = mirror peak. (b) Simulation using SFA.
a(t-t’) describes the change of the population in the 2s2p state by the NIR laser pulse. To determine the population of the doubly excited state, the PPT model for multi-photon ionization was used [115]. The ionization probability was calculated at each delay and the decay amplitude was inserted into Equation (5.5) in the middle term. The resulting spectrogram was obtained by convolution with the TOF energy resolution for a typical XUV pulse reconstructed in the presence of a NIR field 9 fs in duration and with peak intensity of $7 \times 10^{11}$ W/cm$^2$. The actual mirror reflectivity curve (see inset of figure 5.19(a)) was used to generate the spectrum shape. Figure 5.20(b) shows the results of the simulations using this modified version of the SFA.

Figure 5.20(a) shows the experimental spectrogram which is just the projection of figure 5.19(a). It is very similar to the simulation result shown in (b). Again, the weak sideband contributions are slightly evident near 37 eV and 34 eV in the simulation. A plot of the autoionization line from the simulation is shown in figure 5.21. This exhibits a decay and eventual recovery as was seen in the experimental results. One interesting feature not present in the experimental results is the strong modulation in the population near delay 0. This is attributed to direct photoelectrons being streaked into and out of the resonance from different portions of the mirror reflectivity curve. If the mirror had a flat reflectance, the same number of photoelectrons would be streaked into and out of any particular energy for some IR laser field strength. However (as is seen in the inset of 5.19) the mirror used in the experiments has a strong peak near 39 eV. This means more photoelectrons can be streaked into the resonance when the field points one way than when it points the opposite way. This implies a method for controlling the population of the direct photoions as well as the doubly excited ions. By choosing any value of delay and laser intensity, the amount of electrons from either the doubly excited state or direct ionization state which contribute to the strength of the Fano resonance can be selected. In fact, for low delays, the Fano peak can even be increased above the field free case.

In the experimental result, the spectrogram was smoothed to accentuate the decay of the doubly excited channel. However, if we leave it unsmoothed and look near the delay =0 region where the streaking is maximum the shifting is present. Figure 5.22 shows a plot of this oscillatory behavior. The result of figure 5.22 shows the full control of the electron dynamics in the autoionization process. The oscillation shows control over the direct photoionization while
the overall decay shows control over the doubly excited channel through multi-photon ionization with the IR laser field.

Figure 5.21 Simulated 2s2p Fano resonance population vs. delay.

Figure 5.22 Experimental Fano population vs. delay showing control over the direct ionization channel.
Finally, the experiment was repeated for various values of IR laser intensity near the maximum streaking portion. Figure 5.23(a) shows a plot of the minimum population of the Fano resonance for different values of the streaking IR laser intensity. The error bars represent the average values from 3 different datasets. As can be seen by the trend, as the intensity increases, the minimum population decreases. This agrees with the model of depletion of the doubly excited state through multi-photon ionization. The red line indicates the corresponding populations from the PPT model. This is used simply as a test since the PPT model is not necessarily valid for doubly excited states. Like the ADK model, the target atom is assumed to be hydrogen like with a set of effective quantum numbers due to screening of the nuclear core from the ionized electron from the remaining bound electrons. This is too simple for a doubly excited state, however the results do agree well with the experimental results.

Figure 5.23 (b) shows the population as a function of delay around the maximum streaking portion for two different intensities. This shows that when the intensity is large, the modulation depth increases since we can more readily streak direct photoelectrons and the overall population is reduced since we can deplete the doubly excited state easier. Both agree with the model we developed for the electron dynamics control.

![Graphs](image)

**Figure 5.23** (a) Fano resonance population as a function of laser intensity for the experimental (black squares) and calculated (red circles) cases. (b) The Population vs. delay near the center of the streaking laser for two different intensities.
In conclusion, the results of this first experiment using the attosecond pulses as a pump for an atomic process and an IR laser as a probe exhibit observation and control of dynamic processes in atoms. The measurement of the autoionization lifetime of 17 fs agrees well with spectral estimates from the past. This type of experiment was possible only because the attosecond pulse is sufficiently short as compared with the lifetime of the state.

The control of the electron dynamics was demonstrated by modifying the population of the Fano resonance to any value by changing only the delay and intensity of the IR probe laser pulse. Also, the control was total since both the direct and doubly excited populations can be controlled with high accuracy. This work clearly indicates the observation and manipulation of electron dynamics with attosecond pulses and will benefit the theoretical analysis that has been waiting several years for the experimental techniques to reach the current level.
CHAPTER 6 - Conclusions and Outlook

In this work, a robust and efficient method for generating isolated attosecond pulses was developed, tested, and used in a couple of initial experiments. The DOG and GDOG methods greatly reduce the requirements on the driving laser by allowing laser pulses with multiple cycle durations to be used for the first time. The high peak intensity of DOG was used to produce spectra reaching the “water window” and supporting a single isolated attosecond pulse. These pulses have the possibility of being the first sub atomic unit of time pulses ever produced.

The GDOG method further reduces the pulse duration requirement by allowing laser pulses produced directly from an amplifier the ability to generate isolated attosecond pulses for the first time. Finally, attosecond pulses were generated from a CE phase unlocked laser for both DOG and GDOG as well. This will give any lab with the capacity to purchase and operate a commercially available laser amplifier the option to produce attosecond pulses on a daily basis. This does not mean the technologies of CE phase stability and pulse shortening (hollow core fibers, filamentation, etc.) are without use. Instead, either of these technologies will only enhance the results.

The generated pulses were confirmed using the FROG-CRAB method for attosecond pulse characterization. The pulses were measured with a highly stable interferometric attosecond streak camera. This allowed streaked spectrograms to be generated on a near daily basis under a variety of conditions. Using Xe or Ar as the generating medium allowed for high flux pulses to be produced while using Ne allowed broad spectra capable of supporting very short pulses to be produced. The shortest pulses confirmed with DOG so far are ~110 as.

The attosecond pulses were also applied to experiments. Attosecond pulses were used to map complex temporal and spatial profiles of femtosecond laser pulses. This is a direct way to characterize a femtosecond pulse since it does not rely on nonlinear processes like FROG or SPIDER. These experiments were mainly proof of principle experiments however. As a true test of the pulses, electron dynamics in helium were observed and controlled for the first time. A time domain measurement of the lifetime of autoionization in helium was conducted and the interference effect evident by Fano resonances was modified by controlling the coupling of direct photoionization and double excitation and autoionization in the helium atom.
The DOG and GDOG methods can be used for generating ever shorter XUV laser pulses. The main limitations for doing this currently are the resolution of the streak camera. Increasing the TOF tube length or improving the retarding potential are two options if the streak camera is to be used for pulse measurement. The current Mo/Si mirror bandwidth and filter transmission properties also limit the pulses that can be produced, however these are straightforward to correct. The current minimum TL pulses that can be produced are ~80 as meaning correcting the spectral phase could reduce the pulses that can already be produced to sub world record durations. This may be easy to accomplish since the DOG technique can currently generate longer cutoffs than what can be transmitted through our current filters and reflected from the mirror.

As for applications of the attosecond pulses, the helium experiment is only the first of many possibilities for study. Probing dynamics and lifetimes of excited states in the other inert gases is interesting in itself and could provide for many different experiments. Besides this, using molecular targets is the next step beyond atoms. Again, for these types of studies however, the resolution of the system will probably be the main limitation.
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Appendix A - ADK Calculation

The ionization probability calculations shown in this thesis were conducted with the Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK) theory. For an atom in an intense laser field, the ionization only occurs within a fraction of one optical cycle. The average ionization rate over one cycle is given in atomic units by [23]:

\[ W(t) = I_p |C_{n^*}|^2 G_{lm} \left( \frac{4(2I_p)^{3/2}}{E(t)} \right)^{2n^*-|m|-1} e^{-\frac{2(2I_p)^{3/2}}{ME(t)}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

where the coefficients are given by:

\[ |C_{n^*}|^2 = \frac{2^{2n^*}}{n^* \Gamma(n^* + l^* + 1) \Gamma(n^* - l^*)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

\[ G_{lm} = \frac{(2l + 1)(l + |m|)!}{2^{l^*}|m|!(1 - |m|)!} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

and I_p is the ionization potential of the target atom. The value of n*, which is the effective principle quantum number, is given as:

\[ n^* = \frac{Z}{\sqrt{2I_p}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

Z in (A.4) is the atomic core charge, which for single ionization is 1. The “m” term is just the projection of the angular momentum, l, on the electric field. l* is the effective angular momentum quantum number and is n*-1. Once the rate is known, the ionization probability is calculated as:

\[ P(t) = 1 - \exp\left( \int_{-\infty}^{t} W(t')dt' \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.5)

As an example, for the fields given in equations 2.2 and 2.3 the ionization probability of argon is shown in figure A.1. (a) is the driving field, (b) is the gating field, and (c) is the vector sum of the two fields. Figure (d) shows the ionization probability. For the calculations, the pulse duration was 7.9 fs and the delay was 7.5 fs. This gives a 1 optical gate width. The intensity at the center of the gate width was 2.8 x 10^{14} W/cm^2.
Figure A.1 (a) The driving field, (b) gating field, and (c) vector sum of (a) and (b). The ionization probability is shown in (d).
Appendix B - Quartz Plates Calculations

The principle of DOG and GDOG relies on proper selection of quartz plate and BBO thickness. This appendix will show the calculations used to determine which plates should be used in the experiment.

The most basic requirement for DOG is that the gate width (see eq. 2.15) must be one optical cycle or less. Since the pulse duration can be easily tailored depending on gas pressure and laser intensity in the hollow core fiber, it is a fairly free parameter. The delay introduced by the first quartz plate on the other hand is only dependent on the thickness of the first plate and the material it is made of. Unlike polarization gating, the orientation of the driving and gating field with respect to the input polarization is critical since it they must overlap properly with the second harmonic generated from the BBO.

To ensure the driving field of DOG is parallel to the input polarization, the first quartz plate must be a full order waveplate. This means the phase delay must be an integer number of cycles. The phase is given by:

$$\phi_{\text{delay}} = \Delta n(\lambda) L / \lambda_0$$

(B.1)

where $\Delta n(\lambda)$ is the difference in refractive index between the e and o axis of the medium, L is the medium length and the center wavelength is $\lambda_0$. Every term in equation B.1 is fixed except the thickness, L. To find the refractive index as a function of the wavelength, Sellmeier equations were used [ref]. The equation is:

$$n^2 = B_1 + B_2 \lambda^2 + \frac{B_3}{\lambda^2} + \frac{C_1}{\lambda^4} + \frac{C_2}{\lambda^6} + \frac{C_3}{\lambda^8}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.2)

This equation depends on a series of constants which are different for the o-ray and the e-ray. They are listed in table B.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n_e )</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>B3</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.3849</td>
<td>-1.259E-2</td>
<td>1.079E-2</td>
<td>1.6518E-4</td>
<td>-1.94741E-6</td>
<td>9.36476E-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.35728</td>
<td>-1.17E-2</td>
<td>1.054E-2</td>
<td>1.34143E-4</td>
<td>-4.45368E-7</td>
<td>5.92362E-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1 Sellmeier equation parameters for quartz.
As an example, for $\lambda_0 = 790$ nm, $n_e = 1.5475$ and $n_o = 1.53857$. This shows that quartz is positive uniaxial since $n_o < n_e$. Using equation B.1 and B.2 with $L = 440 \, \mu m$, and $\lambda_0 = 790$ nm gives a total phase delay of 4.97 cycles. This is nearly a full order waveplate. Additional precision is not possible since the medium manufacturers usually have a tolerance of +/- 5 $\mu m$.

The phase delay can also be tuned slightly during the experiment since the quartz plate angle of incidence can be tuned. This effectively increases the thickness of the medium which can be calculated from simple geometry. Less intuitively however, the effective refractive index of the e-ray also changes by the equation [53]:

$$n_e(\theta, \lambda) = \frac{n_e(0, \lambda)n_o(\lambda)}{\sqrt{n_o(\lambda)^2 \sin^2(\theta) + n_e(0, \lambda)^2 \cos^2(\theta)}},$$

where the angle $\theta$ is the angle between the optical axis and the propagation vector. This can be plotted in polar coordinates and is shown in figure B.1. When the angle is 90 degrees, the refractive index is equal to $n_e$ which is the normal operating angle and is for normal incidence.

Figure B.1 Polar plot of equation B.3.
Once the refractive index is known, it is used to calculate the phase of the laser pulse after passing through the quartz plate. The procedure is laid out in the next several steps. First, a Gaussian laser pulse is Fourier transformed to get the frequency domain representation:

\[ \text{FFT}\{f(t)\} = f(\omega) \]  
(B.4)

The phase, calculated as \( \phi = 2\pi n(\lambda)L/\lambda_0 \), is next digitized and included with \( f(\omega) \). Finally, an inverse FFT is taken:

\[ \text{IFFT}\{f(\omega)e^{i\phi}\} = E(t') \]  
(B.5)

Figure B.2 shows a plot of the time domain after including the spectral phase for a 10 fs pulse passing through a 440 µm thick quartz plate. The two pulses are orthogonally polarized. Clearly the delay corresponds to an integer number of full cycles. Also, the pulses are not very distorted indicating higher order phase terms do not play too much of a role for such a thin quartz plate.

![Figure B.2 Field components including spectral phase after 1st quartz plate.](image-url)
The above procedure is next repeated for the second quartz plate and BBO. The BBO will be discussed in Appendix C but the second quartz plate is also a multi-order waveplate. The results after the laser pulse passes through all of the plates are shown in figure B.3. At the center of the laser pulse, the gating field goes to zero while the driving field is a maximum. This is the basic requirement for DOG. An interesting feature is that the high order phase starts to play a role after all of the plates. The total pulse becomes chirped due to the second order dispersion from the combination of all the plates. In reality, the pulse is negatively chirped to compensate for this dispersion while in this calculation I started with a TL pulse. The actual experimental results will therefore be better than this.

Since the plates are full waveplates, the final DOG pulse has the linear portion pointing parallel to the input polarization.

Figure B.3 Field components including spectral phase after both quartz plates and BBO.
As a final comparison, figure B.4 shows the 3-D vector sum of the driving field and gating field after passing through all of the plates. The shape is somewhat distorted as compared with the ideal case shown in figure 2.6 due to material dispersion. However, the linear portion is strong and since the HHG process is strongly dependent on the ellipticity of the generating laser, the final result is the same as the ideal case. Also, since the initial laser pulse can be overcompensated for the additional second order phase distortion introduced by the plates, the result of figure B.4 is the lower limit on the quality of the DOG pulse.

Verification of the thickness of the quartz plates is not easy experimentally. However, the thickness can be estimated by looking at the spectrum of a laser pulse that passes through the plate with polarization 45 degrees away from the optical axis of the plate. This gives the pulses shown in figure B.2. If the laser pulse then passes through a polarizer set to transmit the components parallel to the input polarization and reflect the components perpendicular to the input, two distinct spectra can be seen. In the time domain, the location where the two pulses
overlap in the center creates one pulse parallel to the input polarization. The components perpendicular to this however create two pulses separated in time by the number of cycles of delay the plate introduces. In the spectral domain, that creates a spectrum with a dip in it. The location of the dip as well as its depth depends on the thickness of the plate. If the plate is a true full order plate at the wavelength specified when the plate was ordered, the dip should occur at this wavelength with a strong modulation depth. Figure B.5 shows a schematic of the experimental setup for measuring this. The 1st quartz plate is oriented at 45 degrees to the input polarization. Next, a polarizer is installed a spectrum is taken for both the transmitted and reflected beams. The results are shown in figure B.6. Clearly the dip occurs at ~785 nm in both cases. Figure (a) shows a broad spectrum passing through a 440 µm quartz plate while (b) shows a narrow spectrum passing through a 1.68 mm quartz plate. In both cases, the incident laser pulse was normal to the surface. The locations of the dips could however be tuned by rotating the plate so as to change the incident angle.

**Figure B.5 Experimental setup for measuring quartz thickness.**
Figure B.6 Spectral dips for (a) a short pulse spectrum passing through a 440 µm plate and (b) a long pulse spectrum passing through a 1.68 mm plate.
Appendix C - BBO Crystal Selection for DOG

The most critical element in the DOG optics arrangement is the BBO crystal. It determines the SHG bandwidth and ensures the final delay of the second quartz plate and BBO is a quarter waveplate. Small changes in the alignment of this single optic can significantly alter the output spectrum.

Like the quartz plate, the thickness of the BBO determines the delay between the two components of the DOG pulse. The Sellmeier equations for BBO are listed below [116]:

\[ n^2 = A + \frac{B}{(\lambda^2 - C)} - D\lambda^2 \]  

(C.1)

where the constants depend on whether the o-ray or e-ray is to be calculated. The values for the constants are given in table C.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n_e)</td>
<td>2.373</td>
<td>0.0128</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n_o)</td>
<td>2.7405</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>0.0179</td>
<td>0.0155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.2 Sellmeier equation parameters for BBO.

As an example, for \(\lambda = 790\) nm, \(n_e = 1.54638\) and \(n_o = 1.66168\). This means BBO is negative uniaxial since \(n_o > n_e\). This is the opposite as compared with quartz which is important for proper delay control as will be discussed later.

As with quartz, equation B.3 must be used since the optic axis of BBO is not 90 degrees. However, since the crystal is also used for producing the second harmonic required for DOG, the phase matching condition:

\[ n_e(2\omega, \theta) = n_o(\omega) \]  

(C.2)

must be satisfied. This is the case since the crystal is ooe and the fundamental is ordinary and the second harmonic is extraordinary. Plugging this into equation B.3 and solving for \(\sin^2\theta\) gives [53]:
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Solving equation C.3 for the angle, $\theta$, and plotting it vs. the wavelength gives the proper phase matching angle for any wavelength. This is shown in figure C.1. Clearly the optimal angle for ~800 nm light is around 29 degrees.

![Figure C.1 Phase matching angle vs. wavelength for BBO.](image)

Inserting this angle into equation B.3 gives the ellipse for the BBO. This is plotted in figure C.2. The effect is slightly more elliptical than for quartz since the refractive index difference is greater for BBO than quartz. For normal incidence, the angle read off the ellipse should be for ~29 degrees since this is the angle which the crystal is cut at.
Next, the phase matching bandwidth must be considered. For thick crystals, the SHG intensity is stronger but the bandwidth is narrower while for thin crystals the opposite is true. For example, in the SHG FROG setup, the BBO is typically 5-10 µm thick to ensure a wide bandwidth can be produced. This is important if an accurate replica of the fundamental pulse is desired. To estimate the phase matching bandwidth, the wave vector mismatch is required. Since the fundamental travels along the ordinary axis and the second harmonic travels along the extraordinary axis:

$$\Delta k = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} (n_o(\omega) - n_e(2\omega, \theta)). \quad \text{(C.4)}$$

With equation C.4, the intensity of the second harmonic plotted versus the fundamental wavelength can be calculated. This is expressed by:

$$I_3 = I_3(\text{max}) \frac{\sin^2(\Delta k L / 2)}{(\Delta k L / 2)^2} \quad \text{(C.5)}$$

where $L$ is the crystal thickness. For $\theta = 29$ degrees, equation C.5 is plotted in figure C.3 for two different thicknesses. In (a), the bandwidth is very large since the crystal is 10 µm thick while in (b) the bandwidth is narrow since the crystal is 141 µm thick. In both cases, the SHG would be expected to peak around the second harmonic of ~800 nm. This makes sense since the phase
matching angle was chosen as 29 degrees. Figure C.4 shows the experimental BBO spectrum (a) and the corresponding fundamental spectrum (b). The fundamental spectrum was from an 8 fs laser pulse. Clearly the SHG bandwidth is limited, however the bandwidth agrees well with the calculation shown in figures C.3(b).

![Figure C.3 Phase matching bandwidths for (a) 10 µm and (b) 141 µm thick crystals.](image)

![Figure C.4 Experimental spectra for (a) the BBO and (b) the fundamental laser pulse.](image)

Alternatively, equation C.5 can be plotted versus angle assuming the input wavelength is known. For \( \lambda = 790 \) nm, figure C.4 shows the so-called Maker fringes for a 141 µm thick BBO.
Again the optimum phase matching angle is shown to be ~ 29 degrees yielding maximum SHG at this angle.

The second criterion for the choice of BBO is how much SHG is expected. This was estimated using software [45] which numerically solves the coupled differential equations associated with SHG. Figure C.6 shows the result for the SHG expected (green line) for an input idler and pump beam (blue and red lines) of equal pulse energy (~ 1 mJ) and spot size on the 141 µm thick crystal of ~4 mm. These are the typical experimental conditions for long pulse streaking with 28 fs laser pulses. The result indicates nearly 20% efficiency of the SHG for a long input pulse. Figure C.7 shows an identical calculation but with 8 fs pulses. This is a typical pulse duration used in DOG. Clearly the output SHG is reduced due to the larger bandwidth of the input laser pulse.

The actual output SHG power is easily measured experimentally since the fundamental and second harmonic beams can be separated. After bouncing the laser pulse off of several dichroic beamsplitters or by separating the two orthogonally polarized beams with a polarizing beamsplitter, the SHG was found to be anywhere from 10-20% efficient, depending on the input laser parameters. This is more than enough for the DOG method to work. Also, as the input
pulse duration increases, the efficiency of SHG also increases meaning GDOG will have no problem generating enough SHG if DOG does not.
The final consideration for the choice of BBO crystal is that it must meet the required amount of delay such that the second quartz plate and the BBO together act as a zero order quarter waveplate. A BBO crystal with length \(\sim 150 \, \mu m\) generates sufficient SHG intensity and with a wide enough SHG bandwidth to effectively work with DOG. 150 \( \mu m\) gives -5.6 cycles of delay between the o-ray and e-ray for \(\theta = 29\) degrees and wavelength 780 nm. This calculation was done using equations B.1 and C.1. The nearest zero order quarter wave plate configuration would be -5.25 cycles. This corresponds to a thickness of 141 \( \mu m\). The corresponding quartz plate thickness would be 440 \( \mu m\) which introduces exactly +5 cycles delay (see appendix B). This choice of BBO thickness provides a good compromise between SHG efficiency, dispersion of the input beam and phase matching bandwidth.

Orientation of the crystal in the experimental setup is the next step. Since the input polarization is horizontal (p-polarized) as determined by the direction of the TOF axis in the steak camera, this configuration will be used as an example. After the first plate, the two orthogonal pulses are projected onto the optic axis of the second quartz plate which is set along the original laser polarization. This plate produces the gating field polarized perpendicularly to the input polarization first followed by driving field polarized parallel to the input laser polarization. The driving component is delayed by the number of cycles of delay the second quartz plate introduces, i.e. 5 cycles for a 440 \( \mu m\) thick plate. The driving field must come out second meaning the slow axis is aligned along the input polarization. This is the e-axis since quartz is positive uniaxial. To compensate this delay, the BBO is oriented such that its fast axis (also the e-axis since BBO is negative uniaxial) is aligned parallel to the quartz slow axis. This reduces the delay between the driving and gating field to exactly 0.25 cycles thereby generating the ellipticity varying pulse.

Since the gating field is oriented parallel to the BBO slow axis (the o-axis) and since the BBO is ooe, the second harmonic is generated by the gating field but polarized along the driving field. This gives the field components as shown in figure 2.25(c). The output field components including all the spectral phase distortions is shown in figure B.3 and B.4 for the first and second quartz plates (both 440 \( \mu m\)) and the 141 \( \mu m\) BBO. To ensure the BBO crystal is oriented properly in the experimental setup, the input polarization should generate no SHG if linearly polarized. For the streak camera, the input polarization is horizontal meaning vertical polarization should generate maximum SHG.
Tuning the BBO is an easy way to modify the generated spectrum. However, doing so changes the phase matching bandwidth, the SHG efficiency and the amount of delay introduced between the driving and gating fields simultaneously. This means there is only a very small range of angles through which the BBO can be tuned. Figure C.5 shows that the SHG falls off quickly after the BBO is tuned more than one cycle away from the optimal phase matching angle. Figure C.8(a) shows that if the BBO is tuned more than half a degree, the gating and driving field are no longer a quarter cycle apart meaning the DOG pulse is not constructed properly. Experimentally, there is no longer a strong linear portion in the DOG field and the XUV flux drops off almost completely. The result of figure C.8, combined with the result from figure C.5 indicates that there is less than one degree that is available for tuning the BBO angle.

![Graphs showing delay between gating and driving field versus BBO angle.](image)

**Figure C.8 (a) and (b) Delay between the gating and driving field versus BBO angle.**

Interestingly, if the BBO is further tuned, the DOG pulse can be roughly re-made since the delay can come back to +/-0.75 cycles then +/-1.25 cycles, etc. These alternate locations are shown as the gray dots in figure C.8(b) with the large red dot representing the ideal position. Since these are roughly quarter-cycle delays, the linear portion becomes strong again and the XUV signal becomes brighter. This is easily seen experimentally by simply monitoring the spectrum while tuning the BBO. However, since the SHG is no longer efficiently produced at these other angles,
the spectrum becomes very discrete exhibiting only odd order harmonics. This is because the
gate width no longer isolates a single attosecond pulse.
Appendix D - Interferometer Locking Method

The two arms of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer needed to be stabilized to time scales smaller than that of the attosecond pulse we wished to measure. This was accomplished by copropagating a continuous wave (CW) laser with center wavelength of 532 nm through the interferometer, as illustrated in figure D.1. The CW laser entered the interferometer at the first beam splitter but on the opposite side from where the NIR laser entered. The XUV arm of the interferometer had an aluminum filter used to remove the residual IR. This also had to pass the CW laser however. For this, a Bk7 window had a 1.5 mm hole drilled into it. This was then covered with the 300 nm aluminum filter. The Bk7 allowed the green laser to pass this way. At the hole-drilled mirror the CW beams from both arms of the interferometer were recombined with a second smaller mach-Zhender interferometer to generate interference fringes. The beam

Figure D.1 Experimental setup of the interferometer locking.
from the XUV arm reflected off the back of the mirror while the beam from the streaking arm passed through the hole in the hole drilled mirror. The fringes were sent through a green filter to remove any IR that may have remained. The fringes were then measured by a photodiode. Changes in the measured intensity indicated shifting of the interference fringes caused by changes in the relative optical path lengths of the two arms of the interferometer, which we wished to minimize. The fringes could also be monitored at the same time by reflecting a small portion of the beam to a CCD camera. From the image, the quality of the locking could be deduced. Since the locking required a secondary interferometer to re-overlap the two green beams, this also had to be stabilized. A CW HeNe laser was passed through the small interferometer to stabilize it as well. The beams were monitored by both a photodiode to collect the intensity signal and a CCD camera to monitor the fringe pattern itself.

The output of the photodiodes was sent to a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) locking system (SRS SIM960 Analog PID Controller) in order to control a single piezoelectric transducer stack (PZT) installed on a mirror in the generating arm of the interferometer. The length of the PZT was varied to ensure that the optical path length difference was stabilized. Figure D.2 shows the stability of the interferometer in the (A) unlocked and (B) locked cases.

![Figure D.2 Stability measurement of the streak camera.](image-url)
Through our locking technique, we were able to reduce the relative phase fluctuation from \(~750\) mrad in the unlocked case to less than 30 mrad rms in the locked case as can be seen in Fig. D2(C). This phase jitter translates into about 8 attoseconds of temporal jitter which is much less than the duration of the attosecond pulses we wished to measure. Fig. D2(D) shows the suppression of the low frequency phase noise.

This stability of the interferometer was created by using ultra stable optical mounts (OptoSigma 112-6660) for all mirrors. These were set on heavy, low center of mass bases made of solid steel and were \(~3\) inches in diameter. Also, the turbos were isolated from the system using Varian vibration dampeners (9699334). This reduced temporal jitter from the turbos which could not be compensated for with the locking electronics. Finally, to reduce sudden shocks to the system, all of the roughing pump hoses were passed through a large box containing \(~400\) lbs of sand. This damped any shocks that might otherwise have transferred along the hoses themselves. A small tap on the hoses between the sand box and the setup was enough to send the PID controller out of range. However, the hose between the roughing pump itself and the sand box could be violently shaken and the interferometer would remain locked.
Appendix E - Pulse Energy Measurement

To estimate the attosecond pulse energy produced with the DOG method, an XUV photodiode (AXUV 100, IRD instruments) was placed in the beam path after the aluminum filter. The signal from the detector was recorded with an oscilloscope and saved for later analysis.

The photodetector is a silicon p-n junction. When XUV photons with energy greater than 1.12 eV are incident on it, electron-hole pairs are created. The electron-hole pairs are separated by the p-n junction electric field and a current directly proportional to the number of pairs is recorded by the oscilloscope. The current, i, is given in terms of the charge, q, by:

\[ i = \frac{dQ}{dt} . \]  \hspace{1cm} (E.1)

By Ohm’s law, \( V = iR \), the charge can be written in terms of the voltage, \( V \), as:

\[ Q = \frac{1}{R} \int V(t) dt . \]  \hspace{1cm} (E.2)

The resistance in this case is the input impedance of the scope, or 50Ω.

A typical oscilloscope trace is shown in figure E.1. The peak is the decaying charge

![Figure E.1 Photodiode signals for XUV and IR (black line) and IR only (red line).](image)
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across the photodetector. The black line is the case when the XUV photons are being generated. If the gas in the first target is turned off, the signal reads the red line. The red line is the background and is because of small pinholes in the filter allowing small amounts of the IR through. The background signal is subtracted from the XUV signal to get only the contribution of the XUV photons.

Once the signal is integrated, the total charge and hence the total number of photons originally generated can be calculated. The number, $N$, is given as:

$$N = \frac{Q}{e \eta T} \quad \text{(E.3)}$$

where $e$ is the elementary charge, $\eta$ is the quantum efficiency of the detector, and $T$ is the transmission of filters and residual gas in the chamber. The value of the quantum efficiency is provided by the manufacturer and is $\sim 8.38$ for our spectrum ($\sim 40$ eV center energy). The transmission of the filters was independently measured by adding another aluminum filter to the detector. A spectrum was then measured with and without the additional filter in place and the ratio gave the transmission of our typical filter. The transmission vs. energy is plotted in figure E.2. A pure aluminum filter (see figure 3.22) would transmit $\sim 75\%$ of the photons while ours transmits $\sim 10\text{-}20\%$. This is due to thin layers of aluminum oxide present on both sides of the filter. Using $T$ as $\sim 0.12$, the total number of photons was found to be $1.2 \times 10^8$. Multiplying by a single photon energy gives a total pulse energy of 6.5 nJ.

![Figure E.2 Measured aluminum filter transmission.](image-url)
Appendix F - The Kansas Light Source Amplifier

The Kansas Light Source laser system started with a Femtolaser oscillator (Scientific Pro S) as the seed. The oscillator was pumped by 4-5 W of CW 532 nm light from a Verdi 6 pump laser, horizontally polarized and focused into a 2.3 mm long Ti:Sapphire crystal cut at the Brewster angle. The seed beam, after passing through the output coupler, had a repetition rate of ~77 MHz with a pulse to pulse separation of ~13 ns. The pulse energy after the oscillator was on the order of nJ and the individual pulse duration was ~10-12 fs.

After the oscillator, the pulse train passed through a Pockel’s Cell which switched out a 2 kHz train from the ~77 MHz train. This was sent to the double-pass stretcher where the gratings

Figure F.1 KLS laser system. G = grating, AOM = accustom-optical modulator, PD = photo diode.

After the oscillator, the pulse train passed through a Pockel’s Cell which switched out a 2 kHz train from the ~77 MHz train. This was sent to the double-pass stretcher where the gratings
and focusing mirrors stretched the laser pulses to nearly 80 ps. This allowed the laser pulses to be safely amplified in the 14 pass chirped pulse amplifier. After the stretcher, the ps pulses passed through a telescope and a Faraday isolator. This was used to ensure no back reflections from the amplifier could get back to the oscillator.

From there, the laser pulses entered the amplifier. This consisted of 14 passes through a Ti:Sapphire crystal that was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures to avoid thermal lensing effects. After the first 7 passes, the laser pulses were sent through a second Pockel’s cell to eliminate any amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from the amplifier. The beam was also modified with a telescope to change the beam size on the laser crystal. The laser pulse was then sent through the last 7 passes of the amplifier. The final pulse energy is \(~4\text{ mJ}\) before the grating compressor which is a total gain on the order of \(10^6\). The efficiency of the grating compressor is \(~50\%\) meaning the output pulse energy is \(~2\text{ mJ}\). After the compressor, the laser pulses had duration of \(~25\text{ fs}\). This is a large increase from the original oscillator pulse duration due to gain narrowing in the amplifier.

To lock the CE phase in the laser system, the oscillator must be first stabilized. This was accomplished by sending a portion of the oscillator through a photonic crystal fiber to generate an octave spanning spectrum. Using an f-2f interferometer, the offset frequency of the oscillator could be detected by beating the 532 nm components from the spectrum with 1064 nm components frequency doubled to 532 nm. The offset frequency drift could be measured and compensated with an accusto-optical modulator (AOM) between the oscillator pump laser and the oscillator cavity. This modulated the intensity of the pump laser thereby changing the Kerr lens effect in the oscillator crystal and tuning the offset frequency. Once the oscillator was stabilized, the slow drift of the CE phase caused by the amplifier could be controlled. Using 10% of the output amplified laser beam, a second f-2f interferometer was used to generate a spectrogram between the 532 nm components and the frequency doubled 1064 nm components produced after the laser was focused into a sapphire plate. The spectrogram could then be controlled by varying the separation between the gratings in the stretcher using a PZT mount. Full details for the CE phase locking system can be found in reference [117].

The daily alignment procedure for the KLS amplifier is listed below.

1. The second 7 passes were blocked after the 2nd pockels cell. This ensured no laser energy could get to the laser crystal after the first 7 passes.
2. The oscillator should be checked to ensure no CW spikes exist in the spectrum and there are no multi-modes in the output train.

3. The seed beam is then checked on PD Osc. The 77 MHz pulse train signal should be visible with the 2 kHz pulses missing.

4. The laser beam should be adjusted so that it passes through the center of the telescope after the first Pockels cell. No adjustments should ever be made within the stretcher box.

5. A flipper mirror for the first pass can be flipped up to send the beam to PD 1. This is used to find the first pass gain. The pump lasers can be turned on and used to optimize the gain using only one pump at a time. The flipper mirror should be flipped down after this point.

6. Next, the second pass gain is checked using a flipper mirror to send the beam to PD 2. Using the first set of roof mirrors, the seed beam is adjusted to optimize the signal. The flipper should be flipped down after this.

7. The second set of roof mirrors can be adjusted next to optimize the signal on PD 3. This is the signal for the 3-7 pass.

8. After the 1st 7 passes are optimized, the beam block after the second pockels cell can be removed. The last 7 passes signal can be seen on PD 4 and can be optimized with the mirrors near PD 3. Once the signal is maximized (~ 2 mJ after the compressor), the laser is aligned. Alignment through the compressor can be adjusted easily with the mirror closest to PD 4.